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PREFACE

The present work consists of a review and thirteen papers,

based on experiments carried out at the University of Manchester,

Rutherford Laboratory, University of Oslo, University of Mainz

and CERN during the period 1971-1976.

It is with great pleasure I thank all my collaborators for

for excellent co-operation in the various investigations ''

concerned. In particular, I am indebted to Dr. G.W.A. Newton,

Dr. C.J. Batty, professor P.G. Hansen and Dr. C. Ekstrflm for
(

the opportunity to participate in their inspiring research

groups. It is also a pleasure to acknowledge professor G. Hermann,

who kindly made the experimental facilities available at

the Institut filr Kernchemie, Mainz.

Special thanks are due to professor A.C. Pappas, who

introduced me to the field of nuclear science, for his continuous

support and good advice on numerous occasions.
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In the past decade the study of the "sea of instability"

surrounding the stable nuclides which form a peninsula in the

N,Z diagram (Fig. 1 ) , has developed into a major field of

research. In this period, the "off-shore" research has led

to the observation of new phenomena, the domain of observed

nuclides has been enlarged and detailed properties of a large

number of nuclides, in the ground state as well as in excited
(1 2 3)states, have been studied ' ' . In the same period a

frantic search for a new island of (near) stability has been

going on. According to theoreticians, the island is situated
2 9 8around 114 where the disruptive coulombic forces are expected

to become out-balanced by stabilizing shell effects. The search

for these superheavy nuclei has included attempts to produce

them artificially as well as attempts to find them in nature.

The extention of the range of experiments has been possible

because of the development in experimental techniques. New

and more intense beams of bombarding particles have become

available, new types of measuring methods have been developed

and "old" methods have been adapted to new facilities. Last,

but not least, we have seen some decisive progress in the

development of product separation methods which aim at providing

isotopica.lly. pure samples for physics experiments, on a

short time-scale and in high efficiency. In recent years a

number of new separation approaches have been realized like

the electric and magnetic field separator LOHENGRIN , the

gas-filled magnetic separator JOSEF and the kinematic

separator SHIP . These systems are all characterized by

very short separation times (a* 10 s ) , but the efficiency
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is rather low (10~ - 10" ). An exception is the .kinematic

separator which may work with efficiencies in the percent

region. In this case, however, only fusion products are

separated. Selectivity in both atomic number (Z) and mass

number (A), is achieved in all systems, although the resolution

is limited. In addition to these new approaches, progress has

been made in bringing the more conventional approaches of

radiochemical separations and electromagnetic mass separation

up to a standard which meets the present and future demands.

A large part of the present work concerns the progress in this

area.

In radiochemical separations, progress has been made in

developing both discontinuous and continuous separation techni-

(7 8)
ques ' . Outstanding examples of fast, discontinuous

(a)

separations have been reported from the University of Mainz ,

where chemical separations are performed on a subsecond time

scale. However, when experiments have to be performed repeatedly,

a continuous separation process delivering a steady source of

short-lived species is more appropriate. Such separations are

accomplished in the on-line operating solvent extraction system

SISAK . The combination of this separation technique

with a Gas Jet Recoil Transport (GJRT) system makes it possible

to adapt the separation system to different irradiation
facilities(V) The performance of SISAK has been illustrated

through the study of short-lived rare-earth isotopes, using

conventional y- ray spectroscopy . A summary is given

in chapter 2.

In chemical separations, a selection in Z but not in A, is

achieved. At most on-line isotope separator facilities, the

situation is the other way around. A separation in A is readily

CTCAV - Ton-t-nn©<= RttiriieH hv AViifvp. +echniaue
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Fig. 1. The chart of nuclides. The domain of known nuclides
is enclosed by the broken contour, the black' squares representing
stable nuclides. The proposed island of superheavy nuclei,
enclosed by the dashed contour and marked with SHE, contains
those nuclei which according to Nix^59^ have half-lives longer
than 1 day.

obtained, while sufficient selectivity in Z in many cases is

hard to reach. Still, progress in delivering beams of single

elements is being made by proper choices of target matrices

and ion-source configurations . Selective on-line thermo-

chromatographic separations of some product elements, following

mass separation, have also been demonstrated^11^. Apart from

selectivity, progress is also made in enlarging the range of

available product elements as well as in reducing the delay

inherent in the target systems. At ISOLDE an extensive investi-

gation of refractory materials in porous form at high

temperatures, showed that a number of these matrices have very

favourable delay-time'characteristics(VI). The nost promising matrices

have been tested on-line with good results (VII"v:!:iI). This investigation

is suirmarized in chapter 3.
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An immediate result of the improved delay properties of

ISOLDE targets, was the identification of the self-conjugate CN=Z)

nuclide ^Rb (65 ms) . Such initial identification measure-

ments are usually followed by a number of other experiments,

one of those being measurements of nuclear spin and moments.

The successful on-line adaption of the atomic-beam apparatus

(X)
to ISOLDE has made possible a systematic mapping of nuclear
ground state spin and moments of a long range of short-lived

(IX—XI)
nuclides . The status following the first two years of

operation is given in chapter 3.

On the nuclidic chart, the proposed island of superheavy elements

represents a great challenge to nuclear physicists and chemists.

Several production methods have been proposed and studieds one

of these being secondary reactions . Also, several

techniques for separation and identification of possible super-

heavy nuclei have been suggested. In this context, chemical

separation methods based on extrapolated properties are of

importance and an example of a chemical separation scheme is

given in Paper XIII. A summary is given .in chapter 4.

Finally, in chapter 5, the separation characteristics of the

two systems ISOLDE and SISAK/GJRT are discussed and recent

improvements as well as main lines of future development are

pointed out. Previous attempts of producing superheavy nuclides

in heavy-ion reactions are reviewed and a possible role for

SISAK/GJRT in solving separation and identification problems

of new elements produced in such reactions are considered.

The study of nuclear excitation in the neutron-rich region

of light rare earths is briefly summarized and possible

future ABMR investigations in this region is mentioned. An

extention of conventional ABMR experiments to atoms in excited

states is considered.
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2. SISAK

Following some initial test experiments at a 14- MeV neutron

(12)

generator in Gothenburg , the SISAK system was installed at

a Philips PW 5 320 neutron generator situated in the Department

of Nuclear Chemistry, University of Oslo in 1972. In the

following two years the main•effort was devoted to the develop-

ment of the experimental separation technique although some

physics results also were obtained in this period. In 1974- the

SISAK system was combined with a GJRT arrangement and installed

at the Mainz TRIGA reactor.

2ili The_exgerimental_technig>ue

The main principles of the technique, as applied in the

Oslo experiments, are examplified in Fig. 2 which shows a flow

diagram for isolation of Ce isotopes produced in fission of

uranium. In essence, the system consists of three main parts:

a target part, a chemical separation part and a measuring part.

The target system is made of 3 grams natural uranium adsorb- !

ed on an anion exchanger in the form of a sulphate complex,

contained in a 30 cm titanium cell. During continuous elution

with 0.015 M (NH^jgSO^, this target functions both as a steady

source of fission products, since uranium is retained on the

resin, and as an initial chemical separation step since elements

like Zr, Nb, Mo have distribution coefficients above 10

compared to values around 1 for rare earths.

The main separation system is based on multi-stage solvent

(13)
extraction processes using the automatic H-centrifuge for

contionuous phase separation. The operational characteristics

of this H-centrifuge are discussed in detail by Aronsson .

..fe .,.
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Fig. 2. Flow diagram for separation of Ce isotopes, using
an ion-exchange target . n: neutron beam, FP: fission
products, Cl, C2, C3: mixer-centrifugal separator units,
D: detector.
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Fig. 3. Flow diagram for separation of Ce isotopes, using

a GJRT system . M: gas-liquid mixer, Dg: degassing unit,

FP: fission products, Cl, C2, C3: mixer-centrifugal separa-

tor units, E: HDEHP/PVC column, D0-D7: Ge(Li) detector

positions, Y0-Y4: Ce recovery yields. Y0>80% (calculated),

Yl>90% (measured): Y2«80% (measured), Y4«55% (measured).
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1^ Istroduction_

In the past decade the study of the "sea of instability"

surrounding the stable nuclides which form a peninsula in the

N,Z diagram (Fig. 1), has developed into a major field of

research. In this period, the "off-shore" research has led

to the observation of new phenomena, the domain of observed

nuclides has been enlarged and detailed properties of a large

number of nuclides, in the ground state as well as in excited

(1 2 3)
states, have been studied * ' . In the same period a

frantic search for a new island of (near) stability has been

going on. According to theoreticians, the island is situated

298
around 114 where the disruptive coulombic forces are expected

to become out-balanced by stabilizing shell effects. The search

for these superheavy nuclei has included attempts to produce

them artificially as well as attempts to find them in nature.

The extention of the range of experiments has been possible

because of the development in experimental techniques. New

and more intense beams of bombarding particles have become

available, new types of measuring methods have been developed

and "old" methods have been adapted to new facilities. Last,

but not least, we have seen some decisive progress in the

development of product separation methods which aim at providing

isotopically. pure samples for physics experiments, on a

short time-scale and in high efficiency. In recent years a

number of new separation approaches have been realized like

the electric and magnetic field separator LOHENGRIN , the

gas-filled magnetic separator JOSEF and the kinematic

separator SHIP . These systems are all characterized by

very short separation times (.y 10~" s), but the efficiency
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is rather low (10~ - 10 ). An exception is the .kinematic

separator which may work with efficiencies in the percent

region. In this case, however, only fusion products are

separated. Selectivity in both atomic number (Z) and mass

number (A), is achieved in all systems, although the resolution

is limited. In addition to these new approaches, progress has

been made in bringing the more conventional approaches of

radiochemical separations and electromagnetic mass separation

up to a standard which meets the present and future demands.

A large part of the present work concerns the progress in this

area.

In radiochemical separations, progress has been made in

developing both discontinuous and continuous separation techni-

(7 8)
ques ' . Outstanding examples of fast, discontinuous

(9)separations have been reported from the University of Mainz ,

where chemical separations are performed on a subsecond time •

scale. However, when experiments have to be performed repeatedly,

a continuous separation process delivering a steady source of

short-lived species is more appropriate. Such separations are

accomplished in the on-line operating solvent extraction system

SISAK . The combination of this separation technique

with a Gas Jet Recoil Transport (GJRT) system makes it possible

to adapt the separation system to different irradiation

facilities(V) The performance of SISAK has been illustrated

through the study of short-lived rare-earth isotopes, using

conventional y- ray spectroscopy " . A summary is given

in chapter 2.

In chemical separations, a selection in Z but not in A, is

achieved. At most on-line isotope separator facilities, the

situation is the other way around. A separation in A is readily

+ SISAK = Short-lived Isotooes Studied by Akufve technique
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Fig. 1. The chart of nuclides- The domain of known nuclides
is enclosed by the broken contour, the black' squares representing
stable nuclides. The proposed island of superheavy nuclei,
enclosed by the dashed contour and marked with SHE, contains
those nuclei which according to Nix'5^^ have half-lives longer
than 1 day.

obtained, while sufficient selectivity in Z in many cases is

hard to reach. Still, progress in delivering beams of single

elements is being made by proper choices of target matrices

and ion-source configurations . Selective on-line tfcermo-

chromatographic separations of some product elements, following

mass separation, have also been demonstrated . Apart from

selectivity, progress is also made in enlarging the range of

available product elements as well as in reducing the delay

inherent in the target systems. At ISOLDE an extensive investi-

gation of refractory materials in porous form at high

temperatures, showed that a number of these matrices have very

favourable delay-time characteristics \ The nost promising matrices

have been tested on-line with good results(VII"VIII). This investigation

is summarized in chapter 3. -



An immediate result of the improved delay properties of

ISOLDE targets, was the identification of the self-conjugate (N=Z)

nuclide Rb (65 ms) . Such initial identification measure-

ments are usually followed by a number of other experiments,

one of those being measurements of nuclear spin and moments.

The successful on-line adaption of the atomic-beam apparatus

(X)
to ISOLDE has made possible a systematic mapping of nuclear

ground state spin and moments of a long range of short-lived

(TY-XI)

nuclides . The status following the first two years of

operation is given in chapter 3.

On the nuclidic chart, the proposed island of superheavy element:

represents a great challenge to nuclear physicists and chemists.

Several production methods have been proposed and studied, one

of these being secondary reactions . Also, several

techniques for separation and identification of possible super-

heavy nuclei have been suggested. In this context, chemical

separation methods based on extrapolated properties are of

importance and an example of a chemical separation scheme is

given in Paper XIII. A summary is given in chapter t.

Finally, in chapter 5, the separation characteristics of the

two systems ISOLDE and SISAK/GJRT are discussed and recent

improvements as well as main lines of future development are "

pointed out. Previous attempts of producing superheavy nuclides

in heavy-ion reactions are reviewed and a possible role for

SISAK/GJRT in solving separation and identification problems

of new elements produced in such reactions are considered.

The study of nuclear excitation in the neutron-rich region

of light rare earths is briefly summarized and possible

future ABMR investigations in this region is mentioned. An

extention of conventional ABMR experiments to atoms in excited

states is considered.
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Following some initial test experiments at a 14 MeV neutron

(12)
generator in Gothenburg , the SISAK system was installed at

a Philips PW 5320 neutron generator situated in the Department

of Nuclear Chemistry, University of Oslo in 1972. In the

following two years the main effort was devoted to the develop-

ment of the experimental separation technique although some

physics results also were obtained in this period. In 1974 the

SISAK system was combined with a GJRT arrangement and installed

at the Mainz TRIGA reactor.

2._1_. The_exgerimental_technigue

The main principles of the technique, as applied in the

Oslo experiments, are examplified in Fig. 2 which shows a flow

diagram for isolation of Ce isotopes produced in fission of

uranium. In essence, the system consists of three main parts:

a target part, a chemical separation part and a measuring part.

The target system is made of 3 grams natural uranium adsorb-

ed on an anion exchanger in the form of a sulphate complex,

contained in a 30 cm° titanium cell. During continuous elution

with 0.015 M (NH^SO^, this target functions both as a steady

source of fission products, since uranium is retained on tha

resin, and as an initial chemical separation step since elements

like Zr, Nb, Mo have distribution coefficients above 10

compared to values around 1 for rare earths.

The main separation system is based on multi-stage solvent

extraction processes using the automatic H-centrifuge for

contionuous phase separation. The operational characteristics

of this H-centrifuge are discussed in detail by Aronsson

• r f e .
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0 1 M « U 0

DIHH.S3, OOiM'ji*

Fig. 3. Flow diagram for separation of Ce isotopes, using

a GJRT system . M: gas-liquid mixer, Dg: degassing unit,

FP: fission products, Cl, C2, C3: mixer-centrifugal separa-

tor units, E: HDEHP/PVC column, D0-D7: Ge(Li) detector

positions, Y0-Y4: Ce recovery yields. Y0>80% (calculated),

Yl>90% (measured): Y2«80% (measured), YU«55% (measured).
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In the separation of rare-earth products from a complex fission

mixture full use is being made of HDEHP (di(2-ethylhexyl)-

orthophosphoric acid) in kerosene diluent, a well known system

in the separation chemistry of rare earths . The appropriate

concentration of HDEHP in contact with aqueous phases of varying

H -concentration offers high chemical selectivity for group

separation of rare earths. The individual separation among

the lightest rare earths (La, Ce and Pr which are those mainly

produced in low-energy fission of uranium) is accomplished

by adding oxidants or reductants acting on the concentration

ratio Ce (IID/Ce(IV)\ The largely different distribution

coefficients for trivalent lanthanides and tetravalent Ce ,

ensure radiochemically pure sources of La, Ce and Pr (separated

as decay product from Ce) as demonstrated in Papers II-IV.

The nuclear measurement part of the system has been designed

in different ways depending on the type of measurements to be

carried out. Usually the products are concentrated in columns

containing appropriate collector materials as HDEHP/PVC for

retainment of tetravalent Ce, Dowex-50 for retainment of tri- ;

valent lanthanides or iron wool used for electrochemical

reduction of Cu isotopes. Due to some selectivity in the

retention these methods also give improved radiochemical purity

of the samples. In some experiments, however, it is advantageous

to measure directly on a liquid phase, since, on columns, long-

lived activities may accumulate and thus complicate measurements

on nuclides with short half-lives. In order to allow convenient

half-life determinations of y^ay peaks, a two-detector delay

method (TDD) was developed. The principles of this method, in

which the continuity of the SISAK system is utilized, are

explained in Paper I and an illustrative example of the

application of this technique is given in Paper III, where the
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half-life of the previously unidentified CeC+s) is determined.

In all experiments the organic phase runs in a closed circuit,

in order to minimize the consumption of chemicals and the

amount of waste. Therefore, it is desireable to prevent the

build-up of long-lived species in the organic phase and this

is achieved by introducing a conditioning step (see Fig. 2).

In this step the organic phase is washed with an aquaous phase

(1 M HNO3, 0.1 M H2O2 and 1 M lactic acid) which efficiently

strips the rare-earth isotopes.

A brief account of the delay properties of the SISAK system

is included in Paper I, while a much more thourough discussion

of the delay in individual parts of the system is given by

(li+)Aronsson . These considerations show m a quantitative way

how the decay losses of short-lived nuclides are influenced

by operational conditions such as number of centrifuges and

flow rates. For a typical set up of an ion-exchange target

and 2 H-centrifuges, release yields better than 10% can be expected

for product half-lives above some 5 seconds. It should, however, .

be emphazised that so far no real on-line measurements of the

delay properties were carried out, which would be essential

if for example accurate decay-loss corrections were to be

performed.

In the period 1974-7 5 the SISAK system was installed at the

Mainz TRIGA reactor and successfully combined with a GJRT

(7 17)arrangement. The GJRT technique ' has found wide application

for rapid and efficient transportation of products formed in

(18 21) (20)
charged particle reactions ' , neutron induced fission ,

(19 22) (23)
spontaneous fission ' as well as in radioactive decay

The release yield of a nucli.de is defined as the ratio between
the observed yield of the nuclide and that which would be obtained
if there was no delay in the separation system. This ratio is
by some authors referred to as the .transmission factor or reduction factc

..yfc _,
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The approach, accounted for in Paper V, represented the first

serious effort to utilize the GJRT technique in combination

with a continuous chemical separation system= The main principles

of the method is summarized in Fig. 3, again showing a flow

diagram for separation of Ce isotopes now produced by thermal

235fission in a uranium target consisting of M-50 yg U situated
3

in a recoil chamber of about 12 cm volume. In these initial

experiments N2 was used as a carrier gas while C-H^ served as

a cluster producer. The average transport time of the thermalized

products from the target to the end of a 7 m long transport

capillary was measured to about 1 second. The gas is efficiently

mixed with the first aqeous phase in a static mixer and a

near complete dissolution of the fission products is obtained

if the solution is kept at a temperature close to 90°C.

Compared to the ion-exchange target used in previous SISAK

experiments, we observe that the initial chemical separation

step is lost. This, however, is compensated for by introducing

an addititional extraction step at C1 where elements like

Y, Zr, Nb and Mo as well as parts of Br and I are extracted [

into the organic phase of 2MHDEHP in kerosene. Otherwise, the

subsequent chemical separations are similar to that shown

in Fig. 2 and the final radiochemical purity of the Ce source

obtained in the two systems is comparable.

I

2.*iL*_ ̂ H ^ Z £^_s2io£"tZ.1iv£^j. neutron_-rich_rare_-earth ,isot£pe_s_

In the course of the experiments described above, a consider-

able amount of spectroscopic data on rare-earth isotopes formed

in fission were obtained. Previously, only very incomplete

data on the nuclear decay properties of short-lived (T,~ 1 min),

neutron-rich La, Ce and Pr isotopes were available. Today,
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however, these nuclei receive considerable interest due to

their transitional character. Of course, the experimental

results presented in Papers II-IV are limited in scope as they

represent only parts of a total experimental picture needed

for a precise understanding of the nature of these nuclei.

In Paper II is reported half-lives, energies and intensities

of Y-rays assigned to ll+4~1It6La, llt7"llt8Ce and 150Pr on the

basis of singlas Y~ray measurements. Paper III reports on the

half-life determination of the previously unidentified nuclide

Ce (^s). In Paper IV Y~Y coincidence methods are used to

14-7
resolve the Y~**ays emitted in the decay of Ce(56s) and

Ce(48s) respectively. In addition partial level schemes

144 146 -

of the even nuclides Ce and Ce, populated in B -decay,

are reported and discussed in terms of ground state rotational

levels using the phenomenological variable-moment-of-inertia
(24) +

model of Mariscotti et al . The energy systematics of 2 ,

4 + and 6 levels may indicate changes in the nuclear structure

and the measurements reported in Paper IV fall into a trend

which shows a rather smooth change towards a deformed nuclear

shape "with increasing N-number for Z=58, in contrast to the

more sudden change apparently taking place between N=88-90

in the Z=62-66 region.

3i__IS0LDE_

The ISOLDE facility at the CERN 600 MeV proton synchro-

cyclotron (SO first started its operation in late 1967. A

full description of the original installation is found in

Ref. (25). In the period 197 3-74 the facility was rebuilt in

conjunction with the SC improvement programme which aimed at

increasing the intensity of the extracted proton beam by two
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(26 )

orders of magnitude, i.e. to approximately 5jxA . The experimental

programme at the reconstructed facility, called ISOLDE-2, was

resumed in the summer of 1975. For a survey of lines of
t

research and results achieved in the period before reconstruction,
(27—29)

see e.g. review papers by P.G. Hansen . Much of the more
recent work performed at ISOLDE-2 was presented at the last

(3)
topical conference held in Cargese

A lay-out of the ISOLDE-2 facility is shown in Fig. «t.

3.

A crucial feature of any on-line isotope separator is the

traget and ion-source arrangement. At ISOLDE, a development

programme in this area has been pursued in parallel with the

running experimental programme. Earlier accounts of this work

are found in Refs. (25,30). The targets that have been in use

(31) (32)
at ISOLDE include hydrous oxides , high-temperature oxides

and molten metals
(on

Most of the present targets

( 38

belong to the last category. In addition, various attempts

have been made in developing targets which allow selective

release of product elements which form volatile compounds with

a macrocomponent of the target matrix. In recent off-line

experiments it has been shown that carrier free Sb and Sn

are efficiently released from a molten mixture of TeOjXLiClxKCl

For many experiments the delay characteristics of the separatioi

system is of critical importance. At ISOLDE this delay is

mainly'caused by processes responsible, for the release of

products from the large amount of target material. Accordingly,

recent development work has been focused on finding target forms

which ensure acceptable release yields even of nuclides with

half-lives in the subsecond region. In addition, a main task
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Fig. 4. Perspective view of .
ISOLDE-2. The 600 MeV proton

beam from.SC traverses a target (A)
from which various reaction products are

released and subsequently ionized. Follow-
ing acceleration and beam-optical shaping the

mass separation takes place in the analyzing
magnet (B). In the electrostatic switchyard (C),

individual masses are selected and guided through
external beam lines (D) to various measuring stations.
The position of the atomic-beam apparatus is marked
with ABMR.
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has been to enlarge the range of available product elements.

Paper VI deals with an extensive investigation of refractory

materials (metals, carbides, borides, oxides and sulphides) with

the purpose of evaluating the utility of such materials as

ISOLDE targets. In this investigation, release rates of various products

produced in the samples following 600 MeV proton irradiation have

been measured. The measurements have been carried out at high

temperatures (~ 2000°C) on samples prepared in a porous form,

either by sintering finely devided powders or by impregnating

graphite cloth with elements which form thermodynamically

stable carbides. In general, slow release of non-volatile

products (mainly transition-group elements) are observed, due to

high d«sorpt'i.on:energies~"in" these-'eases; -On the-other hand, fast

release of a number of volatile elements is shown to take palce.

Apparently in these cases the release rates are controlled by

diffusion processes in the micro particles (fibers). Although

such processes generally are slow, the combination of short

diffusion paths and high temepratures (~ 2000°C) lead to fast

escape of products into the gas phase.

It has been possible to compare the different matrices in

terms of expected delay properties for on-line application.

This comparison is carried out on the basis of classical

diffusion theory, allowing each system to be characterized by

a temperature-dependent parameter, u, related to the diffusion

coefficient of the product and to particle (fiber) dimensions.

By also taking into consideration material density, vapor

pressure and sintering properties, it is concluded in Paper VI

that a number of refractory matrices, prepared in a porous

form, are suitable for on-line application at ISOLDE-2. It is

pointed to some 30 different product elements which are expected

to be efficiently separated at ISOLDE, using such targets.
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Fig. 5. Preliminary yields, of Fr isotopes. The black squares
are the observed yields at the collector corresponding
to a 960 nA beam of 600 MeV protons impinging on a
lUg/cm2 uranium target (in the form of impregnated
graphite cloth) at a temperature of 2 000 °C. The
full-drawn curve shows spallation cross sections cal-
culated from Rudstam's formula, assuming a Gaussian
charge distribution^ .The curve is normalized to 0.2 mb
measured for 2 1 2Fr^ 5^. The inset gives the calculated
release yields as a function of nuclide half-life based
on measured delay curves for 22l|Fr. According to this
figure the observed yields of short-lived isotopes have
been corrected for decay losses in the transport process
(open circles).

The .first 'high-temperature metal-powder target to be tested

on-line was the fine-meshed Ta powder (~20 ym) for production

(39 )
of Yb isotopes . The measured yields, using a Re surface

ionizer, are shown in Paper VII and already in this first

153
test run' the new isotope Yb(4s) was identified. In more

recent target tests the yields were raised by an order of

magnitude due to improved surface ionization
C+0)

Because
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of the low volatility of neighbouring elements, a decontamination

with respect to these elements is achieved.

From the off-line investigations one should expect

Nb-metal powder to constitute an efficient target for production
i

of Rb, Kr, Br and Se. The on-line production of Rb from such '

a Nb target proved to fulfill these expectationss as shown ;

in Papers VII and VIII. Delay components around 1 s were

measured at 2100 C and this fast release permitted the interesting
74Rb(65 ms), the heaviest self-conjugate
(VII)

study of the N=Z nuclide

nucleus detected until now -'*-', A number of other interesting

physics experiments on Rb isotopes have also been carried out,

including measurements of nuclear spins and moments as reported

in Paper XII.

Uranium impregnated graphite cloth, prepared by a modified.

(41)
version of the procedure described by Anderson et al. serves

now as on-line target in regular production runs cf the alkali

elements Fr, Cs and Rb . The delay characteristics of the

target^corresponds to that observed for Rb from Nb. In Fig. 5

is shown observed yields ""and calculated release yields for

Fr isotopes. The experimental yields, corrected for decay

losses, are compared with the trend in cross sections expected

from empirical systematics due to Rudstam . As in the cases

of Cs from La and Rb from Nb , calculated and measured

values agree over a large mass region, giving further confidence

to the predicting power of the "spallation formula".

* 7S-77
Notice that yields given for Rb in Paper VII, Fig. 4b,
have been remeasured by more accurate methods. The corrected
yields are given in Paper VIII, Fig. 1.
The three new isotopes UJTr(48 ms), u FrOSO ms) and Fr
(25s) were identified during the first production runs.
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Fig. 6. Preliminary yields of Ar isotopes. The black squares are f
observed yields at the collector corresponding • to a 1 pA beam ~.
of 600 MeV protons impinging on a 38 g/cm2 vanadium-carbide
target at a temperature of 2100 °C. The full drawn curve
in arbitrary normalization shows spallation cross sections
calculated from Rudstam's formula. Gaussian charge distri-
bution is assumed. The cross section scale on the right
axis is normalized to 0.5 mb measured for "1Ar. The inset
gives the calculated release yields as a function of nuclide ,-.
half-life based on the measured delay curves for "1Ar. jT
According to this figure the observed yields of short-lived '"-;
isotopes have been corrected for decay losses in the
transport process (open squares). r-
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The fission product elements Rb and Cs are produced from the

same uranium target with the same short delay as measured for

Fr.

In these cases, high yields of neutron-rich isotopes are

measured, in fact higher than those presently available in

on-line reactor-based interactions. This opens up the possibility

for a number of current experiments to pursue their systematic

investigations at the neutron-rich side of B-stability.

On-line production of Ar isotopes has been achieved from

vanadium-carbide powder target, using a plasma ion source, as

shown in Fig. 6. The target is operated at 2100 °C and chemical

selectivity is obtained by inserting a copper tube, cooled to

30 C, between the target container and the ion source. From

32
Fig. 6 it is seen that Ar is observed at the collector side

of the separator. Although the yield is very low, it permitted

the interesting study of beta-delayed protons emitted in the

decay of 32Ar (T, » 75 ms) ( 4 l f ). In a recent target test the
2

new isotope Ar (10 s) was identified

atojniĉ bê am ma£ne_ti:c_re_s£nan£e_(ABMR2 measurements_

For more than two decades, the ABMR method has been used

extensively for measurements of nuclear spins and moments on

radioactive nuclei, the record showing that about 380 nuclear

spins out of a total of 450 have been measured by this technique.

So far, practically all atomic-beam experiments have been of

the conventional off-line type in which samples are transferred

manually from the irradiation position to the atomic-beam

apparatus. This operation mode, however, restricts the technique

to rather long-lived nuclides (T, ~ 5-10 min) .... In -order to' reach

more exotic regions on the nuclidic chart it was decided to
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reconstruct the atomic-beam apparatus in Uppsala and connect

it on-line with the ISOLDE-2 facility*1 » . Providing a |
i

a successful on-line operation the high beam intesity of a i ,

wide range of short-lived nuclides available at ISOLDE-2 would

greatly enlarge the number of possible ABMR experiments. The

construction and operation of the focusing atomic-beam apparatus •
(US it?)

in use at ISOLDE-2 has been described by EkstriSm et al. ' .

The working principles and mechanical design are evident from
1

Fig, 7, where the bottom part shows the beam trajectories for

atoms at resonance (with an exaggerated radial scale).

Perhaps the most critical part of the on-line adaption of

the atomic-beam apparatus is the conversion of the incoming

60 keV ions to a thermal, neutral atomic beam, directed towards

the entrance of the A-magnet. A very simple solution to this

problem has been chosen as seen from Fig. 8. A metal foil is ;

mounted in 45 angle to the incoming ion beam as well as to i

the optical axis of the atomic-beam apparatus. The foil is

heated by ohmic losses so that the implanted ions diffuse to

the surface and evaporate as thermal atoms. As discussed in

Paper X the foil material should fulfil the following require-

ments:

-be operable at temperatures sufficiently high to ensure

fast release of implanted ions

- possess sufficiently low surface work function to ensure an

efficient conversion of the incoming ion beam to a neutral

atomic 'beam.

Particular attention in the choice of foil material had to be

taken in the experiments on alkali elements which have very

low ionization potentials. As detailed in Paper X we found

that an oven foil of tantalum, covered by a thin layer of
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Fig.1. Simplified drawing of the ABMR apparatus. In the
on-line experiments, the ion beam from the isotope separator
(1) is deflected 90° by the electrostatic deflector plates
(3) and focused by the electrostatic quadrupble doublet (7)
to a small spot at the oven position, from where it is conti-
nuously evaporated in the form of free atoms. The sixpole
magnet (9) acts as a polarizer of the atomic-beam; atoms
with negative effective magnetic moments are focused into
the central region (10). C.f. the lower part of the figure
showing the narrow beam space with a heavily enlarged radial
scale. The sign of the effective magnetic moment may be
changed by inducing transitions with the external r.f.-field.
In this case the atoms are defocused by the fourpole analysing
magnet (11) and reach the collector (12). Otherwise the atoms
are focused and get stuck on the. central obstacle in the
analysing magnet. The activity passing through the apparatus
is collected on discs fed from a magasine (13) and counted
in an on-line detector system (XI)
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Fig. 9. Schematic drawing of the on-line oven arrangement.
The ion beam from the isotope separator is focused by a
quadriipole lens t o a small spot at the oven foil, mounted
on the oven tube, in t5 to the incoming ion beam as well
as to the optical axis of the ABMR apparatus.

yttrium satisfactorily meets the general requirements mentioned

obove. Several on-line tests on the performance of th* oven-

foil system have been carried out, mainly using radioactive

beams of Cs isotopes. In Fig. 9..the results are shown from

our first successful on-line measurement using the special?_y

prepared Y/Ta foil. A strong resonance signal on I = 1 for

124
Cs (30.8 s) was observed. The signal to background ratio

of ~5 has later been improved to ~2 0 for spin measurements

by careful focusing of the ion beam.

Of interest is the efficiency (defined as the fraction

of evaporated atoms which enters the A-magnet) of an oven foil

compared to that of conventional off-line ovens. According

to Ref. (61) the efficiency for thin-walled apertures is

given by:

(8) S = I = (1° )
2

..•ate.
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where I is the atom intensity at a distance 1Q along the

optical axis of the atomic-beam apparatus, Q is the total

number of atoms (per unit time) emerging from the source and

r is the radius of the entrance hole in the A-magnet. For

the experimental arrangement shown in Fig. 7, 1 = 11,0 cm

and r = 0.35 cm. Based on off-line implantation experiments,

we have shown that the distribution of evaporated atoms from

a foil closely follows the cosine law established for mole-

cular effusion . On this basis the corresponding efficiency

for an oven foil mounted in ^5° angle to the optical axis

is given by:

T r 9

(QI r - A - n i ( —i
(.a; L - ̂  - o.i t^-;

x o

assuming a point source. This result shows that a simple

oven foil operated on-line is expected to work with half the

efficiency of thin-walled apertures used off-line. Measurements

on several Cs isotopes carried out both on-line and off-line

support the above considerations.

Another crucial part in the on-line operation of the ABMR

system involves the 90 deflection and careful focusing of the

ion beam into the oven section of the atomic-beam apparatus

(see Fig. 7). In particular the final focusing of the beam
2

to a spot smaller than ~0.5 mm at a proper position in the

oven section is demanding. This required an especially designed

quadrupole lens which is described in Ref. C+7) as well as

methods for monitoring the beam quality (size, position and

transmission). A short summary of the methods used for

beam assessment is given below.

A convenient and fast guide to approximate voltage settings

of lenses and deflector plates is obtained by placing a
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Fig. 9. The figure shows the results from the first ABMR
experiment to be carried out on-line (December 1974). A
reproducable resonance signal at nuclear spin I = 1 is
seen for 12I(Cs (30.8 s) .

fluorescence screen at the oven position. An intense beam

produces a visible spot of light which can be observed through

a window in the deflector housing. Similar, but more accurate,

readings are obtained by letting the intense beam produce a

dark spot on a piece of paper which subsequently is taken out

and examined. This latter method, however, is rather time

consuming since the paper must be replaced between exposures.

The most accurate, but also the most time consuming, method is
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that of a-autoradibgraphy. . In this case a beam of ct-active

224
nuclides is produced by ISOLDE, e.g. Ra released from a

molten La target in which " Th is added. By exposing

ot-sensitive plastic films to the arriving beam, details about

the beam cross section are obtained by microscopic examination

of the etched films.

A more continuous evaluation of the beam quality is obtained

by using a differential nanoamperemeter designed by Larsson

which measures the currents in different sections of a metal

surface positioned perpendicular to the beam at the oven

position.

By means of the methods referred to above it has been

possible to find settings which give beam-spot sizes down TO
2

the desired 0.5 mm at the right position.' However, due to

small instabilities in the beam-optical system, minor adjust-

ments in the settings must frequently be made. For this purpose

we have found the beam scanner, positioned in the front of the

final quadrupole lens (see Fig. 7) very useful. By monitoring

the beam shape in the vertical and horizontal planes at the

entrance of the lens, necessary up-stream voltage adjustments

can be made ensuring the right shape of the beam upon entry.

The voltage settings of the last lens are then kept unchanged.

The transmission from the collector tank of the isotope

separator to the oven position has been determined by measuring

the ion-beam currents as well as the radioactivity of collected

samples. A best transmission of about 50% has been achieved,

a large fraction hitting the last lens and the regions around

the narrow entrance of the atomic-beam apparatus.

At the collector side of the atomic-beam apparatus a new

collector -detector-system has been constructed in order to

V
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speed up the experimental procedure and to take full advantage !
r:\-

of the on-line operation mode. In the earlier off-line :

experiments, the collected activity was taken out of the machine '

after a certain exposure period and counted in off-line detectors.

In the present system (see Fig. 7) an automatic collector-disc

system feeds the collector position and then brings the activity -

to the detector positions. The data aquisition as well as

the control of experimental routines are handled by a mini- . -

computer. A more complete description of this part of the '.

system is given by EkstrSm et al.<<47)

l'lm— ABMR_re_sult,s_

In the first two years of operation the atomic-beam experi-

ments at ISOLDE-2 have been focused on the alkali elements Rb,

Cs, Fr and on Au (daughter product of Hg). The measurements

are reported in Papers IX-XI, where results are discussed

in terms of different nuclear models. Below we briefly point

to some main trends in the interpretation of the measured

spins and moments on the alkali nuclides.

The lightest Rb isotopes 7 7 j 7 8 > 7 8 m > 7 9
R b a r e located close

to the centre of a region enclosed by 28 = (NSZ) = 50 where

maximum nuclear deformation is expected to occur. In Paper

XI it is shown that an interpretation of the measured spins

in the framework of the Nilsson model is possible. The

configuration assignments given are supported by recently

measured magnetic moments of m' Rb . The measured

spin 1 = 6 for Rb, a nucleus located close to to the

N = 50 shell closure, is readily accounted for by the shell

model assignment 6 (II p3/2vg9/2).

The measured spins and moments of the light, neutron

b
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deficient Cs isotopes indicate deformed nuclear shapes

121

(X)

The magnetic moments of the I = 3/2 state in

123-129

Cs and 1 = 1 / 2

ground state in the odd isotopes J"'''J~J"'3Cs agree with the

predicted Nils son model orbitals for the 55th proton. The

doubly-odd isotopes with A = 12 2-12 8 all have ground state spin

1 = 1 , while the magnetic moments vary drastically among the

122
isotopes. The difference between the magnetic moments of Cs

124

and Cs may be explained by different Nilsson model configu-

rations -in those-two cases. -The moments of the heavier"doubly-odd isotopes

are difficult to interpret in terms of simple configurations due to
the i r t ransi t ional character. .. ..»

. . . . o n ft—21^" • ( V T ^
The Fr isotopes Fr studied*"* , are located close

to the N=126 shell*closure. Consequently, the measured spins are
expected to be associated with shell-model assignments. The

220—222heavier isotopes Frs however, are located in a transition

region and additional experimental data are needed before any-

meaningful interpretation of measured spins in terms of specific

configurations can be given.

O:

f

4._ §yP.i£heayy_elements

The current interest in the possible occurrence of an island

of identifiable elements, far beyond those existing in the

"Peninsula of nuclear matter" (see Fig. 1), was aroused

principally by Mye~s and Swiatecki ' and Strutinsky

in 1966. Since then, sophisticated calculations have been

carried out by a number of research groups concerning the

nuclear stability of the proposed island (see Refs. (54-56) for

reviews of theoretical predictions and Refs. (57-61) for more

general review articles about superheavy elements).

At present it seems to be general consensus about Z s 114

and N = 184 being the next shell closures, and that nuclei in
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this region should exibit a relatively high degree of stability f

towards all modes of decay. Applying the Strutinsky shell
Q

correction method, predicted half- l ives en excess of 10

years for the most long-lived nuclides are obtained. However,

the uncertainty in these predictions should be emphasized.

For example an error of 30% in the ine r t i a l mass parameter

resul ts in a factor of 10 variation in the fission ha l f - l i fe
An increase of the surface-symmetry coefficient with 40% , arguments

(64) 294

for which have been put forward , reduces the half-life of 110

from 10 year to 1 year. A 5% error in the fission barrier width and

a 10% error in the height both lead to a variation of two orders of

magnitude in the half-life. Recently, a self-consistent Hartree-Fock ;;
(£ 5) 298 v

calculation of the fission barrier of 114 yielded a result 2-3 M=V

lower than predicted in Strutinsky type calculations. The half-life of

this nuclide is then reduced by ten orders of magnitude! \",

The long predicted half-lives have stimulated an extensive j

search for superheavy elements both in ter res t r ia l and extra- '

ter res t r ia l samples as well as in cosmic rays (see Refs. (66-

68) for review of methods used and results obtained), but so

far these efforts have not yielded positive results. In a
( 69 )recent, intriguing, experiment Gentry et a l . analyzed

monazite inclusions, which showed giant halo formation, by

proton induced X-ray emission. Some weak peaks appeared in j

the X-ray spectra which could be explained by the presence of ;

a superheavy element, but later experiments, also on monazite

samples, by Jelly et a l . 7 0 , C. Stephan et al . ( 7 1 ) , Trautmann et al. (72

(73)
and Stakenann et a l . g a v e n o such evidence. At present i t is

considered unlikely that superheavy elements will be found

in nature, not only because of the negative results from

numerous investigations or doubts about sufficiently long

half-lives, but also because of the uncertainty with regard

p

•'• 1 V
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to their synthesis in astrophysical processes . Heavy

element synthesis is thought to proceed in stars by the

r-process, but the question arise whether the r-process path

bypass the spontaneous-fission region between Z w 100 and

Z « 110. Apparently, the uncertainty in calculations (e.g.

in fission barriers) excludes any yes/no answer"to this

( 7 fi }
question

Another approach in the search for these new elements is

artificial production in various nuclear reactions. In

addition to conventional heavy-ion reactions, secondary reactions

induced by high-energy protons have been suggested and studied as

a method of synthesis. Paper XII deals with an investigation

of this latter type.

EJroduction_iii _secoiidary_

(78V

(77)

It was back in 1971 that Marinov et al. presented

some evidence for the possible existence of the element Z = 112

(eka-Hg) produced in a tungsten target bombarded with 24 GeV

protons. Independently it was pointed out by Poskanzer et al.

following measurements of the energy spectra of nuclear

fragments, produced by the interaction of 5.S SeV protons with

uranium, that the flux of energetic, neutron-rich, fragments

might give rise to observable yields of superheavy nuclides

through build-up reactions in a heavy target. These initial

observations stimulated several works on secondary reactions
(79—85)

in thick targets of uranium, gold and tungsten , but

no further evidence for the presence of any superheavy element

among the reaction products has been presented.

As dicussed in Paper XII and Ref. (86), the initial promising

results reported by Marinov et al. appeared to be contamination
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effects, although some questions to the origin of part of

the observed spontaneous-fission activity still remain unsolved.

In order to test the building-up mechanism, the actinide

fractions have been separated from most targets. The measure-

ments reported in Paper XII and Refs. (81, 82) showed no

observable yields of any actinides which could be attributed

to secondary reactions in tungsten targets. In the case of

uranium targets, build-up of elements close to the target was

OUR

shown to take place. The heaviest nuclide detected was Cf

probably produced in the reaction U( C,*fn) ' » but

the sharply decreasing yield with increasing nuclear charge

clearly indicated that secondary reaction processes are unlikely

to be a useful way of producing superheavy elements.

it-2_-_ £h£inical_s£pafration

During the last decade, prediction of the physical and

chemical properties of the undiscovered elements have been

carried out and comprehensive review papers on this subject

(87) (88)

are due to Fricke and McMinn and Fricke . As far as

the location of new elements in the Periodic Table is concerned,

it seems to be general agreement about the unfinished 8th row

of the Periodic Table which will involve the completion of

the 6d and 7p electron sub-shells as shown in Fig. 10. The

7s sub-shell is probably filled at elements 119 and 120. The

situation beginning with element 121, however, may not be as

neatly anlogous to the actinide and lanthanide series as

Fig. 10 would suggest, due to the closeness of predicted energy

levels for 7d, 6f and 6g.

The chemical properties of the elements in the region

106-118, such as oxidation states, ionization energies,
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volatility, etc. , have been predicted on the basis of extra-

polated group properties. From these predictions several suit-

able chemical separation schemes have been worked out and

applied in the processing of different targets
(77,79-8E,89-91)
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Fig. 10. Periodic Table showing the predicted locations of
new elements.

One example of such a separation flow diagram, used in the

study of secondary reactions in massive tungsten targets, is

given in Paper XIII. The first stage in the separation scheme

is anodic dissolution of tungsten and a simultaneous cathodic

deposition of heavy elements. In this way the cathode'served

as a convenient source for initial counting of possible fission

fragments, using polycarbonate films. However, due to the

heavy contamination of mixed 6/y-activity, further separations

had to be included in order to facilitate a- and X-ray spectro-

scopy. These separations are based on the chemical properties

of Os to Pb.

Although the two on-line separation approaches ISOLDE and

SISAK, discussed in preceding chapters, are based on widely

f..
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different chemical and physical principles, and also differ

in scope and ambition, we find it of interest to discuss their

relative merits in terms of delay properties, separation yields,

selectivity, etc. At the same time we point to some of the

present problems and limitations in the techniques which future

development is expected to deal with.

r\

Time delays in ISOLDE/SISAK separations

In all separation systems which deal with short-lived nuclides»

it is of primary importance to keep the time (delay) between

production and measurement of a nuclide as short as possible.

This makes it essential to elucidate the different factors

which influence the delay properties of a separation system.

Also, knowledge of the delay properties makes it possible to

estimate reaction cross sections and may even yield valuable

information about fundamental quantities related to the physical

and chemical processes responsible for the release and transport

of the products. In Fig. 11 is shown some typical release-

yield curves valid for ISOLDE and SISAK experiments. It should,

however, be emphasized that the curve given for ISOLDE is

representative only for volatile product elements released

from high-temperature powder (fiber) targets such as Rb from

Nb ., alkali elements from uranium-impregnated graphite

cloth(l+2>, Ar from VC(1+2) and Yb from Ta ( 3 9 ). The release

yields of products released from molten targets tend to be

In comparing the delay properties of different separation

systems, reference is often made to an average separation time,

<t>. However, a comparison on this basis alone is not always

relevant. This is demonstrated in Table 1, which shows
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Fig. 11. The release yield plotted against product half-life
for two separation systems. The upper curve is valid for
Rb isotopes released from 53g/cm2 Nb-powder target at 22OO°C
in ISOLDE experiments. The lower curve is calculated for
rare-earth products separated in SISAK experiments. In the
latter case a set-up of an ion-exchange target and 1 H-centrifuge
is assumed and following conditions applied:
Radius of resin particles 30jjm ,
Target-cell volume 35 cm ;
Void fraction
Elution rate
Film diffusion coefficient
Diffusion coefficient inside the
resin particles
Flow rate through centrifugo

0.3 .
10 cnr/s
10~5 cm2/s

10~6 cm2/s
2 0 cm3/s.

how different release-yield formulas depend on the average

separation time. It is obvious that the transport mechanism(s),

which determines the distribution of delay times around the

average value} should also be specified.



Table 1. Release yield formulas

Time controlling
transport mechanism

Diffusion

(spherical particles)

Single desorption step

Fixed transport time, t

Release yield
Yobs/Y Yobs/Y

°'92V<t>

5 T n <

a)

0.20

0.07

8x10-7

This column gives release yields in the case of T, = 0.5 s
and <t> = 10 s. 5

It is interesting to note that the first two transport

mechanisms quoted in Table 1 apply both in ISOLDE and SISAK

experiments. The diffusion mechanism, for example, applies

(I1*)
in the release of products from an ion-exchange target as

well as in the release of products from powders(VI) On the

other hand, the release of various products from liquid targets

(34)
follows a single exponential delay-time distribution , which

a

also applies in describing the delay properties of a tank
(1U)

target and of an H-centrifuge . The release yields of

nuclides transported through the pipes, pumps and mixers in

SISAK experiments are described by the exponential relation

in Table 1, assuming plug flow in the system (characterized

by full radial and no axial mixing). The transport time

t is then t = V/f where V = volume and f = flow rate. It is

much due to this exponential dependence that the "SISAK curve"

in Fig. 11 falls much faster with decreasing product half-life

than the corresponding "ISOLDE curve". The exponential,

relation in Table 1, of course, also applies in the case of

discontinuous separation processes in which case t is the

time between irradiation and measurement.
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In 1976 SISAK was greatly improved by replacement of the ^

old H-centrifuge with a new scaled down version. The old

centrifuge with a liquid hold-up volume of ~100 cm gave a
. • . • • —

mean hold-up time of ~" 3 seconds at maximum flow rate of
q

15 cm /s per phase. In the new centrifuge the volume is down

to 12 cm , which reduces the mean hold-up time to O.M- seconds

at a maximum flow rate of 20 cm /s per phase . Another

recent achievement is the accurate on-line measurement of

the fundamental delay-time distribution obtained by operating '

(92)
the TRIGA reactor in a pulsed mode . A direct measurement

of this distribution allows accurate calculation of reaction

C3U 42 93)
cross sections, as shown in ISOLDE experiments » '

It now seems that the ability of both SISAK and ISOLDE to

provide cross-section determination of reaction products even .',

with half-lives in the subsecond region should be utilized more

as a tool in the study of nuclear reactions. The possible ~-:

use of on-line projects for this purpose was pointed out by
(Oh)

Pappas et al. , already eight years ago.

Chemical yields, selectivity and source preparation -

In ISOLDE experiments the over all chemical yield of a

nuclide is determined:Jli) by the physical loss in the target

and in the beam-optical system, and (ii) by the efficiency

of the ion source. While the first part usually amounts to

less than 50%, the second part depends on the physical properties

of the product element. In fact, the ion source plays a

critical role in ISOLDE-type systems and much effort is devoted

to the development of new and improved versions of surface

ionization sources and gaseous discharge ion sources. The

(95)
present situation in this field is reviewed by Ravn , and
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in Table 2 is summarized some main characteristics of the

ion sources in use at ISOLDE-2. It is seen that ionization

yields in the percent region are obtained for most elements.

Table 2. Main characteristics of ISOLDE ion sources

Ionization mode

Ta surface

Re surface

W surface/volume

LaB_ surfaceo

Plasmac)

Products

Alkalis

Alkaline
earths

Rare earths

Halogens
(neg. ionization)

Noble gases, Hg,,.
Cd, etc. (V>7eVr;

Efficiency

10-90

5-50

~50

1-10

10-30

Chemical selectivity

Pure alkali beams.

Contamination by
alkalis.

Low selectivity.

Pure halogen beams.

No selectivity.

( 96)
a) This ion source, based on ideas of Raiko et al. , consists,

of a tungsten cylinder with a narrow extraction orifice

heated to near 3000 C. Yb yields ten times higher than

measured previously have been achieved with this source
(40)

b) In recent on-line tests a 1% negative ionization yield of

Br released from Nb target has been measured

c) The present plasma ion source in use is a modified version

(97)
of the FEBIAD ion source developed by Kirchner . The

_ r

source operates stably at pressures down to 2x10 torr.

The lifetime is of the order 2 00 hours.
d) V = ionization potential.

In addition to high yields, attention must be paid to

chemical selectivity. This is often essential for experiments

encountered far from stability where the cross sections

frequently are in the submicrobarn region. As observed from
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Table 2, a proper choice of ion source gives chemical pure

beams of alkali and halogen elements. Besides, a proper

choice of target and target - ion source design gives the

possibility for element separation as shown in Table 3.

In addition to these methods-, element separation at the

collector end has been demonstrated by the thermal removal

(98)
of Hg from a mixed isobaric source

Table 3. Chemical selection methods at ISOLDE

Products Selection methods

Alkalis, halogens

Alkaline earths

Noble

Yb

Cd,

Sn,

Pt

Hg

Sb

gases

, Eu

'Selective surface iohization

Formation of molecular ions
of the type MeF+<34)

Cold trap between target,
container and ion source' '.

Neighbouring elements strongly
delayed in target because of
the high desorption energies

Selective release from molten
targets<25> 30> 3 4>.

Formation of volatile halogens
in target matrix^38'.

Thermal removal of Hg at the
collector end^98^.

f.

At present about 35 elements are available for study at

ISOLDE, out of which some 15-20 are chemically separated. It

is hoped that future development will increase both these

numbers. Most certainly, the foreseen beam of 900 MeV He

will contribute in achieving this. In particular the production

of Te and Tl from molten Sn and Au targets respectively,

represent interesting cases. The great challenge, however,

concerns the production of the transition-group elements. These

nonvolatile elements are not released on a sufficiently fast
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time scale from the present generation powder or liquid targets.

It is possible that a substantial reduction in the target

quantity, on the expense of the reaction rate, combined with

a more compact design of the target/ion source unit and/or

inlet of chemical substances (e.g. halogens), which form

volatile compounds with the refractory products, represent

possible lines of development.

In SISAK/GJRT experiments no mass separation is involved.

This restricts the technique to supply radiochemically rather

than isotopically pure samples. On the other hand, the

potential ability of the technique to transport and chemically

separate products, applies to nearly all elements in the

Periodical Table. The successful coupling of the gas-jet

transport arrangement with SISAK, represented a decisive

step in achieving this. In this way a general transport

of all kinds of products, volatile as well as non-volatile,
i

from the target to the separation system is obtained. Transport
( 9 )

yields of typically 50% or more have been measured . The

yields in the subsequent chemical separations are mainly deter-

mined by distribution coefficients of species between liquid

phasos, but in some cases also by the rate of extraction. The

chemical yields of 10-50% measured for La, Ce and Pr '

are expected to be typical for most elements. Attention,

however, in the choice of chemical procedures must be paid

to the short contact time (<~2 s) between two phases in each

mixer-centrifugal unit and to a possible transport of added

chemicals from one centrifuge to the other. Chemicals which

attack the titanium metal in the centrifuges must be avoided.

A main line of development followed by the SISAK collabo-

ration deals with separation processes for elements other

than rare earths, at present with emphasis on the refractory
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r

elements located in the light fission-fragment region (Zr,

Nb, Y, etc.) ( 9 2 ).

An idea which immediately suggests itself is to install

SISAK at the collector end of a mass separator, with a function

(11 99)
similar to the thermoseparator at OSIRIS ' . However,

apart from the technical difficulties involved in transferring

a beam of isobars from vacuum to a liquid phase at atmospheric

pressure, this idea brings up the subject of source preparation.

In ISOLDE-type experiments sources are made by implanting

beams of 60 keV ions in suitable collector foils, for example

of aluminium. The average implantation depth is about 10-50
2

ug/cm which makes these sources well suited for all kinds of

spectroscopic measurements. Unfortunately, the situation is

less favourable in SISAK experiments. In fact'the source

preparation represents a major problem which at present restricts

the spectroscopic work to measurements of y^adiation above :

some 50 keV. However, progress in developing a semicontinuous

system for preparation of thin samples which allows spectroscopic

(92'study of g- as well as low-energy yradiation, is taking place

The technique makes use of membrane filters impregnated with

ion-exchange resins which give high recovery of trace

quantities of cations and anions from large volumes. Following

a programable collection period of a separated species, the
2

membrane source (~ 1 nig/cm ) is automatically transferred to

a counting position. However, even this improvement does

not allow charged particle or spontaneous fission spectroscopy.

It is possible that fast electrodedeposition along the lines

developed in Mainz , represents a possible approach in

making thin sources for this purpose, but it certainly takes

a lot of effort • to match this technique with the high flow
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rate and large volumes typical in SISAK experiments.

The target and ion-source systems developed for the ISOLDE

facility take into account the penetrating power of the

high-energy protons, which makes use of thick targets essential.

In the on-line mass separation of products formed in heavy-

ion reactions or neutron induced fission, the optimum design

of target and ion-source arrangement is usually different

Still, many of the same physical and chemical principles may

be applied in order'to obtain fast release and ionization

of products.

So far SISAK/GJRT separations have been performed on products

formed in neutron interactions. The versatility of the gas-jet

transport system, however, allows SISAK to be installed also

at a heavy-ion facility. In particular this would be interesting

with respect to superheavy elements which may be synthesized

in heavy-ion reactions. Below, we consider the situation after

ten years of efforts in reaching the superheavy island by

heavy-ion reactions and we point to how SISAK may be utilized

to solve inherent separation and identification problems

in this possible region of new elements.

i
T\

Search for superheavy elements in heavy-ion reactions

Previous attempts in synthesizing superheavy nuclides have

largely been of coumpound-nucleus type reactions. These

attempts have been carried out at the heavy-ion accelerators

at Berkeley'102"1010, Dubna a 0 S- 1 0 8 ), Manchester(109) and

Orsay(11O) using ions of *°Ar, 6 6> 6 8Zn, 74''76Ge and 84Kr

of energies 5.5-8 MeV per nucleon. No clear evidence for

the presence of any superheavy nuclei among the reaction

products has been reported and generally only "upper limit"
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formation cross sections of the order 10 cm to 10 cm

have been presented.

These rather discouraging findings probably reflect and

magnify the inherent problems of forming a compound nucleus

which has a sufficiently high n/p ratio and which has only

a small amount of nuclear excitation, angular momentum and

nuclear distortion. It seems that early estimates of 1 yb

cross sections for reaction channels leading to ground

state superheavy nuclei in such reactions are too optimistic.

Although the negative results have led to some pessimism

regarding complete fusion reactions , it has been argued

that certain target-projectile combinations are more favourable

(112)
than others At Dubna, efforts in making intense beams

48,of the doubly magic, highly n-rich nucleus- Ca are taking

(68)
place In preliminary experiments a cross section of

0 OR Ufi 01\0

0.5 yb for Pb ( Ca, 2n) * 102 has been measured which shows

some promise for reactions of the type
l+fi 290

Pu( Ca, 2n)
(68)

Recently, interest has been focused on so-called "fusion-

fission" reactions where two heavy nuclei are caused to fuse

into a massive excited compound nucleus which undergoes prompt

fission. Hopefully, a superheavy nucleus would be among the

136 23 8
fission products. A reaction of this type, Xe + U,

has been studied at Dubna ' and some interesting

spontaneous fission events were observed. It is concluded,

however, that a more intense beam of Xe ions is required

in order to facilitate-a proper analysis of the activity. In

Darmstadt, experiments have been • undertaken at the powerful

heavy-ion facility UNILAC. Survey experiments on the reactions

129,132,136Xe

and measurements on chemically separated "superheavy" fractions

are in progress(115'116}.

r •
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At this point, however, it should be emphasized that the

study of mechanisms in heavy-ion reactions has revealed some

effects which apparently have been underestimated in early

predictions. Firstly, it is found that transfer reactions

and deep inelastic processes quickly reduce the proportion

of complete fusion when the projectile mass increases. For

example in 40Ar + 2 3 8 u ( 1 0 3 ) it is found that 55% of the inter-

actions lead to fusion. This part is reduced to 14% in

238^117) 238^89)

the fusion cross section for Xe + U must clearly be below

the initially expected 100 mb and probably negligible

2 3 8 2 38
in the case of U + U. Deep inelastic transfer of nucleon

clusters, frequently termed ""quasi-fission", has been

considered as a possible reaction channel, leading to the

superheavy island. This mechanism has been observed in

several heavy-ion systems and recent microscopic transport

calculations by Ayik et al. indicate cross sections of

22 8 238
the order 0.1 mb for masses ~300 in U + U reactions.

However, it turns out that the "quasi-fission" process is

followed by a dominating cascade fission of the heavy "quasi-

fission" fragment, because these fragments are unstable against

(113)fission when formed in high excitation These observations

emphasize the early critisism against "fusion-fission"

processes advanced by Lefort and Swiatecki who

pointed out that any superheavy nucleus formed as a fission

fragment would be produced initially in a deformed and

excited state giving rise to further fission.

In summary, it seems that previous extrapolated cross

(122)

sections of tens of microbarns for making superheavy

nuclides in the reaction between very heavy ions, are some-

what unrealistic.
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*!""' Having all the inherent problems of synthesizing super-

. '. heavy nuclides in mind, it seems certain that these nuclides

will best be produced on a "one atom at a time" basis.

Measuring and separation techniques must take this limitation

into account. According to the newly published "Criteria for

the Discovery of Chemical Elements" , chemical identifi-

cation constitutes the ideal proof that an element with a

new Z has been produced. It must be required, however, that

the chemical procedure is applicable for individual atoms.

The separation technique SISAK, based on partition of species

between phases, meets this requirement and no doubt that this

fast technique may contribute to make the initial Z-identifi-

. j cation reliable. Also, the continuity in the separation

I system is well suited for a subsequent, detailed study of

the new elements chemical properties. Looking at Table 4,

which summarizes some expected chemical properties of the

elements 108-116 we note the predicted tendency of these

elements to form strong halide complexes and insoluble

sulphides. Extraction processes based on these properties

may be utilized in a SISAK separation scheme. For example,

the stability and extractability of chlorometallic complexes

in HC1 provide a convenient method for separating elements

in the transition and post-transition region of the 7th

period. The complexes are readily extractable and, most

important, reextractable using alkyl tertiary and quarternary

$ ammonium chlorides and proper concentrations of HC1 and HNO,
/ing 127)

acids ' . I n particular it is important that trivalent

actmide elements have low distribution coefficients over the

entire acid concentration region. A substantial decontamination

with respect to actinides makes the detection of spontaneous

fission in separated samples a strong evidence for the
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presence of superheavy nuclide(s). Efforts in the SISAK

collaboration are at., present being made to test out separation

systems for application of SISAK/GJRT at the heavy-ion

facility in Darmstadt, of course not only with the aim of

separating superheavy nuclides, but also with the broad

intention to provide samples of short-lived, neutron-deficient

isotopes of a number of elements produced in heavy-ion

reactions.

Table 4. Some chemical properties and separation techniques
for the elements 108 - 116

Element Properties Separation technique

108-116 Strong halide-
complexes

108-115 Insoluble sulphides

-chromatographic separations
(Dowex 1, Dowex 50, LLCC8-)

-solvent extraction using tert iary and
quaternary amines '

-precipitation using carrier

-solvent extraction using DTP or i t s
homologsb.

112, i m

108

108-116

Volatile

Volatile oxide

High ionization
potentials

-distillation

-distillation

-electrodedeposition

a) LLCC: liquid-liquid column chromatography, using for example
high molecular weight quaternary amonium chloride as
stationary phase.

b) In mineral acids DTP (di-ethyl-dithiophosphoric acid) forms
extractable,complexes with metal ions which form insoluble

r
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Studies of transitional nuclei in the neutron-rich

region of 55 ~ Z ~ 60.

As pointed out in the introduction, all product separation

methods aim at providing a wide range of pure samples for a

number of physics experiments. In this work some results

have been reported from y-va.y spectroscopy and hyperfine

structure investigations. In both cases systematic investigations

may be used to probe the change in nuclear structure as one

goes from spherical to deformed nuclear shapes.

The reported spectroscopic work on neutron-rich rare-

earth isotopes has been pursued at the TRIGA reactor in Mainz,

using the SISAK separation system ~ . These experiments

along with recent investigations at the Lohengrin, Josef and

(132-135)OSIRIS facilities •"-->*>/̂  have greatly increased the amount

of spectroscopic data in this region. But still the experimental

picture is largely restricted to a compilation of nuclear

levels in terms of level energies, transition intensities and

some spin/parity suggestions. A notable exception here is

the thorough investigation of the level schemes of neutron-

rich Nd isotopes, studied both in the decay of Pr precursors

(129 132 135)

' ' and by in-beam spectroscopy following nuclear

reactions on stable Nd isotopes . The study includes

measurements of internal conversion electrons as well as

y-y angular correlations which contain information on spin,

parity, multipole order and mixing ratios. The results show
14-7

that the properties of low-lying levels in Nd may be
understood in terms of the spherical shell model while new

14 9
interactions become important in the case of Nd, again

underlining the apparent change in nuclear structure around

N = 88.
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No systematic measurements of nuclear ground state spins

and moments have yet been performed in the neutron-rich La,

Ces Pr region. Such measurements would certainly contribute

to complete the experimental picture, as shown by the AMBR

measurements on the neutron-deficient side of the shell

closure at N = 88. In fact, the uranium impregnated graphite

.(42)
cloth target at ISOLDE gives sufficiently intense beams

(~ 10 atoms/s) to allow ABMR experiments on the neutron-rich

side of the B-stability. In recent experiments, spin determi-

140 141
nation has been carried out on Cs(I=l), Cs(I=7/2),

ll+2 and llt3Cs(I = 3 / 2 ) ( 5 1 ) and measurements of magneticCs(I =

dipole moments are in progress. It is interesting to note
-\ no

the spin 1=3/2 of Cs(N=88) which indicates the onset of

nuclear deformation at this point. In the near future,

measurements on La isotopes , formed in the decay of primary

produced Ba from the same target, are expected to be performed.

The hyperfine structure measurements reported on isotopes

of alkali elements have yielded information on nuclear spins

and magnetic dipole moments. Unfortunately, no information

about nuclear quadropole moments could be obtained since

the Si ground states only exhibit magnetic dipole hyperfine

interactions. However, by combining atomic beam and laser

techniques, the hyperfine structure of P3/2 excited states

may be investigated from which the quadrupole moment of

the nucleus can be calculated. Such experiments also give

information on isotope shifts, which is another parameter
C139 140)

sensitive to nuclear deformation ' . In principle,

the same technique makes accessible atoms with diamagnetic

ground states (J = 0) for spin and hyperfine structure

determinations. The conventional ABMR technique is restricted

to atoms with paramagnetic ground states.
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Abstract—SISAK, a new continuous technique for on-line chemical separation or short-lived species, is
presented. The system features multistage two-phase liquid-liquid and liquid-solid separations completed
within 3-S sec per stage. The system is easily adaptable for selective isolation of almost all elements. The
operational characteristics of the system are outlined and the delay properties briefly discussed. A two-
detector delay method for half-life determinations is also presented. The application of the technique to the
study of short-lived nuclides is exemplified by results from investigations of 30 sec 6S'Cu, 3-8 min ""Cu and
42secTOCu.

INTRODUCTION

THE STUDY of the properties of nuclides far off the
/7-stable region has many important theoretical aspects
[1] and several new and improved experimental tech-
niques have been developed in order to provide the
necessary experimental data[2]. The most comprehen-
sive systems feature an isotope separator on-line
(ISOL) facility, which offers the advantage of fast and
almost unambiguous mass separation of product
nuclides. An elemental separation, however, is only
achieved when the vaporization of products in the
target is selective.

A development in this area is the improvement of
fast radiochemical procedures by automation, mainly
by Herrmann and his group[3]. In these wet chemistry
methods, the elemental separation is usually reliable.
A disadvantage, however, is the fact that t:\eir pro-
cedures are carried out discontinuously[4].

Solvent extraction is a technique of high potential
value in the development of fast chemical separations.
This is because of the rapidity of the actual extraction
process and the high chemical selectivity offered. The
slowest step in this procedure is that of phase separa-
tion. However, this difficulty has recently been over-
come by the development of the so-called H-centrifuge
[5], In the present system, named SISAK,* continuous
multistage chemical separations of liquid phases are
accomplished by H-centrifuges. The hold-up time per
stage is short, and offers the opportunity of separating
nuclides with half-Jives down to a few seconds.

* SISAK, i.e. Short-lived Isotopes Studied by the AKufve
[6] technique.

In this paper, we shall describe the main properties
of the SISAK-system, including a new dynamic Row
method for half-life determinations. The application of
the system to (ft, p)-rcactions in a Zn-target will also be
described. Other results obtained using the SISAK
technique are given in refs. [7, 8].

SISAK EQUIPMENT
AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The SISAK arrangement consists in principle of
three main parts (Fig. 1): the target system (irradiation
source and target cell), a chemical separation system
(mixers and centrifugal separators), and a nuclear
detection system (collectors and detectors). The detec-
tor system is connected to data recording devices.

Target system

Irradiation source. Our present irradiation source is
a 14MeV Philips neutron generator, PW5320. It
features a vertically mounted sealed-off accelerator
tube with a self-replenishing tritium target. At 150kV
it gives a stable output of 3 x 10>0nsec~', corres-
ponding to a I4MeV neutron flux of some 3 x 10'n
cm"2sec"' at the tube face.

Targets. The target should have properties which
facilitate:
(1) a continuous production of the product nuclide

over an acceptably long period of time,
(2) a continuous, rapid and efficient separation of the

product nuclide from the target without (severe) loss
of target material,

(3) a large amount of the target nuclide exposed to the
most intense part of the particle beam,

{• 2397
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(4) a minimum release or interfering activities from the
target. (In our chemical system this is not a require-
ment, although advantageous.)

In SISAK two different types of targets have so far
been developed, the homogeneous liquid taigel and the
ion exchange target The liquid target simply consists
of a cylindrical titanium cell through which the target
solution is pumped. The cell is mounted at the end of
the accelerator beam tube. Examples of this type of
target are given in ref. [7] and in the Cu-experiment
described below.

The second type of target may be exemplified by the
L'O:(SO4); * complex adsorbed on an anion exchanger.
This target was used in the study of short-lived La, Ce
and Pr-isotopes[8].

Chemical separation system

For an effective mixing of the two liquid phases
within a short contact time (<0Ssec), a static mixer
(Kenics Corp., U.S.A.) is placed ahead of each centri-
fuge inlet. The centrifuges, mounted in ventilateu racks
and made of titanium, are driven by asynchronous
electric motors. The maximum flow rate through a
centrifuge is 15-20 cm3 sec"1 per phase.

The purity (i.e. freedom from entrainments) of the
outgoing phases is an important factor affecting the
radiochemical purity of the final sample. If the centri-
fuge is running at extreme conditions (e.g. maximum
speed or flow rates), some entrainment may occur,
especially during start-up. The entrainment, which is
usually traces of heavy phase in the light one, is
eliminated or minimized by increasing the pressure on
the "impure" phase. The pressure is adjusted by
remotely controlled throttle valves.

The flow rate of solutions fed into the system is
adjusted by pumps of cog-wheel type, lubricated by
the liquid itself. The pump-houses are made of titanium
and the cog-wheels of Ktl-F (manufactured by Fluoro-
carbon Co.. U.S.A.). The pumps are equipped with d.c.
motors and a continuously variable voltage supply in
order to achieve good regulation properties. One pump
is specially designed as a booster pump and is placed
ahead of extraction and ion exchange columns.

All tubing in the SISAK system is of polytetrafluoro-
ethene (PTFE: usually of i.d. 4 mm) to achieve chemical
inertness and low adsorption of radioactive species.

The composition of a liquid phase is checked by
glass or redox electrodes, placed in specially designed
flow cells[9]. Corrections of the composition may be
performed continuously by automatic titrators.

The temperature of the solutions is adjusted by the
use of heat exchangers connected to a thermostatic
bath. The temperature is determined by thermistors.
Elevated temperatures are used to increase reaction
and diffusion rates, and to decrease the viscosity, which
will lower the minimum flow rate required to obtain
plug flow[IO]. In addition, removal of the noble gases

by blowing nitrogen into the mixer is improved at
elevated temperature.

The equipment is remotely controlled from a
central control panel which also features instruments
for flow and pressure readings. Remote control allows
a single person to operate the system (cf. Fig. 4) and
minimizes radiation hazards.

Product collection and measurement of samples

Product collection. The product nuclides of interest
are concentrated by the following methods:
(1) Isotopic exchange on a preformed precipitatefll].

This technique was used in the Pd-Ag studies[71
(2) Electro-chemical reduction. In the Cu-experiments

described below, Cu was reduced on iron wool[121.
(3) Adsorption on an ion exchange column. In the

lanthanide experimenisf8], a cation exchanger was
used to retain trivalent famhanides.

(4) Collection on an extraction column. This method
was used in the lamhanide experiments for the
recovery of tetravalent Ce[8].

Due to the selectivity of the retention techn -> ;es,
these methods also give improved radiochemical purity
of the samples. Alternatively, measurements may be
carried out directly on a liquid phase. This is facilitated
by the use of a spiral tube cell, surrounding the detector
head.

Measuring equipment

At present, the SISAK nuclear detection system features
two ORTEC Ge(Li)-detectors, both with resolution 20keV
at 1332 keV and with relative efficiencies 3-6 and 78 per cent
respectively. The detectors ate shielded by 10 cm lead and
connected Via ORTEC amplifiers (model 454) and Laben
ADC:s (4k and 8 k, model number 8210 and 8211. respec-
tively) to a 16 k Nord-1 computer, serving both as multi-
channel analyzer and data handler. The data stored may be
dumped on a magnetic tape within 5 sec. The evaluation of
y-spectra (peak location, resolution of multiples, energy
determination and computation of areas) has been per-
formed by use of the computer programs GAMANL[U1
andSAMPO[14].

With the view of evaluating Q-values by /?-;• coincidence
measurements, this may be feasible by introducing equip-
ment for detection of 0-particles in a liquid phase (e.g.
Cerenkov detectors, liquid scintillators. glass and plastic
scintillators).

Delay properties

In an experimental system designed for the study of
short-lived nuclides, evaluation of the many factors
that influence the delays in the system is of importance.
In SISAK. the delays are caused by liquid hold-up
volumes of various kinds. An exact solution of the
hydrodynamical equations governing the liquid flow
is not possible, and idealized hydrodynamical models
for tubes, target cells, centrifuges and detector cells are
therefore used. These models are based on the assump-
tion of two extreme flow patterns, plug flow and
thoroughly mixed flow.

The main purpose of the models is to predict
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Fig. 1. Principal design of the SISAK system. LFCS - liquid flow centrifugal separator. D = detector.
DC • detector cell (with or without collector). The chemical system may be extended by several mixer-

separator stages, and the liquid phases may run either in open or closed circuits.

transmission factors for tubes, centrifuges, etc. and to
optimize the count-rate of a desired nuclide with
respect to competing activities. The transmission factor
(r) is defined as the fraction of a radioactive species
which survives the delay caused by liquid hold-up
volume(s)[10].

Fig. 2. The inset shows a typical configuration of the
SISAK system. TC » liquid target cell, thoroughly mixed
volume 130cm3, DTI - transport tube (plug flow volume
12 cm3) between target cell and C - centrifuge (plug flow
volume 12 cm3, thoroughly mixed volume 35 cm3), DT2 «
transport tube of plug flow volume 35 cm3 (for transport
through radiation shield to detector or subsequent centrifuge
stages, / ' l iquid flow rate, 15 cm3 sec"1, n « neutron
beam. The curves show the total transmission factor Tor this
arrangement and for arrangements with totally 2, 3 and 4

centrifuges.

The inset in Fig. 2 shows a typical arrangement with
a homogeneous liquid target cell, two delay-tubes and a
centrifuge (also cf. Fig. 4). The curves in Fig. 2 show the
total transmission factor as a function of nuclide half-
life for this arrangement and also for arrangements
with Z 3 and 4 centrifuges in a multistage system. It is
evident that the transmission decreases with an
increasing number of centrifuges and a decreasing
nuclide half-life. Thus for a 3-sec half-life, t is about

Fig. 3. Decay curves for the 108-6 keV peak of "Kr and
29fr6 keV peak of ' 3*Xe obtained with the two detector
delay method. Q is the ratio of peak areas in detector 2 and
I, respectively. The inset schematically shows the two detec-
tor delay arrangement Dl. D2 « detectors, PI. P2 - detec-
tor flow cell volumes, cmJ: P « delay volume, cm3: / -
liquid flow rate, cm3 sec"' and T.rt,r, « hold-up time,

sec: ( 7 - P/7).
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Fig. 4. General plan of the SISAK experimental area at the Department of Nuclear Chemistry, University of
Oslo. I « paraffin. 2 = boric acid paraffin. 3 = concrete. 4 = water filled observation window. 5 = neu-
tron generator beam tube. 6 « HV and power supplies for the neutron generator. 7 » neutron generator
control panel. S » pump. 9 *= mixer-centrifugal separator unit. 10 » power supply for the centrifuges.
II =« central control panel. 12 = solution storage vessel. 13 =* Ge(Li)-detector. 14 = lead shield. 15 =
nuclear electronics. 16 = pH-meter. 17 = temperature controls. 18 = heat exchangers. 19 = waste

collection.

0-1 with one centrifuge (about 10 per cent of the
nuclides survive), but only 0-01 with four centrifuges.
On the other hand, for nuclides with half-lives 210 sec
several centrifuges may be introduced without too
serious losses. The predictions in Fig. 2 are in ac-
cordance with experimental findings.

Corrections for chemical yields Igenerally 2 80 per
cent) are not included in the transmission factor.

A detailed discussion of the delay properties is
presented elsewhere[IO].

Two-detector delay method for hiilf-tife determination

In order to allow convenient half-life determinations
in the range I -100 sec, and to take advantage of the
continuity of the SlSAK-system, a dynamic Row
method has been developed. The method is an exten-
sion of the one detector delay method described by
Campbell and Nelson[t5], but it has the additional
advantage of being insensitive to source strength
fluctuations. In the present method, two y-deteclors
are used along with two detector cells and a delay tube
of variable length beiween the cells. With the symbols
used in Fig. 3. and according to the mathematical
model for the flow properties of the system[10]. the
ratio between the count-rates in detector 1 and 2.
respectively, is expressed by

£,d,

where d - 1 - expl -AT), e is the detector efficiency,
and subscripts I and 2 refer to detectors 1 and 2,
respectively. This ratio is a function of A, Tt. T2 and T
for a given set of detectors and detector cells. However.

if T, = T2, i.e. the two detector cells are identical, the
formula simplifies to

which is a function of /. and IT, + T) only. By per-
forming experiments at various 7", + T (T varies
with the tube length between the two detector cells) a
decay curve is obtained.

The method has been tested on kerosene solutions
containing noble gas nuclides. The decay-curves lor
peaks belonging to " Kr and ' -"Xe are shown in Fig. 3
and the half-lives obtained agree fairly well with those
in the literature[16].

A point at T, + T = 0 is always given by the ratio
of the detector efficiencies (B^.B,). This point can be
obtained by calibrating the detectors with a solution of
a long-lived nuclide.

Similar, but more elaborate equations can be
derived for growmg-in aciivities. though their applica-
tion to half-life determination is more complicated.
The two-detector delay method, however, reveals any
occurrence of growing-in activities.

STUDY OF SHORT-LIVED Cu-ISOTOPES

The SISAK technique was initially tested on the
separation of short-lived Cu-isotopes produced by
tn.p) reactions in Zn. This system was chosen in order
to investigate the nuclide 10Cu with an estimated half-
life of 5-30 sec. The estimate is based on the g-value
from Seeger's mass table[17]. The experiments were
also expected to provide additional information on
other short-lived Cu-isotopes. e.g. *'Cu (T,,j = 30sec)
[18]. A view of the experimental area is given in Fig. 4. r
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3% LIX-64 in MtroMiw

Fig. 5. Flow diagram for the separation of short-lived
Cu-isotopes. n « neutron beam. Cl, CZ C3 » mixer-

centrifugal separator units, O •= detector.

Experimental
Target and irradiation. All irradiations were performed at

the neutron generator described above. The target was a
6 M solution of ZnCI3 in a cylindrical titanium cell {volume
about 130 cm3, corresponding to some 50gZn). In order to
decrease the viscosity of the target solution, the temperature
was maintained at 35-40°C The flow rate was usually about
12cm3sec"1. With this target arrangement, the production
rate of T°Cu was estimated to some 7 x I04 atoms sec~',
assuming a formation cross section of 7 mbarn[19.20].

Chemical procedure. After irradiation. Cu was extracted
(Fig. 5) almost quantitatively into a solution of 5 per cent
LIX-64 in kerosene. -/-Measurements on the organic phase
after this first step revealed the presence of small amounts of
"Zn. »"Zn. 0!Ni. 3*CI, 3'S and "Ne formed by various neu-
tron reactions with the target solution. Although the solubility

of water in kerosene is low I ~O0I per cent at 25°CI[21], the
presence of Zn, CL S and N in the organic phase is due to
this solubility. The Ne is mainly extracted because of its
affinity to alicanes. The Ni. on the other hand, is partially
extracted i£ - 40 per cent) by LIX-64.

A washing step (C2) of the organic phase with H,SO4
(pH « 2) removes Zn, Ni, Cl, Sand most of the N. This wash
was followed by back-extraction of Cu into 0-5 M HC1.
Finally Cu was collected in front or the detector by reduction
on an iron wool column. Ne remained in the organic phase
and did not interfere.

After some 30 min running, transport of acid from C2 to
C3 and from C3 to Cl was found to influence the separation
process. The measured transport-rates for the acids between
the two phases correspond closely to those expected from
the flow rates and the solubility of aqueous phase in kerosene.
The pH was adjusted by adding H,SOj and NaOH from
two pH-regulated titratdrs Icf. Fig. 5). This permitted
continuous running for hours without drift of pH.

For Cu, the equivalent transport time[10] from target
through three centrifuges to the detector was estimated to
20sec, allowing measurements of nuciides with half-lives
down to about 5 sec.

Chemicals. Commercial grade LIX-64 manufactured by
Gene.al Mills was used without purification. The reagent
is a mixture of LIX-63[29], a dialkyl hydroxime. and 2-
hydroxy, 5-alkylbenzophenone oxime[30.31]. Shell Sol-T
was used as organic diluent The iron wool was of technical
grade and was rinsed by acetone. Other chemicals were of
p.a. grade. Ion exchanged water was used throughout.

Nuclear measurements, /-measurements were performed
with the detection system described above. In these experi-
ments, performed at an early stage of the SISAK-project.
the program GASP-8[22] was used for the evaluation of the

1000
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Fig. 6. A gamma ray spectrum of the Cu-fraction on the iron wool column (cf. Fig. 5). The Ga and Ge
peaks are due to neutron interactions in the detector during irradiation.
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r-spectra. Half-lives were determined by measuring con-
secutive single spectra, and decay curves were analyzed
graphically.

Results and discussion
A typica! ---spectrum, recorded during accumulation

of Cu on the iron wool column, is shown in Fig. 6.
Energies and half-lives are listed in Table 1.

The data obtained for 6*Cu, "Cu and 67Cu are in
good agreement with published data[23,24].

Decay curves for some of the photo-peaks previously
assigned to 68Cu showed two components with half-
lives 30 sec and 3-8 min. This made us consider the
possibility of an isomeric state in 68Cu. During these
experiments. Ward et u/.[25] published their data which
assigned the 3-8 min activity to the isomer. A recent
publication by Singh et al.[26] reports the same findings.

The gamma peaks at 885, 902 and 1252 keV decay
with half-life 45 ± 15 sec. and as the lowest excited
state in 70Zn is 884 keV[23J. we assign them to the new
isotope 7 0Cu. These y-rays have previously been
assigned to o7Ni by Meason and Kuroda[27], but on
the basis of our chemical separations we are able to
exclude any Ni-activity. *

During these experiments. Taff et u/.[28] published
their results on 70Cu, obtained by m. phreaction on a
78-3 per cent 70Zn-targeL but without any chemical
separation. They found several -/-lines decaying with
half-lives of 5 sec and 42 sec. These /-lines were

Table 1. Gamma lines observed in the decay of Cu-isotopes.
(s = strong, w = weak. v» = very weak)

Energy
(keV)

884-9 + 0-2
901-6 ±0-2

1251-5 ±0-3
84-5 + 02

1110 ±0-4
526-7 ± 0-8
578-5 ± 0-3
636-8 ± 0-3
8060 + 03

1077-1 + 04
1261-1 ± 0-3
1340-3 + 0-3
1745-3 ± 0-2
1883-5 ± 0-2
578-5 ± 03
8060 ± 03

1077-1 + 0-4
1261-1 ± 0-3
1745-3 ± 0-2
1883-5 ± 0-2

93-2 s 0-2
1840 ± 0-2

833-2 + 0-5
1093-3 ± 0-3

511-0 + 0-2
1345-6 + 0-3

Intensity Half-life

w
w 45 ± 15 sec

. w
s
s
s

s
vw 3-8 ± 01 min
s
s
s
s
s
w
vw
s 3O±3sec
s
s
s
w
w 590 hr*
w
s 5-1 ± 01 mm
s
w 12-8 hr*

Assignment

70Cu

««"Cu

"Cu

07Cu

"Cu

"Cu

attributed to "OaCu and 'obCu, respectively. The results
of Tatf et al. along with our experiments, make the
identification of 42 sec7ObCu unambiguous. The detec-
tion of additional -/-lines from "°Cu in the experiment
of Taff et al. is a consequence of the reduced inter-
ference from other Cu-isotopes achieved by the use of
an enriched target.

'From ref. [23].

OTHER APPLICATIONS OF THE
SISAK TECHNIQUE

Although the SISAK technique was originally
developed for chemical isolation and identification of
short-lived nuclides, it has 'properties for a potential
application in other fields.

The SISAK technique permits studies of chemical
species with half-lives down to about 5 sec. provided
these species distribute in two-phase liquid media. Of
interest are the chemical properties of radionuclides
produced in nuclear reactions (transformations; in
various chemical environments as well as the chemical
properties of radicals formed in radiation reactions.
Radiolysis products in condensed media are poorly
known and might well be investigated by the rapid
two-phase SISAK system.

Trie on-line technique makes it possible to con-
tinuously isolate short-lived radiotracers for chemical,
medical or industrial applications over quite extended
periods. Thus, e.g.28Al (half-life 2-2min) may be
continuously produced and its wet chemistry in-
vestigated by the use of the SISAK technique. Similarly
I 3N (half-life 10mini may be produced and—through
the two-phase system—bound into a suitable com-
pound for medical purposes.
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Abstract—Shorl-lived. neutron-rich isotopes of the rare earth elements La. Ce and Pr have been studied
by the means of a continuous solvent extraction separation method ISISAK). Half-lives, energies and
relative intensities are reported for ;'-raysattributed to 40 ± 3sec '"La.20±5sec u 5 La ,U ± 1 sec''"La.
58 ± 3sec 147Ce. 45 ± 5sec 148Ce and 9-1 + 04sec 150Pr. Indirect evidence for the isolation of 55 sec
1 4 '0e and 5-10 sec 150Ce is also presented along with upper half-life limits of 5 sec for " ' L a and 14sLa.

INTRODUCTION

THE SHORT-LIVED, neutron-rich nuclides of light rare
earths (La. Ce and Pr) are found on the edge of the
deformed region near the magic numbers Z = 50 and
N = 82. Information about the nuclear properties of
these nuclides is of considerable theoretical interest
[1-3], and may be obtained only from a detailed
knowledge of the decay systematics in this region.

The presently known short-lived, neutron-rich iso-
topes of La, Ce and Pr have been produced almost
exclusively by thermal fission of uranium[4-9]. Excep-
tions are 150Pr and I49Pr, which were identified from
the (n, p) reaction in enriched 15oNd[!0] and from
(y,p) reaction in natural Nd[4,5], respectively. The
methods used for chemical separations and decay
measurements have primarily been of the off-line type,
with the exception of OSIRIS[11], However, even the
present OSIRIS ion source does not allow direct
separation of the lanthanides, because of their low
volatility at those temperatures concerned (~ 1500°C)
[12]. In this paper, we shall report on the largely
unknown decay properties of nuclides in this region,
produced in 14 MeV neutron induced fission of natural
uranium. Rare earth elements are chemically separated
from the fission product mixture using the on-line
system SISAK, described in detail elscwhere[13]. The
system utilizes rapid, continuous and automatic solvent
extraction processes made possible by the AKUFVE-
technique[14].

EXPERIMENTAL

Target and irradiation conditions
All irradiations were performed with a 14 MeV neutron

generator, manufactured by Philips. The generator gives
a stable output of 3-1010 n sec"', corresponding to a
flux of about 310' n cm"- sec"' at the tube face.

The uranium target is prepared by adsorption of the
UOj-ISO,,)!" complex, from a solution of (NH4)2SO4 at
pH = 3-4, on a Dowex 1 x 8 resin (200-400 mesh). The
ion exchange resin has previously been converted to the
sulfate form by treatment with 6 M H,SO4 and large
amounts of 025 M |NH4)2SO4. The uranium solution is
prepared by dissolving natural UO3 (obtained from the AB
Atomenergi, Sweden) in 4 M H,SO4, in the presence of
small amounts of HNO3. The loading of the ion exchange
resin is measured by comparing the 185 keV peak of 23!U
with a known standard, and typically a concentration of
about 0*4 mole uranium per liter of ion exchange resin is
achieved. About 30 cm3 of the uranium-loaded resin,
corresponding to about 3 g of natural uranium, is then
transferred to a target cell (shown in Fig. 1). The cell is made
of titanium, and designed according to computer calcula-
tions using formulas for the 14 MeV neutron-flux distribu-
tion derived by J. Janczyszyn « a/.[15]. These calculations
were performed in order to achieve the maximum integrated
flux in the target cell. This type of ion exchange target has
two important features:

(I) It facilitates a continuous elution of rare earth product
nuclides using the elutriant 0-015 M (NH4)2SO4. However,
in spite of the very high distribution coefficient labout 105)
for uranium in the system 0015 M (NH4),SO4,Dowex
1 x 8[16], a loss or uranium is noticed after some 10 min

1689
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Fig. 1. A schematic representation of the target cell used in
the experiments {I = titanium walls. 2 = ion exchange
resin. 3 = porous quartz wool plug. 4 = sieve plate. 5 = o-

ring seals. 6 = neutron generator tube face).

running. In fact the half-life of the target, due to uranium
loss, is of the order 20 min. which necessitates a recharge ol'
'.he target cell after each run (a run usually lasts 20-33 min).
This leakage of uranium is to be expected since the cell is
passed by approximately 8000-10.000 column volumes, and
precludes the use of enriched 23 iU, which in a thermal
neutron flux of about I07ncm~~ sec"1 (obtainable with

the neutron generator) would improve the present fission
rate by a factor of 2-3.

(2) It yields a separation of the fission products. The noble
eases, alkali metals, alkaline earths and rare earths are
eluied by 0015 M I N H J J S O * . while Zr. No. Sb. Sn. Mo.
I c. Te. Br and I are retained on the resin. This simplifies the
subsequent separation procedure and improves the over-ail
decontamination factor.

The target running conditions are primarily determined
by three factors: (I) pH of elutriant I - 5). 12) temperature of
elutriant (~85°C) and (3) flow rate of elutriant (12-
I4cm j sec"')- The values given in brackets are chosen to
give the minimum delay for rare earth nuciides in the target
system. For these nuciides. the delay is of the order 5 sec[13].
Presumably a higher flow rate would decrease the delay
even more, but the present capacities of the pumps and
centrifuges do not allow a significant increase.

Chemical procedures

Cerium. The experimental se! up for the isolation of radio-
active Ce-isotopes is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The Ce-
isotopes eiuted from the target cell are rapidly oxidized to
CellV) in a solution of 1 M HNO3. 01 MH,SO4 and
0>05 M K2Cr2O7[17] obtained by on-line mixing of these
chemicals inio the eluate. A solution of this composition
will subsequently be referred to as an oxidizing; solution. The
Ce is then extracted into an organic phase consisting of
0-3 M di(2-ethylhexyl)-orthophosphoric acid iHDEHP) in
kerosene. Subsequently. CellV) is .educed and stripped inio
aqueous phase using002 M sulfamicacid and 005 M H,O,
in I M HNO3. After phase separation in C2. Cellll) is
reoxidized to CellV) in an oxidizing solution which then
passes through an HDEHP.PVC column placed in front of
a Gel Li)-detector. An accumulation period of Ce on the
column is followed by decay measurements. During these
measurements, the decay-products of Ce-nuclides are con-
tinuously eiuted by an oxidizing solution, in order to
minimize any interference in the y-spectra.

Column material is prepared by slurrying 20 g of PVC
beads (50-100 mesh) in a mixture consisting of 8 ml pure

0-3 M HOEHP in kerosene

I M HNO3
0 0 5 M Hz02

0-02 M sulfomic
acid

O-OIM (NH4)2S04

pH 4-5
I M HNO3

OlMHjSO,
0-05M K2Crj

I M HNOj
0 I M H2 SO«
0 05 M K2Cr207

1 M H2 SO4

0 05 M HjO2

1 M lactic acid

Fig. 2. Experimental set up for the separation and identification of Ce-isotopes (n = neutron beam. FP =
fission products. C I. C2. C3 = mixer-centrifugal separator units. D = detectorl.
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0-3 M HDEHP in Kerosene

1691

IM HNOS

01 M H2 S04

0 0 5 M K2Cr207

0-01 M (NH4)2 SO,
pH 4 - 5 • 2 4

005MHS0 2

IM lactic acid

Fig. 3. Experimental set up for the separation and identification of La-isotopes, according to the delay
method ( n = neutron beam. FP = fission products. Cl. C2. C3 = mixer<entrifugal separator units.

D = detector. DFC = detector flow cell).

HDEHP. 12 ml toluene and 20 ml chloroform. After the
organic diluents have evaporated, the column material is
ready for use.

Lanthanum. The experimental set up for the isolation of
radioactive La-isotopes is shown in Fig. 3. The pH of the
solution emerging from the target cell is adjusted to
140 + 005 by continuous addition of 0-25 M HNOj. Any
trivalent lanthanides present (mainly La. Ce and Pr) are
then extracted into an organic phase consisting of 0-3 M
HDEHP in kerosene. The phases are separated in Cl. and
La (plus Pr) is back-extracted to an aqueous phase by
adding an oxidizing solution, which leaves Ce(IV) in the
organic phase. The -/-measurements are then carried out on
the aqueous phase leaving CZ preferably according to the
delay method[13] since the La isotopes of interest are expec-
ted to have half-lives below one minute. If higher decon-
tamination from Ce is desirable (e.g. for growing-in measure-

ments), the solution is passed through an HDEHP/PVC
column prior to the -/-measurements.

Praseodymium. The experimental set up for the separation
of Pr is in principle similar to that for the separation of Ce
and La. and is shown schematically in Fig. 4. Cellll) is
oxidized to Ce(lV) and extracted into an organic phase
consisting of 0-3 M HDEHP in kerosene (in Cl). Then
grown-in Pr-nuclides in the organic phase are transferred
to an oxidizing solution in C2. This solution passes through
a Dowex 50 W x 8 (50-100 mesh) column, where Pr and its
daughters are adsorbed. The accumulation period is followed
by decay measurements. The name set-up also facilitates
measurements according to the delay method, [n this case,
the Dowex 50 column is left out The separation system for
Pr was designed with a view to obtaining indirect identifica-
tion of short-lived isotopes of Ce.

General comments on the chemical procedures. The organic

0-3 M HDEHP in kerosene

0-0JM(NH4)jS04

pH 4-5
I M HNOj
01 M H2S04

0 0 5 M KjCfj

IMHNOj
O I M H2S04

005MK2Cr207

I M Ha S04

0-05M HjO2

t M lactic acid

Fig. 4. Experimental set up for the separation and identification of the daughter products from the decay of
Ce-isotopes l n = neutron beam. FP = fission products. Cl. C2. C3 = mixer-centrifugal separator units.

D = detector).
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phase of 0-3 M HDEHP in kerosene runs in a closed circuit
in all experiments. This, because it is essential to minimize
the consumption of chemicals and the amount of waste.
The continuous recycling of the organic phase necessitates
a conditioning step in order to prevent any accumulation of
long-lived species. This is done by contacting the organic
phase with an aqueous phase consisting of I M H,SO 4 . 1 M
lactic acid and 005 M H 2 O 2 , as illustrated in the flow
diagrams (Figs. 2-t).

The over-all chemical yields are generally higher than
SO per cent for Ce and higher than 85 per cent for La and Pr.
These have been measured in off-line tracer-experiments.
The transport time[l3] from target to detector is found to
be of the order 10-20 sec depending on the number of
separation stages involved and on the flow rates used.

Chemicals. Technical grade chemicals were generally
sufficient le.g. in the case of acids, ^ C r j O , . H2O ;) .
(NHJ2SO4 was p.a. in order to avoid contamination from
activated impurities. Dowex ion exchangers of technical
grade were purified before use. PVC beads were supplied by
Kema Nord AB. Sundsvall. The HDEHP was supplied by
Farbenfabriken Bayer A C Leverkusen, and used without
purification. Shell-sol TD was used as organic diluent and
ion-exchanged water was used throughout.

Counting equipment and data evaluation. The detection of
7-rays was carried out using a Ge(Li)-detector system
described in [13]. The y-spectra were analyzed using the
computer programs SAMPO[18] and GAMANL[19]. Half-
lives of "-peaks were determined both graphically and
numerically according to the least-squares method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Short-lived isotopes o f La

A y-ray spectrum of the La-fraction is reproduced in
Fig. 5. The prominent y-peaks are listed in Table 1
accordine to the half-lives, and attributed to the iso-
topes '-"La. 14SLa and l l 6 La. A half-life of 41 sec for
'""La has recently been reported by Ohyoshi et al.\T].
based on the decay of the -/-rays at 397 keV and
541 keV. The mass-assignment is in accordance with
the results of Cheifetz et al. [20]. However, in the
experiments of Ohyoshi et al. the time between irradia-
tion and counting amounted to about 5 half-lives for
'•"La. Presumably this is the reason why the less
abundant -/-rays at 165 keV, 585 keV. 845 keV were

Table" I. Half-lives and y-ray energies of La-isotopes.
Relative intensities of y-rays (/.) are given in brackets.
Uncertainties in /- is 0'2 keV and in E-10-20°; respectively

Nuclide

' " L a
' " L a

r,,,(sec) /.. keV(£...%)

4La 40 ± 3 165-3 (14). 397-3 (IOOK 541-1 (42).
585-0(11). 844-9(29)

20 + 5 1190(100). 170-5(521.189-2(59)
11 ± 1 258-5 (iOOt 409-7 (50). 502-9 (25)

Fig. 5. y-ray spectrum of the La-fraction. Energies are given in keV. The experimental set up is shown in
Fig. 3.
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not detected. In addition, we have observed weak
/-lines at 356, 430. 446, 484 and 494 keV. which
tentatively are assigned to !44La.

So far. no conclusive data have been presented for
the isotopes !45La and 146La. However, information
available from other laboratories along with our own
data suggests that the -/-groups with half-lives 20 ± 5 sec
and 11 + 1 sec should be associated with the decay of
u s L a and I46La, respectively.

A brief summary of the data available on l45La is
given below:

Grapengiesser et al.[9] have reported a component
in the 145-mass-chain, decaying with a half-life of
36 sec. The element suggested is La, in accordance
with the findings of Wilh.elmyr.2l].
Seyb[22] has, in a preliminary experiment, indirectly
measured the half-life of 14!La to be 28 ± 3 sec.
Our delay-measurements show that the decay of
145 La is accompanied by the growth of l 45Ce (-/-peak
at 724 keV). The growth curve indicates a half-life of
the order 30 sec.

On this basis, we have assigned the -/-rays at 119,170
and 189 keV to the nuclide 145La.

The -/-energies 258, 410 and 503 keV decaying with
half-life 11 + I sec show excellent agreement with the
energies of the three ground state rotational levels of
146Ce reported by Cheifetz et al. [20]. This makes the
assignment of the II sec -/-rays to l 46La unambiguous.
The decay of the photo peaks is shown in Fig. 6.

Cheifetz et al. also report data for the ground-state
rotational levels of 148Ce. However, the corresponding
y-rays have not been detected in our experiments,
indicating that 7"i/2(

 148La) < 5 sec. This limit is sup-
ported by the fact that no growth of 148Ce was observed
in any of the delay-measurements. Likewise, the
absence of any growth of 147Ce indicates that the same
upper limit also applies to the half-life of >47La.

1693

35

Dtlay timt.

Fig. 6. Decay curves of the 258-5 keV and 409-7 keV -,-ray
peaks present in the La-fraction. Q is the ratio between the

photo-peak areas in the two detectors.

Delay time, sec

Fig. 7. Determination of the half-life of 150Pr. based on a
decay plot of the 131 keV photo-peak present in the La-

fraction.

The conclusions drawn for l 4 7La and l48La are in
agreement with the preliminary measurements of
Seyb[22], which indicate half-lives of the order of 1 sec
for both nuclides.

An examination of the -/-spectrum in Fig. 5 shows
some contamination by nuclides of the noble gases,
particularly 139Xe and 90Kr. We were able to make
allowance for this contamination, from subsidiary
experiments in which the HDEHP was left out of the
organic phase.

The -/-ray at 131 keV indicates the presence of IS0Pr.
The decay of this photo-peak is shown in Fig. 7 and the
result of 9-1+0-4 sec is slightly higher than the
reported value of 6-1 ± 0-3 sec[10].

Short-lived nuclides of Nd and Pm are expected to
be present in the La-fraction. However, the fission
yields of these nuclides are relatively low and we have
not been able to make any identifications of known
nuclides in this region.

Short-lived isotopes ofCe.

The -/-ray spectrum (Fig. 8) of a Ce-fraction shows a
high radiochemical purity obtained by employing the
HDEHP/PVC column (see Fig. 2). The contribution
from growing-in Pr was kept to a minimum all the time
by a continuous elution with an oxidizing solution.
This could be done because Ce was not eluted. as was
tested by measuring the half-life of photo-peaks
belonging to the isotopes 145Ce and 146Ce. In this
connection, it was noticed that a small fraction of the
Pr formed on the column seemed to be retained
permanently, without being affected by the elutriant
at all. Presumably, this is due to channelling.

- * * -
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Fig. 8. y-Ray spectrum of Ce-isotopes recorded 0-30 sec after the end of a 3 min accumulation. Energies are
given in keV. The spectrum was obtained by summing measurements from 14 separate runs. The experi-

mental set up is shown in Fig. 2.

The column experiment illustrated in Fig. 2 is well
suited for the identification of the -/-rays associated
with the decay of l*'Ce and 148Ce. These isotopes
have reported half-lives of 65 sec[4] and 43 sec[4].
respectively, but so far no assignment of ;-rays has
been presented. According to our decay-measurements
a number of photo-peaks decay with half-lives between
40 and 70 sec. The two intense -/-lines at 269 and
293 keV with half-lives 58 ± 3 and 45 ± 5 sec are
assigned to '*'Ce and 148Ce, respectively, in agreement
with the results of Seyb[22]. However, the small
difference between the half-lives of '•*'€« and '•'"Ce
makes further assignments difficult. Consequently, in
Table 2 we have listed all photo-peaks with 7\l2 in the
region 40-70 see in the same group. The intensities
quoted are normalized to the prominent photo-peak at
269 keV.

Our column experiments (Figs: 2 and 8) show no
y-rays which conclusively may be attributed to 14*Ce
or [ s oCe though /-lines at 93. 141. 168. 478 and
555 keV decay with half-lives 25 + 10 sec. However,
we have some indirect evidence for the presence of
l4*Ce through its decay-products l 49Pr and u*Nd.
These nuclid.es were identified on the Dowex 50
column in the experimental set up in Fig. 4. The
presence of u * N d is illustrated in Fig. 9.

Table 2. -/-Rays observed in the Ce-fraction on the HDEHP;
PVC column. The corresponding "-spectrum and experi-
mental set up are shown in Figs. 8 and 2, respectively.

Uncertainty in E. is 0 2 keV

E...keV

99-2
1054
117-3
121-4
196-0
218-6
269-5
273-8
292-6
325-2
3600
369-6
374-7
3904
422-3
452-5
467-6
580-8
606-1
700-7

(sec)

5 1 + 3
55 ±5
45 + 2
53 + 3
50 ± 4
56 ±5
58 + 3
50 ±6
45 + 5
59 ±3
55 ±5
50 ±5
59 + 3
42 + 5
30 ± 10
50 + 5
55 ±5
60 ± 3
60 + 4
38 + 6

y

1°.,)

5 1 + 7
9 + 2
9 ± 2

37 ±7
50 + 7
30 ±6

100+ 10
22 ±5
99 + 10
25 ±5
8 ± 2
5 ± 2

16 + 4
7 ± 2

15 ±4
27 + 6
18 ±4
20 + 5
9 ± 3

10 ±2

I .

.C:
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Fig. 9. A y-ray spectrum, illustrating the presence of '*'Nd in the decay product fraction from decay of
Ce-isotopes. The -/-spectrum was recorded 70-90 min after the end of the accumulation. Energies are

given in keV.

The decontamination factor with respect to Pr in the
first extraction stage has been evaluated in separate
experiments. The factor was found to be ~ 103, which
excludes the possibility that '*'Nd originates from
primary extracted 149Pr or l 4 9Nd. Consequently, the
presence of U 9 Pr and l*'Nd must be due to the decay
of I 4 'Ce in the delay between Cl and C2. This implies
that the half-life of ""Ce 2 5 sec.

The presence of the y-peak at 131 keV from 150Pr in
the Ce-fraction in the organic phase indicates that
IS0Ce has been extracted at Cl. On the basis of the
transport time involved, we presume that 1J0Ce has a
half-life of some 5-10 sec.
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The half-life of the previously unidentified nuclide l$°Ce has, by
using the fast chemical separation technique SISAK, been determined to be
4.0 ± 0.6 8. In the sane way, the half-life of its daughter product 1S0P
has been determined to be 6.2 ± 0.2 s.

INTRODUCTION

In a previous paper (1 ) , we presented indirect evidence for the

isolation of Ce with a presumed h a l f - l i f e of some 5-10 s. This evidence

was based on the presence of " Pr (E « 131 keV) in a chemically
150separated Ce fraction. The decay-curve presented for Pr also showed an

increased h a l f - l i f e , which could thus be due to the growth from Ce.

In the following we w i l l discuss further this evidence by including

growth- and decay-measurements of the 131 keVy- l ine in various chemical

fractions. The study is based on the SISAK technique and the two-detector-

delay (TDD) method as described in refs. (2,<0.

EXPERIMENTAL

Irradiations and chemical separations. The irradiations were performed
with a 14 HeV neutron generator. The target consisted of a UOjSO^ complex

adsorbed on a Dowex 1x8 resin, from which fission products were

continuously eluted ( 1 , 2 ) . The following three types of experiments (see

also ref . ( I ) ) were performed, using the SISAK technique:

( i ) A Ce(lV) fraction is separated according to the experimental
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FIGURE 1.

Flow diagrams showing the separation of Ce from fission products. Ca) corresponds to experiment ( i ) , ( V ) to ex-

periment ( i i ) and ( i i i ) . n ' neutron beam, FP - fission products, Ng » noble gases, C l , C2, C3 * mixer-centrifugal

separator uni ts , D1, D2 - detectors. TDD > flow cel ls and delay lines for two-detector delay measurements.
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set up schematically shown in Fig. la. Ce(IV) is extracted from an

oxidizing solution (1 M HNO,, 0.1 M »2
SOlt a n d °-05 M K2Cr2°7^ i n C O an

organic phase consisting of 0.3 M HDEHP in kerosene. The phases are

separated in C1 and the organic phase is then washed by a new contact with

an oxidizing solution. The TDD measurements are carried out on the organic

phase leaving C2.

A good separation between Ce and Pr is obtained; the separation factor

being of the order 10 with respect to primarily extracted Pr.

(ii) Trivalent Unthanides are extracted from a nitric acid solution

(pH ~ 1.4) into an organic phase consisting of 0.3 M HDEHP in kerosene

(see Fig. lb). La, Pr and some Ce are then stripped in C2 by an aqueous

phase consisting of 1 M HNO,, 0.1 M HJSOJ, and 0.0$ N K2Cr2(>7. The TDD

measurements are now carried out on the aqueous phase leaving C2, where

the Ce and Pr are present in stripping yields of about 30 % and 35 %,

respectively.

(iii) The same chemical system as in (ii), but now the aqueous phase

leaving C2 passes through an HDEHP-PVC column prior to the TDD measure-

ments. The HDEHP-PVC column efficiently removes the Ce remaining in the

aqueous phase.

Measuring equipment and data evaluation. The detection of y-rays was

carried out using the Ge(U)-detector system described in ref. (2). The

photo peak areas were determined by the program GAHANL (3).

It has been shown in ref. (It) that the TDD method is convenient for

half-life determination of nuclides with T.., below some 50 s. However, (f

growing-in occurs, the equation for Q as defined in ref. (2) becomes more

complicated. In general, however, the equation may be expressed in the

following way:

Q - Ae"V + Be'V

where the symbols denote

0. - ratio between the counting rates of detectors 2 and 1

Aj • decay constant of the parent

A2 • decay constant of the daughter

t « Tj + T • delay time, where

T1 « hold up time in detector cell 1

T « hold up time in the variable delay tube

A and B are constants when the following assumptions are justified: (see

also ref. (4))
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(a) a constant flow rate with Reynold's number > 2300 throughout the

experiment

(b) a constant ratio between the disintegration rates of parent and

daughter at the entrance of detector cell 1.

These assumptions are justified to a good approximation in our present

experiments.

A plot of Q versus the delay time thus gives a curve which may be

resolved into two components giving the decay constants \^ and A2,

respectively.

RESULTS

In Fig. 2a, the experimental Q-values obtained for the 131 keVr-line

are shown as a function of the delay time in experiment (i). A growth of

the photo peak is demonstrated, and a numeric resolution of the curve

based on the formula for Q and the minimization program MINUIT (5) gives

the half-lives for ^°Ce and ^°Pr shown in Table 1.

In Fig. 2b, corresponding to experiment (ii), there is still a

significant growth of Pr, although the number of daughter atoms present

at the entrance of detector cell 1 is substantially higher in this case.

The half-lives obtained are given in Table 1.

TABLE I.

Summary of Half-lives of 1 5 CCe and 1 5 0Pr.

Nuclide T1/2- S Exp. Fig.

150Ce

Mean value

150,Pr

Mean value

4.13 * 0.95

3.9k t 0.86

4.0 ±0.6

6.00 * 0.57

6.50 ± 0.15

6.22 ± 0.39

6.2 ± 0.2

ii

iii

2a

2b

2a

'2b

2c

6.1 ± 0.3 ref. (6)
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FIGURE 2.

Growth and decay of the 13) keV peak of '5 0Pr, showing the presence of 5 Ce. (?) and (b) , corresponding to

experiments ( i ) and ( i i ) respectively, show the decay in fractions containing both Ce and grown-in Pr. (F)

shows the decay of the pure Pr fraction of experiment ( i i i ) .
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In Fig. 2c, the decay-curve for the 131 keV photo peak with no

contribution from Ce (cf. experiment (iii>) is shown. The half-life of

6.2 t 0.4 s is obtained after subtraction of the observed background

activity. This background activity can be neglected in experiments (!) and

(ii), since the total activity of the 131 keV peak is higher, due to a

shorter transport time from the target to the detector.

In conclusion, we find that the mean value of 6.2 ± 0.2 s obtained

for Pr is in good agreement with the value of 6.1 ± 0.3 s reported by

Ward et al. (6). The half-life of 4.0 * 0.6 s observed for 1 5 0Ce fits in

well with the systematic trend in the half-lives of other neutron-rich

Ce isotopes.
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-f-Y coincidence measurements on short-lived, neutron-rich lanthanide
nualides have been performed using the fast chemical separation system
SISAK. The results include the assignment of 11 y~rays to li?Ce and 6 to
14SCe, decaying with mean half-lives of S6.4±1.2 s and 4S.M.1 s, respec-
tively. Several previously unknown y-rays are reported for 144La as well as
for 148Pr>. Partial decay schemes are proposed for 144La and 14SLa, and the
energy levels are discussed in-terms of ground state rotational levels.

INTRODUCTION

The proper t ies o f nucl ides in the shape t r a n s i t i o n region H a* 82-90

have recent ly become a subject of great in te res t ( I ) . The abrupt shape

t r a n s i t i o n occurr ing in the Sm-Gd region, where nuclei w i t h N = 88 have

v ib ra t i ona l - t ype spectra, and nucle i w i th N « 90 have ro ta t i ona l - t ype

spectra is wel l known (2) . Outside t h i s region, experiments show a smoother

behaviour of the parameters associated w i th deformation, and large dev i -

at ions from both the harmonic v i b ra to r model and the r i g i d ro to r mode) are

observed (3 ,4 ) .

To cont r ibute necessary experimental data regarding such t r ans i t i ona l

n u c l e i , we s tar ted a series o f experiments on heavy La, Ce and Pr nud i t ies

produced in neutron-induced f i s s i on of uranium (5 ,6) . The present paper

deals wi th some of the decay charac te r i s t i cs obtained on the basis of Y~Y

coincidence measurements.

The chemical separation of the sho r t - l i ved species is f a c i l i t a t e d by
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FIGURE 1.

Flow diagrams showing the systems used for Y"Y coincidence measurements, ("a) is the system used for Ce, (V) the

one used for La and Pr. n a neutron beam, FP - f iss ion products, Ng = noble gases, SAA « sulfamic ac id, C1.C2 =

mixer-centrifugal separator un i ts , E » extract ion column (HDEHP on PVC beads), I = ionic exchange column (Oowex

50 W x <t, 50-100 mesh), D1.D2 - Ge(Li)-detectors.
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the f a s t , on- l ine chemical separation system SISAK, described in re f . (7).

EXPERIMENTAL

Irradiations and ehemical separations. A l l i r r ad ia t i ons were performed

wi th a 1*4 MeV neutron generator. The target consisted of a UO^SO^ complex

adsorbed on a Dowex 1x8 r es i n , from which f i s s i on products were cont inu-

ously e luted (5) .
1 ̂ 7The chemical separat ion system used fo r the i s o l a t i o n o f Ce and

Ce is shown schematical ly in Fig. la . A f te r e l u t i on from the t a rge t ,

C e ( l l l ) is oxidized to Ce(lV) by making the so lu t ion 1 H in HNOj, 0.1 M in

H^SO^ and 0.05 M in KjCrjO^ (below referred to as an ox id i z ing s o l u t i o n ) .

From the ox id i z ing s o l u t i o n , Ce is ext racted ( in C1) w i th 3.3 M HDEHP in

kerosene. In C2, Ce is reduced and st r ipped by 1 M HNO,, 0.05 M H^Ojj and

0.02 M sulfamic ac id ; then H^SO^ and K-Cr.O., are added in the proper

quan t i t i es to ox id ize Ce, which is then adsorbed on a HDEHP/PVC column,

serving as a source fo r the Y"Y coincicence measurements.

For the i so la t i on of s ho r t - l i v ed L<< and Pr nuc l ides , a separat ion

system corresponding to the f low sheet shown in F ig. Ib was used. The

eluate from the target is now made ac id ic (pH - \.h) by adding HNO,, then

the t r i v a l e n t lanthanides are ext racted ( in Cl) w i th 0.3 M HDEHP in kero-

sene. In C2, t r i v a l e n t lanthanides (mainly La and Pr) are s t r ipped by an

ox id i z i ng so lu t ion leaving Ce in the organic phase. The Y"Y coincidence

measurements are then car r ied out e i t he r on a Dowex-50 column ( La,

Pr) or d i r e c t l y on the streaming l i q u i d ( La). The chemical i den t i t y

o f the Pr y - rays was proven by s t r i p p i n g Pr from a Ce f r a c t i o n as

described in (5) .

Measuring equipment and data evaluation. The Y"Y coincidence system

consisted of two Ge(Li)-detectors ( r e l a t i v e e f f i c i e n c i e s 7.8 and 13 %) and

standard e lec t ron ic equipment in ter faced to a PDP-7 computer. The time

reso lu t ion o f the system (FWHM) was 15 ns and the gate window 30 ns. The

system allowed correct ion fo r random coincidences. The evaluat ion of y-ray

energies, photo peak areas and i n tens i t i es was car r ied out w i t h the program

GAHANL (9). The h a l f - l i v e s were determined numerical ly w i th the program

MINUIT (10).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ce and Ce. In a previous paper (5 ) , we have reported several y-

rays decaying wi th h a l f - l i v e s hi the region o f 40-60 s. These y-rays were

a t t r i b u t e d to Ce and Ce, but the small d i f fe rence in the h a l f - l i v e s
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of these two nuclides made further, individual assignment difficult. To

overcome this difficulty, we performed y-Y coincidence measurements on a

Ce source, and the results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.
147

Based on the decay of individual Y-rays, the half-lives of Ce and

Ce were determined to be 56.4±1.2 s and 48.1*1.1 s, respectively.

Energy,

90.

105.

121.

136.

269.

325.

360.

374.

467.

58 J.

(,06.

keV

5
it

it

0

5

2

0

7

6

a
i

TABLE 1.

Decay character is t ics of 'Ce .

l / 2 ' Y*
Gating energies, keV

complex

55±S

53*3

50±4

58*3

59±3

55*5

59*3

55*5

60+3

60*4

Decay

T 1 /2 ' S

75
9

37
50

100

25
8

16

18

20

9

TABLE 2.

character is t i

1 , %

0 0

X X

148,
Ce.

Energy, keV Gating energies, keV

99.2

117.3

218.6

292.6

390.4

452.5

55±3

hS±2

56±5

45±5

42*5

50*5

51

9

30

100

7

27

Footnote: In Tables 1-4 the fol lowing symbols are used under "Gating ener-
g ies" : X»strong coincidence (4 50 counts in the photo peak), O^weak coin-
cidence (10-50 counts in the photo peak). The uncertainty in the energy
determination is ±0.2 keV. The re la t i ve uncertainty in I is $, '5 %•
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244 246 144
La and La. Partial level schemes of the even-even nuclides Ce

and Ce have been deduced on the basis of the y-Y coincidence study of

the La/Pr-fraction. A central question arising is whether any of the ground

state rotational levels are populated by the @"-decay, and in the discussion

of this we would like to present the following considerations:

( i ) The partial decay scheme proposed for 11 s La in Fig. 2a is in

excellent f i t with the energy levels of the 2 + , 4+ and 6+ states in Ce

as predicted by the variable-moment-of-inertia (VMI) model of Scharff-

Goldhaber et al (8). This model, describing each nucleus by two adjustable

parameters, a {ground state moment of inertia) and a {softness parameter),

is known to provide remarkably good f i ts to the ground-state band rotational

energies of even-even nuclei as well as to those of higher bands, such as

the K • 2 {y-vibrational) bands.

The f i t t ing procedure used for computation of the level energies £. is

in the actual cases based on the equations given by Scharff-Goldhaber et al

{8) along with the minimization program MINUIT (10). The values of 3Q and
l i 6 1
l i l 6 " 1o in the case of l i l6Ce are 3 » 0.0077 kev"1 and o « 0.49.

144A comparison between the energy levels in Ce and the VMI-predicted

2 + , 4+ and 6+ states is presented in Fig. 2b. In this case, however, the

agreement is less striking although the deviation is s t i l l within reason-

able limits (± 2 %). The values of $ * 0.0017 kev"1 and a - 34.9 indicate
144,. 1*6,that Ce is less deformed in the ground state than Ce, which should

144
be expected since Ce is situated closer to the N » 82 shell .

( i i ) The energy levels in Ce and Ce which may be associated with

2 , 4 and 6 states show good agreement with the behaviour established

for E.+/E-+ and Eg+/E,+ ratios as shown in Fig. 3 and 4. The Mallmann curve

(12) presented in Fig. 4 is based on the observation that for even-even

nuclei with widely differing Z, N and E2+ values, the energy ratio E^/E^*

plotted against Ei+/E,+ lies on a 'universal' curve. This observation is

now supported by a Urge amount of experimental data (4,8).

( i i i ) An interpretation of the levels in Ce and Ce in terms of

ground-state rotational levels is consistent with the Y"Y coincidence

results as well as with the fact that no transitions which would involve

Al > 4 have been observed in Y~ray single spectra (relative intensities

less than I %).

Thus i t appears rather conclusive that the decay of 11 s La and 40 s
1 /i|i + . + !/.£ » fill

La populate the 2 , <T and 6 levels in Ce and Te, respectively.

In the case of Ce, this conclusion is in agreement with the findings of
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146La \
V - ,5,

QB=5200 keV
p calc (11)

in
CM

.1171.1 6*

4 +

2+

1171

668

253

l46Ce

144,

T1/2=4OS(5)

Qa=4500 keV I
p calc (11) P"

1539

923

2* 399

o!

FIGURE 2 .

1 (.|. 1 £.£
Partial decay schemes of La and La. The energies are in keV
and relative intensities (in %) are given in brackets. Calculated
energies of the 2+ , 4* and 6+ states, based on the VMI model, are
shown on the right.
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Cheifetz et al (13), who measured prompt K X-rays and/or y-rays in coinci-

dence with pairs of fission fragments produced in a Cf source. In their

experiments, however, only the 2+ -» 0+ transition in '^Ce was observed.

I t should be emphasized that only the most prominent levels are in-

cluded in the present partial decay scheme of ' * \ a . In fact, this nuclide

seems to be rather T-rich, and several low intensity r-rays have been ob-

served both in Y - T coincidence spectra and y-single spectra. Some of these

Y-rays are reported also in a recent publication by Ohyoshi et al ( H ) . The

data so far available on La are listed in Table 3.

2.4

64 66

FIGURE 3.

Systematic behaviour of the ratio E4+/E2+ as a function of the
proton number in the N»86-92 region. The data represented as
open squares are from the current experimental results. The
f i l led circles indicate data from refs. (3. it).

Efit/E,+

4.0

FIGURE

Plot of the energy ratio Eg+/E2+ versus E^+/E2+. The line drawn is
based on data from refs. (5,8) and the open squares indicate the
current experimental results.
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Energy, keV

139.5

165.3

226.6

314.0

397.3

431.5

541.1

585-0

705.4

735-3

344.9

951.4

1294.9

TABLE 3-

Oecay characteristics of

T J / 2 . s

complex

39±4

-

-

40*2

31*7

40*2

40*8

-

37±5

35*3

-

38*5

V*

7.0

14

2.1

2.4

100

5-7

42

11

5.0

12

29

7-5

8.9

144,
La.

Gating energies, keV

IF- <- f>

PP. The -y-y coincidence measurements in combination with h a l f - l i f e

determinations revealed the existence of several low intensity y-rays,

decaying with ha l f - l ives between 2 and 3 minutes. The assignment of these
148y-rays to Pr is based primarily on the fact that these lines are present

in the Pr fraction stripped from Ce even though the delay time (5) between
149

the target and the f i r s t extraction stage is increased so that no Ce is
149

extracted. This excludes the possibi l i ty of these lines belonging to Pr.

A few of these Y"lines were also reported by Ohyoshi et al in a recent

publication (15). The mean h a l f - l i f e of Pr was determined, from the

strongest peaks at 300.1 , 701.3 and 1028.8 keV, to be 2.2+0.1 min. Our

results for Pr are listed in Table 4.
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TABLE 4.

Decay characteristics of Pr.

Energy, keV

157-5

256.4

300.1

493.1

518.1

541.9

617.4

701-3

874.3

1001.4

1029.0

1365-6

Tl/2' min

1.1*0.3

3-2±0.7

2. 3*0.1

2.6*0.1

1.3*0.9

2.8*2.4

2.0*0.5

2.1*0.1

2.8*0.2

1.5*0.1

2.2*0.4

3.2*0.4
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1.5

5-0

100.0
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Gating energy, keV
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ABSTRACT

The fast chemical on-line separation system SISAK has been

connected to a gas jet recoil transport arrangement. Pure

fractions of short-lived La, Ce and Pr nuclides have been

isolated from complex mixtures of reaction products obtained

by thermal-neutron-induced fission of 235U.

INTRODUCTION

The Gas Jet Recoil Transport (GJRT) system has been used

successfully to transport short-lived reaction products from

a highly radioactive irradiation site to a low background area

Institut fUr Kernchemie, Universitat Mainz, D-6500 Mainz,
Germany
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(1-5). This technique has not only been applied for charged-

particle reaction products (1,4) but also for radioactive

products resulting from neutron-induced fission (3), spontaneous

fission (2,5) and radioactive decay (6).

The nuclides recoiling out of the irradiated target are

thermalized in a gas, usually He mixed with some organic

compounds to form the necessary clusters. The products are

then transported through a capillary, the length of which may

be several meters.

In most of these experiments, jhe nuclides transported by

the jet have been collected by impinging on a collector plate

(1-5). Only in a few cases, attempts have been made to separate

individual elements from product mixtures by combining the

jet system with chemical procedures (4,6-9). So far, no severe

efforts have been undertaken to utilize the GJRT technique in

combination with a continuous chemical separation system for

the selective on-line isolation of elements from complex mixtures

of reaction products, e.g., fission products.

In this paper, we will report on the connection of the fast,

continuous radiochemical separation system SISAK (10,11) to a

SJRT arrangement and its application to the separation of short-

lived fission-products. The chemical system previously used for

studies on neutron-rich isotopes of La, Ce and Pr (12,13,14) as

well as the gas jet have been modified to enable the successful

achievfement. In the y-ray spectra of the La, Ce and Pr fractions

nuclides with "half-lives down to 6 s have been observed.

EXPERIMENTAL

This paper will mainly concentrate on the Ce system although

chemical systems for La and Pr were tested and found to work

properly. The whole system shown in Fig. 1 consists of three

main parts: the GJRT arrangement, the mixing-degassing unit

and the chemical separation system.

The SJRT system. The target, consisting of 450 vg 2 3 5U

covered with a 400 wg/cm2 Al layer, is situated in a recoil

chamber of about 12 cm volume. The recoil chamber is placed
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(MHH,S0t O.IHH.SD^ 0.05MS»«
0.2H K,[r,O, 0.05M K,Cr;O, I] 05H H,0 ;

FIG. 1

Flow diagram showing the system for - e isolation of Ce
nuclides. M:gas-liquid mixer, Dg:degassing unit, FP:fission
products, Cl, C2, C3:mixer-centrifugal separator units, E:
HDEHP/PVC column, DO-D7:GeCLi) detector positions, YO-Yt:Ce
recovery yields. YO > 80 % (calculated), Yl > 90 % Cmeasured),
Y2 *. 80 % (measured), Y3 > 30 % (measured), Y4 ^ 55 % (measured)

i

in one of the beam holes close to the core of the Mainz TRIGA
11 —2 "-1

reactor, having a thermal neutron flux of about 10 n cm s .

The fission products recoiling out of the target are

thermalized in a 1:1.4 mixture of CjH^ and N2, the former

substance serving as a cluster producer (15,15); The gas pressure

in the recoil chamber is kept at 1500 torr, and the gas flow

rate at some 20 cm s~ . When thermalized, the fission prodrcts

are transported to the mixing-degassing unit via a 7 m poly-

ethylene capillary (inner diameter 1 mm). The transport time

from the target to the end of the capillary has been measured

to amount to about 1 s.

The mixing-degassing unit. After the transport through the

capillary, the gas is mixed in a static mixer with the first

aqueous phased. 25M HNOj for Ce and Pr or, if studying La, a

HN03 solution of pH l.t). The temperature of this solution is

kept at about 90°C, since a strong influence of the temperature
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on the fission product dissolution was noticed.

The gas-liquid mixture is then fed into a degassing unit,

simply consisting of a coned funnel with a tangential inlet.

In this funnel, the C-H^-Nj mixture is swept off together

with more than 95 % of the noble gas activity.

The chemical separation system. The degassed liquid is

pumped to a second static mixer, where it is contacted with

the first organic phase (2 M KDEHP in Shellsol T). In this step,

most of the Y, Zr, Nb and Mo as well as part of the Br and I

are extracted into the organic phase? The phases are then

separated in the first H-centrifuge C 1 (17).

The Ce, remaining in the aqueous phase from C 1 together

with the majority of the fission products, is oxidized to the

tetravalent state by addingtHNO3, HjSO^ and K2Cr207. It is

then extracted almost quantitatively (in C 2) into the second

organic phase (0.3 M HDEHP in Shellsol I). In C 3, Ce is

stripped from the organic phase by using HjSO^, sulfamic acid

(SAA) and H^CU. After re-oxidation achieved by adding the proper

amount of K,Cr2O7, the Ce is adsorbed on an HDEHP/PVC column,

as described in ref. (13).

Measuring equipment and data evaluation. The measuring system

consisted of a Ge(Li)-detector (efficiency B.t %) connected to

a 4 K multichannel analyzer. The data obtained were stored on

magnetic tapes and evaluated with computer programs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

j

As mentioned above the dissolution of the fission products

is influenced by the temperature of the first aqueous solution.

Generally, a higher temperature leads to an increased yield of

the desired element and a better decontamination from interfering

elements. This is probably due to a partial extraction of the

undestroyed clusters into the organic phases at low temperatures.

This assumption is supported by the fact that in the cerium

fraction the amount of the trivalent lanthanides decreased

rapidly with increasing temperature of the first aqueous solution,

whereas the yield of Ce is increasing. At temperatures of about

90°C, the strong 3 97 keV peak of lt"*La, which served as a monitor
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for trivalent lanthanides, disappeared in the Ce fraction.

On-line measurements were performed in the different positions

indicated in Fig. 1. The column E as well as the aqueous phase

leaving the unit C 3, showed almost no other activities than

those from Ce nuclides and, to some extent, the grown-in Pr

daughters. A y-ray spectrum of the Ce fraction on the column E

is shown in Fig. 2. In this spectrum, the peaks of 56-s Ce

and 4 8-s Ce can be identified, as well as those of the longer-

lived isotopes 3-min 145Ce and 13-min ll>6Ce (12,11).

The efficiency of the gas-liquid transfer of Ce was determined

in the following way: the activity of the strong 3^7 keV peak

of ll*6Ce was measured in a Ce sample collected on the HDEHP/PVC

column and compared to a "direct catch" measurement, obtained

by passing the gas through a fiber glass filter. The ratio column/

direct catch was calculated to be 0.1. From this value and the

measured chemical yields indicated in Fig. 1., the Ce dissolution

yield in the gas-liquid mixer can be calculated to be >_80 %.

By using the chemical separation procedures for La and Pr,

strong sources of 11-s ltf5La and of S-s Pr, respectively,

were produced.

The results obtained show that the combination of the GJRT

technique with a fast, continuous chemical separation system like

SISAK enables on-line investigations of specific short-lived

fission products. Detailed spectroscopic studies by Y-Y-

coincidence and even w-angular correlation measurements

should be possible. In addition to studies of fission products,the

described system can be used for the investigation of nuclei

formed in spallation and heavy-ion-induced reactions.
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Tf-ray spectrum of neutron-rich cerium isotopes measured in
position D 6 of Fig. 1
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Release rates of various reaction products formed by 600 MeV proton irradiation in samples of W, Ta. Hf. Mo, Nb, V.
UC, VC, TiC, BaB6. CeBj. BaZrOj. CeS, CejS4 and uranium-impregnated graphite cloth (20 ^m fibres) have been mea-
sured. The samples, in the form of powders (~ 10,um particles), fibre cloth, or in one case liquid (Ce]S4>. were contained
in Ta or graphite at temperatures in the neighbourhood of 2000°C. At such high temperatures^ fast release was observed
for a number of elements, i.e. S, Cl, Ar, K, Ca. Se, Rb, Sr, Ag, Cd, In. Sn, Sb, Te, I. Xe, Cs, Ba. Yb. The release data
are accounted for by different diffusion and desorption processes, allowing each system to be characterized by a temper-
ature-dependent parameter ii, related to physical quantities like activation energy, diffusion coefficient, and particle di-
mension. On this basis, the different matrices are compared in terms of expected delay properties for on-line application.
By taking into account material density, vapour pressure, and stability towards sintering we indicate some promising target
systems for on-line application at the ISOLDE isotope separator, coupled on-line with the CERN 600 MeV Synchro-
cyclotron. Some 30 different product elements are expected to be separated from these target systems.

1. Introduction
The purpose of the ISOLDE on-line isotope sep-

arator1"3; at the CERN Synchrocyclotron is to pro-
vide mass-separated sources of short-lived isotopes
of as many different elements as possible, in order
to allow systematic studies of- the properties of
nuclei far removed from beta stability. An es-
sential part of the facility is the target system,
where a broad range of nuclides are formed as end
products in complex reactions between the im-
pinging 600 MeV protons and the target nuclei. A
great effort has been put into the development of
target and ion-source systems, which should com-
bine high production yields with short hold-up
times between the formation of the desired pro-
duct in the target and its subsequent mass sepa-
ration and collection for measurement. An ac-
count of this work up to 1974, including a com-
plete list of earlier references, may be found in the
paper by Ravn et al.4).

The penetrating power of the 600 MeV protons
demands the use of thick targets in order to make
efficient use of the primary beam, and the time-
limiting step in the whole process of on-line mass
separation is then generally found to be the (con-
tinuous) transfer of the reaction products from the
target matrix and out into the free volume above
the target. One way of reducing the delay in this
process is to use liquid targets, and a popular tar-
get type at ISOLDE has been molten metals at
* Present address: Chemical Institute, University of Oslo,

Blindern, Oslo, Norway.

temperatures up to 1500°C, where the release of
volatile products apparently is governed by the
rate of desorption from the liquid surface4-5).

The early use of refractory target compounds by
Klapisch et al.6) and Hansen et al.7) prompted a
systematic investigation of long-term chemical and
physical stability, as well as release rates of select-
ed tracer elements, for a number of refractory ma-
terials, in order to evaluate their possible utility as
ISOLDE targets. Preliminary data from this study
have been reported3) at a recent conference. The
most spectacular application has so far been the
observation?) of the new Rb isotope, the I" = 0+

self-conjugate nuclide 74Rb of half-life 64.9 ms,
produced from a niobium-powder target at
2200°C.

We discuss in section 2 the bask: principles for
choosing refractory target materials and list some
characteristic properties of the materials taken for
investigation in the present study.

After describing in section 3 the experimental
techniques, we give in section 4 the results of a
search for suitable containers as well as release-
rate data.

In section 5 we treat the release-rate results in
the framework of a simple diffusion model and
discuss in detail the behaviour of the individual
systems in view of their prospective use as on-line
targets.

Section 6 contains some additional comments
on the relevance of the present investigation for
future on-line application.
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2. Choice of materials
The idea behind the use of refractory powders

as target material is to combine short solid-diffu-
sion paths and high temperature in order to en-
sure fast release of volatile reaction products. In
general, the temperature should be as high as pos-
sible in order to enhance diffusion and desorption
processes, without exceeding the melting points of
the powders or producing intolerable pressure in-
creases. In table 1, columns 2 - 4 , are summarized
some physical and thermodynamic properties'"15)
of the investigated materials. From these data we
have estimated some maximum temperatures
(table 1, column 6) at which the systems can be
operated, assuming that in order to assure proper
operation of the ion source, a vapour pressure of
less than 10"3 torr must be required4).

In general, we notice that the metal powders are
sufficiently stable to be run at temperatures above
2000CC, while refractory compounds of borides,
sulfides, oxides, and most carbides, are limited to
temperatures slightly below 2000 °C.

The optimum target thickness, i.e. of one inter-
action length for the 600 MeV protons, corre-
sponds to ~45g/cm2 for V and ~160g/cm2 for

U, taken as extreme examples of prospective tar-
get materials discussed in this paper. Assuming
about 50% porosity of the powdery material, it is
seen from the densities quoted in table 1 that a
20 cm long container (our practical limit for me-
chanical design) fulfils this requirement in most
cases.

The release rates of various products formed
upon irradiation of the powders are closely related
to their diffusion coefficients in the solid particles.
A rough estimate of the lower limit of these co-
efficients is often obtained by looking at the self-
diffusiyities'6), and in table 1, column 5, we have
included some data of this kind. Note that, in
general, the activation energy for self diffusion in
metals is related to quantities reflecting the
strength of atomic binding. A useful empirical re-
lationship has been pointed out by LeClaire17):

where Q is the activation energy (cal/mol) and Tm

is the melting point of the metal in °K.
The transport of substitutional impurities in me-

tals is usually controlled by vacancy mechanisms.
In such cases one can expect the impurity diffu-

TABLE I

Physical and thermodynamical properties of investigated materials.

Chemical
composition

Melting
point

Vapour pres-
sure al 2000X

ttorr)

Crystal
density"
(g/cm3)

Aeif
at 2000 "C"

(cm2/s)

Maximum
temperature'

Crucible
material

References"1

wTa
Hf
Mo
Nb
V
UC
vc
TiC
CeS
Ce3S4

LaB6

CeB6

BaZrO,

3400
2980
2220
2620
2467
1900
2500
2700
2800
2450
2000
2210
2190
2500«

1.2x10-'
1.7xl0-7

3.2xlO">
1.4xlO-4

1.1x10-*
7.5xl0-Je

7.6X10"6

7.6xlO-4

1.5x10—*
ID"3

i o - '
1.5xl0-J

19.3
16.6
13.3
10.2
8.6
6.1

11.2
5.7
4.9
5.9
5.3
5.2
5.2
5.0»

1.2
50

200
800
11000'
30 (U)
8(V)
0.4 (Ti)

>2300
>23OO

2100
2300
2300
1700
2300
2000
2000
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900

Ta
Ta
Ta
Ta
Ta
Ta
Graphite
Graphite
Graphite
Ta
Ta
Graphite
Graphite
Ta

11, 11, 15. 14
11, 11, 15, 14
11, 11, 15
11, II, IS, 14
11, 11, 15, 14
11, II, IS, 14
9. 9, 15, 10
9, 9, 15. 10
9, 9, 15, 10
13, 13, 13
13, 13. 13
12, 12, 12
12, 12, 12

J About 50-70% porosity of non-sintered powder material can be assumed.
b The column gives the self-diffusion coefficient in refractory materials.
c The temperature refer to the maximum values at which the powders can be operated at ISOLDE. The limit for safe technical

operation lies currently at 2300°C.
d References for the data in columns 2, 3, 4. 5 (in that order).
e The value given corresponds to a temperature of I8OO°C.
1 Vapour pressure estimated from measured evaporation losses.
< Data supplied by manufacturer.
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sion coefficients to take values about a factor
10-20 higher than the corresponding self-diffusion
coefficients'6). However, in certain cases, when in-
terstitial mechanisms dominate, orders of magni-
tude in favour of impurity diffusion can be expe-
rienced"). Strong components of this mechanism
often appear in metals with bcc crystal structure,
a structure which is exhibited by all metals in-
cluded in table 1.

3. Experimental techniques

3.1. VACUUM OVEN

The preparations and release studies described
below were performed in an oven mounted inside
the vacuum chamber (5x 10~s torr) of a standard
evaporation unit, as shown in fig. 1. The oven,
which consists of a tantalum tube mounted be-
tween two water-cooled current feedthroughs,
could be heated to a maximum temperature of
2200°C. The temperatures were measured by

means o( a two-colour optical pyrometer with an
accuracy of ±IO°C around 2000°C.

3.2. PREPARATION OF SAMPLES

The physical form and origin of the initial ma-
terials follow from table 2.

In most cases the samples were prepared by
heating (sintering) of about 5 g of the powder in a
suitable container (tantalum or graphite, see table
1, column 7) at a temperature between
1800-2000 °C for 5-15 min in the vacuum oven.

A different procedure was used in 'he prepara-
tion of uranium-impregnated graphite cloth, where
the method18) developed at OSIRIS was applied,
with the addition of one more heating step. After
decomposition of UO2(NOj)2 at 900 °C the samples
were heated to 1700°C in vacuum for about 3h,
in order to transform the initially formed uranium
oxides completely into UC. By examination under
a microscope no deposit was visible on the cloth

Fig. 1. The sample contained in a tantalum boat is being placed in the tubular oven, which is suspended inside the chamber
of a usual vacuum coating unit.
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TABLH 2

Mechanical specification of materials investigated.

Material Particle-size
distribution

Average
dimension

tftm)

Symbol used
in text

Supplier

w
Ta

Hf

Mo

Nb
V
UC
UC+UC2

vc

TiC
CeS

CeB6

LaB6
BaZrO,

5-20"
10-30"
1-44"
1-44"
1-75"
2O-4Oc

1-20=

15-30"
30-50"
1-40"
45-150"
0.7-15"
1-50"
1-50"
1-IOC

10-25c

1-50"
1-25=
2S-40c

1-40"
1-40"

10
20
6

10
20
30
10
2

20
40
20

100
1.3

20
10
5

15
10
10
30
10
10
1.2

W(IO)
W(20)
Ta(6)
Ta(lO)
Ta(20)
Hf(30>
Hf(lO)
Mo (2) -
Mo (20)
Mo (40)
Nb(20)
V(100)
UCH.3)
UC(20)
VC(10)
VC(5)
VC(15)
TiC (10)
CeS(10)
CeS (30)
CeB6(10)
UB6 (10)
BaZrCMl.3)

Ce3S4
tested in a

molten form
Uranium-loaded graphite cloth. (The graphite cloth, con-
sisting of 20ftm graphite fibres. Grade WCA, was impreg-
nated in our laboratory.)

Ce3S4.(liq)

U(gr)

H. C. Stark, Berlin
H. C. Stark. Berlin
Norton Metals Division. Lausanne
Norton Metals Division, Lausanne
Norton Metals Division. Lausanne
Goodfellow Metals Ltd., Cambridge
Goodfellow Metals Ltd., Cambridge
Goodfellow Metals Ltd., Cambridge
H. C. Stark. Berlin
H. C. Stark. Berlin
Goodfellow Metals Ltd.. Cambridge
Goodfellow Metals Ltd.. Cambridge
Lab. Chim. iNucl., Grenoble
Ventron Corp.. Karlsruhe
Ventron Corp., Karlsruhe
Ventron Corp., Karlsruhe
Ventron. Corp., Karlsruhe
Ventron Corp., Karlsruhe
ICN Pharmaceuticals Inc., New York
ICN Pharmaceuticals Inc.. New Ycrk
Ventron Corp., Karlsruhe
Venlron Corp.. Karlsruhe
Ventron Corp., Karlsruhe

Ventron Corp., Karlsruhe

Union Carbide, Geneva

" This column gives the average particle diameter, based on manufacturer-supplied data [Ta(6), Ta(lO). Ta(20), Mo (2), UCI1.3).
BaZrOj (1.2)1. or our own measurements using a number of fine-meshed sieves.

* Particle-size distribution supplied by manufacturer.
" Particle fractions separated by use of sieves.

fibres, indicating that the UC had formed a solid
solution in the graphite. The amount of uranium
in the final samples averaged about
30-40 mg/cm2 cloth.

Ce3S4 ("cerium black") was prepared by vacuum
heating of Cs2S, at 2000°C for 1 h u ) .

3.3. TEST OF CRUCIBLES

All the materials listed in table 2 have been
tested in quantities of about 5 g in boats made of
Ta over prolonged periods of heating at tempera-
tures around 2000°C. Those which were found to
attack the Ta container were subsequently tested
in graphite crucibles under the same conditions.

During these tests some measurements of evap-
oration losses were included by weighing the sam-
ples before and after heating.

3.4. IRRADIATIONS AND RELEASE MEASUREMENTS

Samples were irradiated with 600 MeV protons
in the external beam of the Synchrocyclotron for
periods of 1 h to several days. Following a cooling
period depending upon the half-life of the nu-
clidefs) to be measured, it was possible to identify
a number of specific spallation/fission products in
the samples by means of y-ray spectroscopy, using
a large-volume Ge(Li) detector. The y-rays as-
signed to radio-nuclides used for the release mea-.
surements are listed in table 3. '

The release measurements were performed by
placing a sample (typically about 100 mg and less
than 1 fid activity) in the oven. Temperature
equilibrium between the tube and sample was as-
sumed to take place within a short time (less than
1 min). A y-spectrum of the sample was recorded
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before and after a period of heating, and in most
cases the heating and measurement cycle was re-
peated 1-3 times at each temperature. A new sam-
ple was taken for each new temperature. Since the
release of products from Ce3S4 was measured from
moiten samples, a slightly different method was
used in this case. After irradiation a small sample

TABLE 3

Properties of nuclides used in the release measurements3.

Host

Mo, Nb

W, Ta, Hf

CeBj, CeS, Ce3S4 ,
LaB6. BaZrOj

UC, U(gr)

TiC. VC. V

Nuclide

82 Sr
84 Rb
"Rb
"Se
! 6 9 Y b

"»Tm
140 La
l28Ba
l 3 lBa
i 2 9 C s

132Cs
125 Xe
127 Xe
123,
124,

"»Te
121 Te
'2°Sb
" 3Sn
l40La
l40Ba
1 MCs
131!

'"Te
•2«Sb
122 Sb
l 2 0Sb
117mSn
115m,n
l l 5Cd
l0SRh
"»Ru
«9mTc
"Mo
«Nb
«Zr
47Ca
43 K
4 'Ar
*>CI
>"S

Half-life

25 d
33 d
83 d
120 d

31 d
9d
40h
2.4 d
9.7 d
32 h
6.5 d
17h
36 d
13h
4d
16 h
17d
5.8 d
115 d

40 li
12 d
13d
8d
78 h
12.4 d
2.7 d
5.7 d
14 d
4.5 h
53 h
35 h
39 d
6h
66 h
35 d
64 d

4.5 d
22 h
1.8 h
56min
2.8 h

y-energy
(keV)

777
882
520, 529
136
177, 198
208
1596
273
124, 496
372
668
188
172, 203
159
603
644
573
1172
255
1596 .
537
819, 1047
365
228
666, 695
564
1022, 1171
159
336
528
319
497
141
181, 740
766
757, 724

1297
373
1294
1267
1942

was transferred to a tantalum evaporation boat,
with a ratio of volume to surface area of 0.24 cm,
and mixed with 1 g of inactive Ce3S4. The whole
sample was kept molten in periods of } min, and
y-spectra were recorded between each period of
heating.

4. Results

4.1. CONTAINMENT

Tantalum containers are in most cases found
suitable for containment of the refractory metals
up to their melting points. Hafnium can be kept
in Ta only up to 2100°C, due to the formation of
a low-melting alloy. The carbides and borides all
caused serious corrosion in Ta within one hour at
temperatures around 2000 °C. On the other hand.

Data from C. M. Lederer, J. M. Hollander and I. Perlman,
Table of isotopes, 6th ed. (Wiley, New York, 1967).

20 30 40 10 20 30 iO
TlMEImin)

Fig. 2. Release of reaction products from irradiated refractory
metal powders. The points represent measured fractional activ-
ities (defined as the ratio between the activity of a given nu-
clide in a sample after a heating period and the activity before
any heating treatment) as a function of sample heating time.
The curves have been fitted to the experimental points accord-
ing to eq. (1) in the text.
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VC(15).2300"C TiC(10),2M0'C 12;

Ta (20)

Q.(t05i10)kcal/mo,

16

TIME (mm)

Fig. 3. Release of reaction products from irradiated powders of
refractory compounds. See capture in fig. 2.

Fig. 5. The diffusion parameter /is for release of Yb from
Ta(20) as a function of the inverse of the absolute tempera-
ture.

According to Eastman et a l I J) the cerium sul-
phides do not react with Mo crucibles, even in the
molten forms. We found th; same to be true for,
Ta.

Our final choice for crucible materials follows1

from table 1, column 7,

4.2. RELEASE RATES

The results of release measurements in different'
graphite containers were found not to react with matrices are shown as data points in figs. 2-6.
these compounds. For example, in a 48 h test with
UC, contained in graphite at 2000 °C, no sign of
corrosion could be seen.

80 120 160 200

T I M E (s)

Fig. 6. Release of reaction products from molten CtjSt- Tfn
Fig. 4. Release of Yb from irradiated Ta(20) at three different points represent measured fractional activities. The curve
temperatures. See capture in fig. 2. have been drawn according to eq. (12) in the text.

. * - : -w
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where the "fractional activity" of a number of ele-
ments is given as a function of sample heating
time. The fractional activity of a given element is
defined as the ratio between the activity of a char-
acteristic isotope in the sample after a heating pe-
riod and the activity before any heating treatment.
Some additional data, not included in the figures,
are given in table 4.

5. Discussion

5.1. RELEASE MECHANISMS

In order to understand the observed release
properties and to make a quantitative comparison
between different systems, we have to account for
the release mechanisms that ure in operation in
such materials.

In powders, two different mechanisms are in-
volved:

1) The diffusion of the products to the surface
of the powder particles.

2) The diffusion through the pores of the pow-
der bed to the sample surface.

The relative importance of these processes de-
pends on the particle dimensions and pore struc-
ture, as well as the physical and chemical proper-
ties of product elements. Our main concern will be
those cases where mechanism (1) is found to be
time controlling. Cases where (2) is dominant are
of less practical value, since the products belong-

TABLE 4

Release of reaction products from different powders.

ing to this class in general will be strongly delayed
in the multigram quantities of material needed for
thick-target on-line experiments. In the following
we will start by assuming process (1) to be time
controlling and then discuss for which classes of
products this assumption can'be expected to be
valid.

The diffusion in solids is described by Fick's
second diffusion equation. By solving it for uni-
form spherical particles with an initially homo-
geneous activity distribution as boundary condi-
tion, the following expression for fractional activ-
ity FUycan be derived"):

(l)

where / is the heating time and //s is a diffusion
parameter. In the practical case the particles are
neither spherical nor of uniform size. Still, eq. (1),
together with the experimental release data can be
used for determination of an "average" character-
istic //s-value for a given system at a given tem-
perature. This can be done graphically, since with
increasing heating time, only the first term in the
series becomes effective, giving an exponential re-
lease with slope -us [and, with the normalization
F(0) = 1, an ordinate intercept of 0.61]. The curves
in figs. 2-4 have been fitted to the experimental
data by means of eq. (1).

The /is-parameter is related to the particle radius

Powder

No (20)
Hf(30)
Hf(lO)
Ta(6)
Ta(10)
Ta(20)
CeBs (10)

LaB6(10)
V(IOO)
VC(5>, VC(!0)
UC(U)
CeS(lO)
CeS(30)
BaZrOj

Product element

St. Rb
Tm
Tm
Tm
Tm
Tm
Ba
Cs, Xe
1, Te
Ba, Cs, Xe, I, Te
K, Ar
Ca, K. Ar
Ba, Cs, 1, Te, Sn,
Ba, Cs, Xe, I, Te
Cs
Cs, I, Te, Sb

Heating time
(min)

5
3
3
6
6
6
3
3
3
3
3
3 and S
5 and IS
3 and 10
3
5

Temperature
CO

1850
1900
1900
2000
2000
2000
2060
2060
2060
2000
1800
2300
2000
2000
18S0
1900

Fractional activity'

0.20
0.42
0.17
0.23
0.S0
0.50
0.90
0.70
0.40
No release
No release
Same as tor VC(15) (fig. 3c)
Same as for UC(20) (fig. 3b)
Same as for CeS(30) (fig. 3e)
Same as at 2000°C (fig. 3e)
Same as at 1800°C (fig. 30

* Quantity defined in section 4.2.
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(r) and the product diffusion coefficient (D) in the
following way
»s = i:2Dlr2. (2)

This relation shows the importance of reducing
the particle dimensions as much as possible, with-
out causing the mechanism (2) to become domi-
nant. In principle, knowing fis and r for a system,
D can be calculated from eq. (2). However, due to
the uncertainties involved (particularly in r), only
order of magnitude estimates of D can be carried
out. In cases where Z)-values are available from
literature, a comparison with experiment may de-
cide the nature of the release-controlling mecha-
nism.

The temperature dependence of n$ is described
by the Arrhenius relation:

As = ftce-°""\ (3)
where Q is the activation energy for the diffusion
process, R is the gas constant, and T is the abso-
lute temperature. Note that the relative uncertain-
ty in Q is much less than in D, since the uncer-
tainty in r does not contribute.

A quantity of great importance in characterizing
an on-line target system is the release yield
Kobs/K, defined as the ratio between the observed
yield (yobs) of a nuclide and the yield (Y) that
would be obtained if there was no delay in the tar-
get system. From the discussion in ref. 3, it fol-
lows that:

Y,JY=ls/(!iJX), . for •XZ2vs, (4)

where A is the decay constant for a nuclide being
released. This means that the delay properties of
specific target materials can be judged as soon as
the /upvalues are known.

So far we have neglected the possible influence
of mechanism (2) on the release process. In order
to evaluate for which cases such an assumption
can be justified, we have to consider the quantities
describing the transport of products through a po-
rous solid.

Assuming the transport as occurring through a
number of non-intersecting capillaries, one can de-
fine an effective diffusion coefficient, £>e, in the
following 'way202'):
Dc-e

2{LILt)Dt, (5)

where e is the porosity, LJL is the ratio of the ac-
tual diffusion length to the straight-line distance
through the solid, and Z), corresponds to the dif-
fusion coefficient for diffusion of a product

through a cylindrical capillary of radius p. Using
Fick's second diffusion equation, one can show
that the average time </> needed for a product to
pass through a capillary of length L is given by22)

This average time may also be written as2

— —= 4pu $p2'

(6)

(7)

where the first term represents the delay caused
by the cosine law of evaporation (u is the average
velocity of the product) and the second is di • to
the existence of a finite time of surface lingering,
T. Surface migration is not included in eq. (7),
since it is believed to be negligible in our cases23).
For situations where the first term in eq. (7) dom-
inates, we find
Dt = $pu, ( 8 )

which is the Knudsen diffusion coefficient that
usually dominates when physical absorption takes
place between product and surface. If the lingering
time is high, we get

0. = tP2 / t . (9)

The time T is given by the Frankel equation24):

r = t° e"" \ (10)
where T° is a constant of the order of 10~l3s, q is
the surface desorption energy, k is the Boltzmann
constant, and T the absolute temperature.

Having derived a Z)e-value for a particular sys-
tem, we can apply the diffusion law in a similar
way as described above, now assuming process (2)
to be time controlling. The result is"):

. e-(2l+l)2B,r
(11)

where

For powder systems discussed in this article, at f
temperatures in the region of 2000°C, the pro- >
ducts can be divided into three classes:

1) Elements of Groups 1A, 8A, and possibly
7A in the periodical system. These products
are characterized by Knudsen diffusion in •
the pore system [eq. (8)J, leading to uf>Us>
which means that mechanism (1) will be time-
controlling.

2) Products of Groups 2A, 6A, 2B, and some •
other rather volatile elements (Eu, Sm, Yb,
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In, etc.). In these cases the pore diffusion
will be dominated by the lingering time [eq.
(9)], but still up>n,, which again ensures me-
chanism (1) to be time-controlling.

3) Refractory products with very high ^-values,
leading to fif<H,- Such products (Ti, Zr, Hf,
etc.) will be strongly delayed in the pore
structure of the powder and cannot be pro-
duced efficiently from thick powder targets.

Release from a liquid system has been studied
in the case of molten Ce3S4. The characteristics of
liquid targets are somewhat different from solid
targets5-25). It is commonly found that the release
process can be described by a single exponential
function,
F(t) = e-" r, (12)

where u, is believed to be related to the surface-
desorption step. This description also fits the data
given in fig. 6. In this case the release yield is giv-
en by5)

(13)

It is interesting to compare eqs. (4) and (13), which
show that the delay properties of solid diffusion-
controlled targets depend less strongly on the
characteristic parameter u than in the case for
those controlled by a single desorption step. This
situation is also apparent from fig. 7.

5.2. SINTERING EFFECTS

It is an empirical observation that when a pow-
der is heated to mote than half its melting point,
sintering takes place. This process causes the par-
ticles to join together, resulting in grain growth
and removal of pores. Clearly, the delay properties
of powders may be influenced by such effects. In
general, the sintering rate is known to depend on
the initial particle dimension, self-diffusion coeffi-
cient, temperature, and indirectly on vapour pres-
sure"1). In particular, the first quantity is import-
ant, the* initial rate being inversely proportional to
the cube of the linear dimension of the particle26).
For this reason, particle sizes below some 1-5 Aim
are in most cases not suited when a stable powder
structure is desirable. Although some models pre-
dict grain growth to continue until the theoretical
density is reached, it is commonly observed that
growth slows down and even stops at larger grain
sizes.

To what extent sintering influences the proper-
ties of specific target materials can only be deter-
mined on the basis of on-line tests, where repeat-
ed measurements of the delay properties are per-
formed during prolonged periods of heating. Such
tests have been carried out on two systems, i.e.
Ta(20) and Nb(20) powder, measuring the delay
of Yb and Rb, respectively3-7). No changes were
found in these two cases. The off-line measure-

HALF-LIFE IS)

Fig. 7. Calculated release yields Kob,/1/ (ratio of observed yield and yield that would be observed if no decay losses occurred)
for different target systems as a function of the half-life of the nuclear reaction product.

....*& .
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ments show, however, that changes must be ex-
pected in a number of systems. In general, it ap-
pears that ceramic powders are more exposed to
sintering than metal powders, possibly because the
vapour pressure of ceramics tends to be higher than
for metals, as seen from table 1. The symptoms of
major sintering are:
— No increase in release rates with decreasing

particle sizes. (Examples are CeS, VC, UC, and
Mo powders. See figs. 2 and 3 and table 4.)

— No increase in release rates with increasing
temperature. (See results for CeS and BaZrO3
in fig. 3 and table 4.)

Further reference to sintering will be made in
the discussion of individual powder materials.

5.3. DISCUSSION OF INDIVIDUAL SYSTEMS

5.3.1. Hf, Ta, and W
As early as 1965, Andersen et al.27) reported a

preliminary study of the release of rare-earth ele-
ments formed in proton-irradiated Ta-foils, and
they pointed out the possibility of using such re-
fractory foils for the production of certain rare
earths (RE) at an on-line isotope separator.

Since then comprehensive, diffusion studies of
RE products in irradiated Hf, Ta, and W foils
have been carried out by Beyer28"30) and Latus-
zynski31), based on off-line release measurements.
As a general trend, they find not much difference
in the diffusion behaviour among rare earths in
one defined metal host, while large variations in
diffusion coefficients occur for Hf, Ta, and W
hosts. Typical values at 2000°C are

DRE(Hf) « 10"7 cm2/s, DRE(Ta) as 10"9 cm2/s,

/>RE(W)«5xl0~12cm2/s.
It may be noted that the trend agrees well with
LeClaire's relation given in section 2. It follows
from the discussion in section 5.1 that with these
values for the diffusion coefficients, the diffusion
length, for example in Ta, should be less than
some 50 #m in order to ensure sufficiently fast re-
lease at moderate temperatures (~2000°C). This
has been taken into account in our choice of pow-
der particle fractions (see table 2).

However, as pointed out above, the solid diffu-
sion is only one of the mechanisms responsible for
the release process, the other being controlled by
the surface desorption energies. It turns out that
of the heavy rare earths formed in high yield, only

Yb and possibly Tm are sufficiently volatile to es-
cape without serious delay in the pores. These
findings agree with what should be expected from
desorption measurements performed by Beyer et
al.32). By measuring the mean desorption time of
carrier-free RE isotopes, they find the desorption
energy q to increase from <? = 4.2 eV/atom (Yb) to
<7 = 6.4eV/atom (Lu), with a general trend which
follows the boiling points.

Release measurements of Yb at three different
temperatures are shown in fig. 4. The correspond-
ing Arrehnius plot of the jUs-values (fig. 5) gives
an activation energy of (105 ±10) kcal/mol. which
is close to the (85±9) kcal/mol reported by Beyer
et al. for diffusion of Yb in Ta29). Also, diffusion
coefficients estimated from eq. (2) correspond well
with those found by Beyer et al., indicating that
solid diffusion really is the time-controlling pro-
cess in the release of Yb. The same situation is
found for Yb from Hf; but for Yb from W the re-
lease rate is far below that expected from reported
ZJ-values-'). This is best explained by assuming
high surface-desorption energy in the latter case,
resulting in substantial pore delay. This explana-
tion is supported by desorption measurements of
rare earths from W carried out by Alekseev33). For
this reason, W-powder is much less favourable

. than Hf- and Ta-powders for on-line production of
.Yb-isotopes.

Expected release-yield curves for on-line produc-
tion of Yb from different targets are shown in fig.
7. For Ta (20) [which has been tested in on-line
operation3)], we have taken the diffusion parame-
ter to be nt = 8x 10"4 s-1 at 2000°C, as estimated
from fig. 4. For HfflO) a #s-value of 5.7x 10~J s~'
fits the release curve in fig. 2e, taken at 1900 °C.
This last value is extrapolated to 1.2xlO~2s"' at
2000 °C, using the Arrehnius relation and assum-
ing an activation energy of 70 kcal/mol28). Also
included in fig. 7 is a release-yield curve from liq-
uid Lu, since from vapour-pressure considera-
tions") Yb may be expected to be released from
such a target. In this case we have assumed
fi{ = 5.7x 10~3 s~' (delay half-time of 2 min), esti-
mated on the basis of the results from other liquid
target systems525). We observe a considerable ad-
vantage in using Hf-powder for production of Yb-
isotopes with half-lives below some 0.5 min. This
advantage must, however, be expected to be less
pronounced if Hf- and Ta-powders with the same
particle size are compared, and it is possible that
the difference that still remains may be compen- i

-.*,-..
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sated by raising the temperature of the Ta-target.
As seen from table 1, Hf is limited to about
2000 °C, while Ta can be operated well above this
temperature.

The optimum value of particle sizes both for Hf
and Ta seems to be around 5-10 ^m. For smaller
particles one must expect increased delays coming
from surface desorption and sintering effects. Note
that the self-diffusion coefficient and vapour pres-
sure (table 1), which influence the sintering pro-
cess, are more favourable for Ta than Hf.

5.3.2. UC and U(gr)
Escape of fission products, lanthanides and ac-

tinides from U-loaded graphite samples, prepared
in different ways, has been reported by a number
of investigators'118J4'35).

Cowan and Orth34) found rapid release of a
number of fission products in the temperature
range 1600-2600 °C from U-loaded graphite pins.
Exceptions were refractory products (Y to Pd) not
being released because of high surface-desorption
energies. Slow surface desorption may also explain
the apparent close relation found between escape
frarictions and boiling points in the case of lantha-
nides and actinides35). Of interest is the observa-
tion that no U-loss occurred at temperatures below
2050°C, and that the escape rate of products dec-
reased with increasing U-concentration35).

Klapisch et al.6) have carried out mass separa-
tion of alkali isotopes using targets of UO2 depos-
ited on thin graphite slabs. The fission recoils are
stopped in the graphite and rapid release is ob-
tained at 1500-1600 °C. Delay-time components
much below 1 s have been reported.

At OSIRIS, Studsvik, UOj-loaded graphite cloth
is used for production of short-lived fission pro-
ducts18). Fast release at 1600°C has been observed
for fission products, except for the non-volatile
elements Y to Pd.
From figs. 3a, b and table 4 we notice that most
fission products, except the refractory elements,
are released from the investigated samples. The
release process is presumably controlled by solid
diffusion, since available data show that the se-
quence in escape rate should be Cs>I> Ba, if the
surface desorption energies were controlling-"*"38).
In fact (at a given temperature) the surface ling-
ering time of Ba is many orders of magnitude
longer than for Cs37). Also, one should expect, for
example, Sn to be released much more slowly than
Cs.

Comparing UC(1.3) and UC(20), it turns out
that the release rates are rather similar in these
two cases. This shows that sintering and grain
growth have taken place in the first sample, indi-
cating that no advantage is obtained by using par-
ticle sizes below 10-20 ^m. In the following we
will not distinguish between the two different UC
samples, but just refer to the material as UC.

In comparing the production capacity of the dif-
ferent uranium target compositions, two aspects
have to be taken into account, i.e. target thickness
and delay, properties. A target thickness of one in-
teraction length, ~150g/cm2, corresponds to a
filling of UC in the standard 60 cm3 (20 cm long)
target container at ISOLDE4). When going to
U(gr), a maximum of 15 g/cm2 can be obtained in
the same geometry, thus giving an order of mag-
nitude lower reaction rate (i.e. true yield, Y). The
interesting quantity, however, is the intensity of
ion beams at the collector position (observed yield,
Kobs) which, in general, is lower than the true
yield, because of decay losses in the transfer pro-
cess [see eq. (4) in section 5.1].

It is obvious from figs. 3a, b that U(gr) is a
much "faster" target than UC. If we take the re-
lease of Cs to represent the performance of the
target materials, then we can define a //s-value for
each system

H, = 1.5 x 10"3 s" ' , for UC at 2000°C,

It, = 3.3x10-* s~l, for U(gr)atl600°C.

Since a comparison is best made at the same tem-
perature, we assume an activation energy for dif-
fusion of Cs in U(gr) of 70 kcal/mol, as found in
on-line experiments3'). This gives

H, - 55 x 10~3 s"«, for U(gr) at 2000°C.

The expected release yields, as a function of pro-
duct half-life, can now be calculated for both tar-
gets at 2000 °C (see fig. 7). We notice that for half-
lives below 10 s the graphite-cloth system is fa-
voured by a factor ~6 , thus partially compensat-
ing for the 10 times lower target thickness. For
half-lives above 1 min no major decay losses are
expected in any of the systems. For comparison
we also show the expected release yields for Cs-
isotopes, released from molten uranium [the prob-
lems connected with containing such a corrosive
melt over prolonged periods have been discussed
in an earlier paper4)]. In this case a delay half-time
of 30 s is assumed, a value measured for Cs from

.*.-. -
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molten La5). The decay losses of very short-lived
isotopes (Ti<\ s) are seen to be substantial.

From the present analysis we conclude that UC
powder constitutes a promising target matrix for
production of a whole range of fission products.
Spallation products like Fr, Rn, At, and Po must
also be expected to be released.

For very short-lived isotopes U(gr) may be the
best choice, due to its favourable delay properties.
The graphite fibres will ensure high long-term sta-
bility of the target structure.

5.3.3. V. VC and TiC
Interesting reaction products in this region,

where the half-lives quickly become short when
moving away from stability, are Ar, Cl, and S.
The release rates of these products from the three
VC samples showed no difference, indicating that
sintering and grain growth have taken place, prob-
ably influenced by the high vapour pressure of VC
at 2300 °C. At the more realistic running temper-
ature of 2000°C (not more than 1596 linear
shrinkage was observed here) good release yields
can be expected for isotopes of Ar, Cl, and S.

No escape of products from V metal powder
was found. The observed release rates from TiC
were well below those from VC (see figs. 3c, d and
table 4).

5.3.4. Nb and Mo
The release of Sr, Rb, and Se has been mea-

sured from different Nb arid Mo powder samples
(figs. 2a, b, d and table 4). Due to the absence of
convenient isotopes, no measurements of Br and
Kr have been performed, but it is expected that
also these elements are released.

It soon became apparent that several character-
istics of the Nb-powder, for example, fast release
of products already at 165O°C, no structural
change or target loss even at temperatures above
2000°C, and high density, made this material par-
ticularly promising as an ISOLDE target.

A number of on-line investigations were initiat-
ed with measurements of yields and delay times
of Rb-isotopes from a Nb(20) powder target. Of
the results, which are reported in refs. 3 and 8 and
briefly referred to in the Introduction, we mention
here that the observed yield of the new isotope
74Rb (64.9 ms) was found to be 100 times higher
than that which was obtained in an early test run
with a molten Y-La alloy at 1400 °C.

It is interesting to compare the release charac-

teristics of the Mo(20) and Nb(20) powders. Using
Se as a representative product, we find
H. = 1.15x 10"3 s ' 1 , for Nb(20) at 1650°C.

Extrapolation by means of the Arrehnius relation
gives
A = 1.3 x HT2 s"1, for Nb(20) at 2000°C,

taking the activation energy to be the same as for
Rb, 60 kcal/mol3). This should be compared to
the observed value: !

s r * s - \ for Mo(20)at2000°C.
The corresponding release yield curves are shown
in fig. 7, from which the gain in using Nb can be
evaluated.

The ratio between the diffusion parameters'
(~ 20 in favour of Nb) is significantly higher than,
the corresponding ratio between the self-diffusion)
coefficients (~4, see table 1). This may indicate
that the diffusion mechanism of products in the
Nb host is influenced by interstitial components,
which are known to result in enhanced diffu- '
sion").

We notice from fig. 2d that the release of Se
from Mo(2) is slower than from Mo(20), presum-'
ably as a result of sintering effects. Thus, the op-'
timum particle size seems to lie around 10-20 //m'
for Mo, and probably similarly for Nb.

5.3.5. BaZrO3, LaB6, CeB6, CeS, and

Molten La for production of Cs isotopes has':

been in use at ISOLDE for a number of years4)
Release of Xe and I from molten La has been ob
served in off-line experiments, while Te and St
are found to be retained in the melt4).

Preliminary on-line tests at ISOLDE of a ceram
ic CeO2 target have been reported by Hansen e
al.7). No delay measurements were performed, bu
reasonable yields of the elements Cs, Xe, I, TeFii
and Sb were observed. A limitation had to be pu ,'
on the target temperature, however, as it wa\
found that CeO2 begins to react with the Ta con
tainer already at 1550°C.

On this basis, we decided to investigate a serie
of refractory compounds to search for alternativ
targets with better delay and stability properties

Of those tested, BaZrO3 and CeS represent th
best cases (see figs. 3e, f and table 4), although th
characteristics are not as favourable as for some c
the metal powders discussed above. However, at ,
running temperature of maximum 1900°C, usin
Ta containers, they should offer good alternative
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Fig. 8. Periodical system of the elements, indicating those
powder (or fibre) targets which are either in present use or
Foreseen to become operative in the near future for on-line ex-
periments at ISOLDE, together with the product elements ex-
pected to be separated from these targets.

to CeO2 for production of Te and Sb. The ele-
ments Cs, Xe, and possibly I are still most effi-
ciently produced from molten La.

An interesting possibility for production of Te is
offered by the molten CejS4 at 1900-2000 °C (see
fig. 6). The delay half-time of ~40s ensures good
release yields of Te isotopes with half-lives in the
second range or above. The ~ 20 s delay half-time
for Cs is about the same as found for Cs from
molten La5).

An interesting ceramic system, although so far
not tested, is cerium carbide (CeC). This com-
pound has a reported melting point of 2500 °C and
a vapour pressure at 2000°C of ~ 10"4 torr*>),
which bring the physical properties very close to
those of LfC. Thus, by analogy with the corre-
sponding U-targets (see figs. 3a, b and text above),
Ce-impregnated graphite cloth or pure CeC-pow-
der may be expected to show favourable properties
as targets in the Cs-Te region.

6. Concluding remarks

The present investigations have brought out
that a number of refractory materials, prepared in
a powdery form, represent efficient target systems
for on-line production of a range of elements. A
summary of the most promising powders and
some 30 different elements expected to be separat-
ed at ISOLDE is given in fig. 8.

Finally, we would like to stress that on-line
measurements of release rates may differ some-
what from those measured off-line, owing to the

influence of radiation effects. It is known that
when a crystal is subjected to ionizing radiation,
additional vacancies and interstitials are created in
concentrations which may far exceed those pro-
duced thermally41). This means that enhanced dif-
fusion can occur during irradiation, clearly seen,
for example, in the on-line study of Rb from hot
Nb-powder3), where the diffusion parameter (,us)
increased by a factor of approximately five com-
pared to the value measured off line. For chem-
ical-compound targets the situation may be some-
what different, since the chemical damage induced
by nuclear events resulting in decomposition of
the compound) can affect the porous structure of
the target material. Although thermal annealing
processes may repair the chemical damage, it is
uncertain how sintering and shrinkage properties
will be affected during this process. On-line exper-
iments-"), which are in progress, will give the an-
swer to these problems.

We are indebted to O.C. Jonsson for his con-
tribution to the choice and testing of BaZrO3 as a
prospective target material.

Two of us (I.R.H. and L.W.) would like to
thank the Norwegian Research Council for Science
and the Humanities for financial support.
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NEW TECHNIQUES AT ISOLDE-2
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Experiments at the reconstructed on-line isotope separator facility ISOLDE-2 at the CERN 600 MeV synchro-cyclotron are
now in progress. Over the past year the extracted proton beam has been raised to 1.3 fiA. and the design value of 5 #A is now
within reach.

The target and ion-source technology developed before the reconstruction has been further improved so as to permit the
utilization of the high proton-beam intensities and to increase the range of elements available for study to 30. With a proton-
beam intensity of 0.7 ^A the radioactive Cs* beams after mass separation have increased by a factor of 300 and, in the most
favoured cases, are exceeding 6 nA. This permits the visualization of the-separated radioactive ion beams by means of the usual
beam scanners. A new target concept, a finely divided metal powder at ultra-high temperatures, features a short delay com-
ponent which enhances the yield of very short-lived products. In the case of a niobium powder target at 2200'C for the
production of Rb, the new i\' = Znuclide74Rb(7\ = 59 ms) could be identified with a collection rate of 450 atoms per second.

The new beam-optical system supplies four measuring stations simultaneously and allows up to ten groups to take data
during an ISOLDE run (typically 100 h).

The over-all performance and the stability of this system are perhaps best illustrated with the on-line spin measurements:
about 20 new spins in isotopes of Rb, Cs. and Au have been measured by means of an atomic beam magnetic resonance
(ABMR) apparatus. This Gothenburg-Uppsala experiment requires the ion beam to be directed onto its oven and kept
steady within an area of 0.5 mm2. The joint set-up (ISOLDE +ABMR) acts as an instrument that gives a beam of nuclei
selected in Z, A, and spin value.

1. Introduction
.The reconstructed ISOLDE-2 on-line isotope separ-

ator at the CERN 600 MeV synchro-cyclotron (SC)
received its first beam from the new SC I j- years ago.
Since then the accepted proton beam has been progres-
sively raised in intensity towards the design value of
5fiA.

At the last Conference in this- series a thorough
account of the plans for the the technical upgrading
was given1-2) with emphasis on its two most important
elements: the new target and ion-sourcj assembly3-4)
and the complex, new external ion-optical system. In
this paper we outline the operational features of the
facility with respect to the increased production rates,
higher stability, and the improvements in the exper-
imental area due to the versatile beam-handling
system.

As part of the ISOLDE program, development of
new experimental techniques has continued, notably
through systematic investigation of possible target
configurations. We report here on a new target concept:
refractory metal powders. Due to the combined effect
of short diffusion paths and ultra-high temperature,
a new breakthrough to shorter delay times seems to
have been achieved.

* Centre de Recherches Nucleaires. Strasbourg, France.

2. The proton beam and production capacity
The proton beam supplied over extended periods to

the ISOLDE target has been up to 1.3 M . or 8x I012

protons/s. The new magnetic quadrupoles placed in
front of the target (fig. I) give a typical proton-beam
profile at the target position of 8 x 5 mm2, as shown in
fig. 2. This X-Y scan was obtained by means of a
standard oscillating-vane beam scanner*, where the
usual Ti vane was enlarged to 10 mm in the beam
direction in order to increase the yield of the secondary
electrons created by the passage of the 600 MeV pro-
tons. Thus, an efficiency of approximately 20% should
be obtained5). As a result of the higher proton flux,
together with a somewhat better target geometry and
improvements in the separator beam optics, the yield
of radionuclides is now larger than that of ISOLDE-I
by a factor of up to 300. Taking the yields of Cs iso-
topes, shown in fig. 3, as an example, the most abun-
dant Cs+ beams now exceed 6 nA, or 4x 1010 atoms
per second. This allows us directly to visualize the
radioactive beams, as shown in the inset of fig. 3, by
means of the standard oscillating beam scanner. (The
yield points denoted with a filled circle were, in fact,
measured directly in a Faraday cup.) The monitoring
and stabilization of the separator is conveniently done
by means of these radioactive beams, resulting in

* Danfysik A/3. Jyllinge, Denmark.
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ffr.
Fig. I. Layout of the ISOLDE-2 separator and experimental area. Machine: BL External beam line 1-4. C Collimator 1-4 in the focal
piano. D Switchyard electrostatic deflector 1-4. FP Forepumps. C Electrostatic beam gates. 1G Ionization vacuum gauge. L A - L D
Electrostatic quaurupole triplets. LE Magnetic quadrupoles in the proton beam line. M E Deflector magnets in the proton beam line.
N Nitrogen valve. ScA-ScC Oscilluting-vane scanners. TC Thermocouple vacuum gauge. TP Turbomolecular pump. T V Television
cameras. V Valves. Experiments: A B M R Atomic beam magnetic resonance appuratus. DP Delaycd-particlc experiment and other
work with extremely short-lived nuclei. Monitor Monitor tape-transport chamber. MS Mass spectrometer. OP Optical pumping
experiment. Tape Tape-transport stations for nuclear spectroscopy.
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Fig. 2. Horizontal and vertical scan of the intensity distribution of
the 600 MeV proton beam at the position of the ISOLDE target.
One division on the scale corresponds to 5 mm.
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Fig. 3. Experimental yields of Cs isotopes from molten La, given as atoms per second in the beams at the collector side of the separa-
tor. Dots: measurements in Faraday cup. Squares: determined by beta counting. Target thickness: 140 g/cm2. Proton beam intensity:
4 x l 0 1 3 s ~ ' (0.7/iA). The inset shows the mass spectrum of the most intense beams as measured with the scanner (usually only
applicable to the stable '"Cs mass marker).
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average yields much closer to the optimum than
experienced before. It should also be noted that these
data were taken with a proton beam of 4 x 10u protons/
s, i.e. 7 times lower than the design aim of the new SC.
In the future, we may thus hope for beams of more than
10" atoms per second, or source strengths at saturation
close to lOCi.

3. Porous metal targets
Already at the separator conference at Aarhus in

1965 it was pointed out by Andersen and Nielsen6)
that refractory metals would constitute a possible
target material for the production of the neutron-defi-
cient isotopes of the heavy rare-earth elements. The
off-line release of rare earths from irradiated Ta foils
was further investigated by Latuszynski et al.7). We
describe here a n. vel target design, making use of the
favourable diffusion properties and at the same time
high bulk densities of a partially sintered, ultra-hot
metal powder with particle sizes of the order of 10 /im.
Two such systems have been tested until now: Ta and
Nb powder for the production of Yb and Rb, respect-
ively. The target and ion-source assembly used was the
system described earlier4) allowing target temperatures
of 2400'C, combined with a Re surface ionizer at
2800°C.

Yields and delays. The experimental production yields
for Yb and Rb are given in fig. 4. The short hold-up
times allowed the identification of the new isotopes
74Rb (Tt = 59 ms) and I53Yb (7; = 4s) with collection
rates of 450 and 30 atoms per second, respectively. An
illustrative example of the losses due to decay between
formation and detection of a nucleus is seen in the
result of' 5*Yb (Tt = 0.4s), which falls below the smooth
trend defined by the yields of the neighbouring long-
lived nuclei. The relative importance of the physical
processes which govern the release of the product from
a powder target is rather well understood. [This is
not the case for liquid targets48).] Depending on the
particle dimensions, pore structure and the product
element, two different processes can be responsible for
the release:

1) The diffusion of the products to the surface of
the powder particles.

Fig. 4. Yield curves of Rb and Yb from hot powder targets, fn
the case of Rb the beam intensity was 5 x I013 protons/s and the
target was 53 g/cm2 of Nb, heated to 2200 C. Filled circles:
Faraday cup measurements. Open circles: determined by beta
counting. The Yb data were obtained from an 86g,cnr Ta
target,at 2100 C in a proton beam of 3 x l 0 1 2 s ~ ' . The yield
points have rather large uncertainty, because they were measured
at different times by means of », /), and ;• activity.
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2) The desorption from the surfaces, which controls
the diffusion through the pores of the powder bed.

In the case of Rb released from a 20 ̂ m Nb powder
target, the first process is rate-determining. This was
found by comparing the delay properties of two Nb
targets with substantial differences in pore dimensions.
The first target consisted of pre-sintered 20 /im Nb
powder granulated into pellets of 4 mm diameter and
put into a Ta container 20 cm in length and 2 cm in
diameter. .The second, identical, Ta container was
homogeneously filled with the same powder. Fig. 5
shows delay curves obtained by sampling of a long-
lived isotope released from the target at regular inter-
vals after switching off the proton beam. The two types
of Nb targets gave essentially the same set of delay
curves. The distribution of delay times, t, derived
theoretically from Pick's diffusion law for spherical
particles becomes

(1)

where n = K2Dlr2 is the diffusion parameter, D the
diffusion coefficient, and r the particle radius. By fitting
the theoretical delay curves [integral of eq. (1)] to
the experimental data (fig. 5) values of n can be
obtained for the different target temperatures, T. The
result for Rb is shown in fig. 6 as a plot of log D/r1

versus 1/7". The proportionality relation Doce'a/KT,

to

where R is the gas constant, now allows us to determine
the activation energy, £?=(60±4)kcal/mol for the
diffusion of Rb in Nb. It is interesting to note that this
diffusion coefficient for Rb in the Nb host is more than
two orders of magnitude higher than the self-diffusion
coefficient for Nb9). This is taken as evidence for
substantial interstitial components in the diffusion
mechanism. No such "fast diffusion" behaviour of
Rb was found in off-line investigations of Mo powder,
indicating that the diffusion process in this case is
dominated by the vacancy mechanisms.

For a product with half-life 7\=ln2/x the release
yield, defined as the ratio between the observed and
true — i.e. decay loss-corrected — yields, Yohl/Y, may
be calculated by means of eq. (1) and the simple decay
equations given in refs. 4 and 8. For the case of

we have

(2)

A small contribution to the delay occurs by diffusion
from the powder bed to the outlet of the ion source, as
described by Rudstam10). Thus, for very short-lived
nuclei the following corrected form of eq. (2) should
be applied

Y.JY (3)

TfK)

2500 2400 23 : : 2200 2100 2000

i 8 12 16 20

Tim* (s)

Fig. 5. Integral delay curves for the shielded nuclide S4Rb. Tt

= 21 min, from a 20 ttm Nb powder target measured at four
different temperatures. C: I800C. O: 1900 'C. x: 2000 C and
.i: 2100 C. The beta activity per sample, measured by means of a
tape-transport system and a plastic scintillation detector, is given
in relative units. The curves are calculated on the basis of a
theoretical delay-time distribution (see text).

4.2 4.8 5 . 04.4 4.6

I/T.TOVK"')
Fig. 6. D/r2 plotted vs l/T for the two versions of the Nb powder
target. The open circles denote the values obtained from the
homogeneous target, the filled circles those from the granulated
target.
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where v is a delay constant depending on the volume
and geometrical configuration of the target and ion
source. In the present Rb target we estimate v=7.2 s " ' .
From the plot of eq. (3) in fig. 7 the release yield of
59 ms 74Rb is found to be about 5% at 22OO°C.

The diffusion parameter determined similarly for
Yb in Ta, at the same time as confirming the results

of the diffusion studies of rarerearth elements in Ta
by Latuszyriski7), also seems to indicate that this case
is favoured by interstitial diffusion. It is interesting to
remark here that the Ta target is chemically selective
for Yb only because the surface desorption step, and
hence the pore diffusion, is extremely slow for the neigh-
bouring rare-earth elements.

10"1 10°
Half -lift (s)

Fig. 7. The release yield from eq. (3) plotted against half-life.

4. The external beam-optical system

An important part of the ISOLDE-2 on-line facility
is a flexible beam-handling system, that is capable of
supplying different mass beams to four measuring
stations simultaneously.

The heart of this system is a switchyard2) attached
to the collector chamber as seen in fig. 1. Its four
electrostatic deflector plates shown in fig. 8 can each
be moved independently along the axis of deflection
(the angles of deflection are 13°, 26°, 36°, and 56% with
respect to the axis of the separator) in order to intercept
different isobaric beams. This gives the experiments
in each beam line a wide choice of masses without
changing the position of the mass spectrum in the
separator'. After the switchyard the bes-ns are directed
to the experimental stations through a series of electro-
static triplet lenses and in some cases an additional
electrostatic deflection. In this way seven major exper-
imental installations can be accommodated simul-

Fig. 8. The arrangement of the four electrostatic deflector plates of the switchyard, viewed from above and in the direction of the
external beam lines.
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taneously in the experimental area. Including off-line
measurements and work in time-sharing, up to ten
groups may take data during a typical ISOLDE run
of 100 h. In order to solve background and space
problems, a continuation of beam line 2 through a
vertical branch to a new 140 m2 experimental hall
situated 8 m above on the ground level is being installed.
The vertical deflection will initially be made electro-
statically with the possibility of later replacement by a
second analysing magnet with small dispersion. This
should improve the isobaric purity which is important
for work with nuclei towards the end of the yield
distributions.

Performance of the external beams: new experiments.
The high intensities and the wide range of elements
available at ISOLDE-2 has considerably increased the
number of experiments that can be pursued on-line.
Several of these impose very stringent requirements as
to the position and stability of the ion beam. A typical
example is the atomic beam magnetic resonance
(ABMR) measurements performed by the Gothenburg-
Uppsala Group11), which aim at surveying the spins
and moments of a wide range of isotopes. The ion
beam has to be directed on to the atomic-beam oven
position and kept steady within an area of 0.5 mm2.
The stopped ions are re-evaporated as an atomic beam
which passes through a polarizing sextupole magnet,
a dipole magnet where the spinflipping radiofrequency
field is applied, and finally through an analysing
quadrupole magnet to the detector. This experiment,
which extends ISOLDE to becoming an instrument
that gives a beam of nuclei selected in Z, A, and spin
values, has to date measured 21 new spins12) in iso-
topes of Rb, Cs, I, and Au.

5. Further developments
The development of faster target systems is at present

a main object, since it is of decisive importance for the
studies of the most neutron-deficient and short-lived
nuclides. Investigations of a diversity of refractory
materials such as borides, carbides, and sulfides, are at
the moment receiving considerable attention as future
high-temperature powder targets. The development of a
fast and thick uranium target is continuing. A porous
structure of uranium carbide, deposited on a cloth of
graphite fibres similar to that used at OSIRIS in
Studsvik13), allowed us in a preliminary test at 2000 °C
to observe the nuclide 202Fr one mass number lighter
than the most neutron-deficient francium isotope -
observed earlier8).
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Improved experimental techniques have permitted the observation of the new nucUde 74Rb with a half-life of
64.9 * O.S ms, which represents the heaviest self-conjugate nucleus detected until now. The absence of a long-lived
isomer indicate.' that the T * 0 state of '*Rb lies above the T ' 1 state. An upper limit of 10"3 relative to 74Rb can
be placed on the yield of the (unobserved) minor nucleus 7 3Rb, and it appeals likely that the limit of particle stabil-
ity has been reached. The half-life of 75Rb is 17.0 ± 1.0 s.

Great interest is attached to the study of nuclei
along the N = Z line and, in particular, to their 0-decay.
Thus the family of isospin triplets with /* = 0+ has
played an important role in the determination of the
strength of the weak interaction and may even contrib-
ute to our understanding of the structure of the nu-
cleon [1 ,2] . In the present paper we report a new
member of this series [3] , the isotope 74Rb. An early
report based on less precise data was given elsewhere

W.
Spallation reactions induced by 600 MeV protons

were used to produce neutron-deficient rubidium iso-
topes, which were ionized by surface ionization and
mass-separated in the ISOLDE-2 on-line facility at
CERN [ 5 - 8 ] . Several improvements in the experi-
mental techniques were necessary in order to permit
the detection of the expected 60 ms T= 1 state char-
acterized by a cross section of only a few tens of
nanobarns. The production yields of rubidium iso-
topes and the spallation cross sections [9] are illus-
trated in fig. 1.
1 On Sabbatical leave (1975-76) from Simon Fraser Univer-

sity, Burnaby, BC, Canada. Visitor at CERN and Centre de
Recherches Nucleates, Strasbourg, France.

2 On leave fiom the Institute of Physics, University of Aarhus,
Aarhus, Denmark.

3 Visitor from the Department of Physics, Chalmers Univer-
sity of Technology, GSteborg, Sweden.

4 Present address: Institute of Chemistry, University of Oslo,
Blindern, Oslo, Norway.

As the light odd-odd rubidium isotopes are charac-
terized by QEC values close to 10 MeV, it was possible
to reduce the effects of background and the interfer-
ence of contaminants in the separated mass spectrum
by detecting the high-energy ^-particles in a telescope
similar to that used by Beck [10]. The experimental
arrangement is shown schematically in the inset of fig.
2. The collection and counting sequences were oper-
ated externally and cycled continuously. Data were
recorded in a multispectral mode with a computer-
based system and, in parallel, in a multi-scaling mode
with the discriminator set at 5 MeV. The results of
the latter measurement are displayed in fig. 2.

Analysis of the data of fig. 2, using the CLSQ com-
puter code [11] and assuming a single component
with a constant level of background, yielded a half-
life of 64.9 ± 0.5 ms for the decay of 74Rb. The ef-
fects of possible systematic errors appear to be negli-
gible. The method of Wilkinson [12] indicates that
pile-up should introduce an error of less than 0.005 ms
given the observed initial count rate of 200 s~2. Radio-
active contamination with other short-lived activities
is quite unlikely, as a surface ionization source was
used, followed by mass analysis of the rubidium beam.
Experiments conducted at adjacent masses clearly in-
dicated the lack of such interference. Nevertheless a
decrease of only 0.13 ms would be introduced if the
entire long-lived component (fig. 2) were assumed due
to the presence of the abundantly produced isotope
8<>
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Fig. 1. Observed yields (in atoms/s) of rubidium isotopes and
(inset) loss factors due to radioactive decay in the target and
ion source. The black circles are the experimental yields at the
collector corresponding to a 1 <iA beam of 600 MeV protons
impinging on a SO g/cm2 target of niobium powder (grain di-
ameter 20 it) at a temperature of 2200°C. The curve shows, in
an arbitrary normalization, the spallation cross sections calcu-
lated from Rudstam's semi-empirical formula [9] . For short
half-lives, the yields are expected to reflect decay losses. The
release yield as a function of half-life is shown in the inset,
which is based on the discussion in ref. [7] , and from which it
can be seen that the target system used in the present work
provides a 100 times higher yield of 65 ms 74Rb than the
molten-metal target (Y-La alloy at 1400°C) used in previous
work [6] . When the release-yield correction is applied, the
7 4 Rb point (open circle) comes within a factor 4 of the
Rudstam formula, while the corrected upper limit for 73Rb
remains a factor of 100 below. (It is assumed for this argu-
ment that 7 3 Rb decays by /?-decay, which would give a half-
life roughiy equal to that of 74Rb. The half-life for proton
emission is likely to be very much shorter.)

The isotope 74Rb is expected to have two low-lying
levels, one with T = 1, / " = 0+ which is clearly the one
reported above, and another with T = 0. From the sys-
tematics of Takahashi et al. [13], a half-life of about
2 s may be estimated for the latter level. A search for
a mass-74 activity in this half-life range proved nega-
tive, and an upper limit of about 1% can be placed on
the production cross section of a T = 0 activity relative
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Fig. 2. Decay of (J-rays of energy greater than 5 MeV detected
in a multiscaling mode following a 200 ms collection. The
time per channel is S.0 JUS with 0.01 ms waiting time between
channels. The cycle period (collection and counting) was
1255 ms and the data were recorded for a total of 31000
cycles, or about 11 h. The experimental arrangement is shown
schematically in the inset. During the counting periods, the
1 4 Rb ion beam was intercepted by an electrostatic beam gate
placed far upstream in the beam tine. During the collections,
the beam was directed electrostatically to an aluminized mylar
foil placed in front of a counter telescope consisting of a 1 mm
thick Aff counter of 1 cm2 followed by an 8 cm dia. X S cm
thick NE110 plastic scintillator. The over-all efficiency of the
telescope including solid angle was 20%, determined for 33
MeV/J-rays.

to that of the T = 1 activity. This estimate includes the
delay corrections indicated in fig. 1. The half-life for
the decay of the previously observed nuclide 75Rb [S]
was remeasured to be 17.0 ± 1.00 s, in good agreement
with the previous value of 21 ± 3 s.

Finally, about 12 h of counting was devoted to a
search for the Tz = -1 /2 nucleus 73Rb, which is ex-
pected to have almost the same beta end-point energy
and approximately the same beta half-life as 74Rb.
(The heaviest known Tz = - - j nucleus, 55Ni, has a
half-life of 183 ms [14].) No short-lived activity was
observed at mass 73, and we may put an upper limit
on the yield at 1 atom/s.

In conclusion, let us turn briefly to the main results
obtained in the present work and to their interpreta-
tion.

(a) The half-life of 74Rb is 64.9 ± 0.5 ms. In the
absence of a precise measurement of CEC , a discussion
of the Fermi matrix element is not possible; still it is
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interesting to utilize the estimate for QEC based on
the formulae for the Coulomb displacement energy
given by Janecke [15], which lead to a value of
105M keV. (Applied to the lighter isospin triplets,
these formulae agree typically to within 100 keV.)
Following Hardy and Towner [1 ] we use the value
3081.7 ± 1.9 s for the quantity "corrected 9>", and
taking 9'and the correction terms from Wilkinson and
Macefield [16] and Towner and Hardy [17] we calcu-
late a half-life for 74Rb of 58.5 ms. The 10% deviation
from the experimental value could be explained by a
decrease in QEC of about 200 keV.

(b) The non-observation of a T= 0 state in 74Rb is
a strong indication that the ground state has T = 1 and
is populated by electromagnetic transitions from the
T = 0 state. This is in agreement with the general ten-
dency for the 0+ T = I state to lie lowest in 34C1 and
all heavier Tz = 0 nuclei except 38K and 58Cu. The
systematics has recently been discussed by Zeldes and
Liran[18].

(c) The low limit on the cross section for the pro-
duction of 73Rb, which is in disagreement with the
semi-empirical spallation yield formula (fig. 1), indi-
cates that low proton separation energies are now set-
ting a limit to the production of more neutron-defi-
cient rubidium nuclei. An analysis [19] of the proton
separation energies of odd-.? nuclei in this region has
been performed on the basis of the systematics of
masses and Coulomb displacement energies, and indi-
cates that the ground state of 73Rb will be unstable
towards proton emission. It thus seems very probable
that the present experiment has reached the limit of
particle stability.

The authors wish to thank Dr. J.C. Hardy for sug-
gesting a number of improvements to the paper.
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Abstract

In order to reach short-lived isotopes
far from the region of beta-stability for
direct measurements of nuclear spins and mo-
ments, an atomic-beam magnetic resonance
apparatus has been connected on-line with
the ISOLDE isotope separator at CERN. The
first results obtained from spin measure-
ments in a number of rubidium, cesium and
gold isotopes are discussed in terms of va-
rious models for nuclear structure.

1. Introduction

The atomic-beam magnetic resonance (ABMR)
method has been used extensively during the
last decades for hyperfine structure (hfs)
investigations of nuclides mainly in the re-
gion close to beta-stability. Two lines of
investigation may be distinguished; the first
one related to the electronic and the second
one to the nuclear part of the hfs interac-
tion:
i) Kfs measurements are made in different

atomic states of stable nuclides in or-
der to test the predictions from atomic
hfs theory.

ii) Systematic hfs measurements, giving nuc-
lear spins and moments, are performed in
radioactive nuclides as a test of the
applicability of different-theoretical
models for nuclear structure.

The second line of investigation is followed
by the Gothenburg-Uppsala-CERN atomic-beam
group. Previous measurements in Gothenburg
and Uppsala, utilizing conventional off-line
techniques, wire concentrated to the tare-
earth region and eh* lead region O , The
radioactive sources studied were obtained
mainly from (p, xn)-reaction* on different
target materials irradiated in the synchro-
cyclotron at the Gustaf Werner Institute,
Uppsala.

In order to extend the measurements to
neutron-deficient nuclides further away from
beta-stability, the atomic-beam apparatus at
Uppsala 2' has been reconstructed and con-
nected on-line with the ISOLDE isotope se-
parator, CERN. The increased proton beam in-
tensity from the reconstructed CERN synchro-
cyclotron, and the successful development of
new target and ion-iource systems !) at the
isotope separator have been decisive for the
realization of the atonic-beam project at
ISOLDE.

* Present address: E.P. Division, CERN,
CH-1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland.

2. Experimental

2.1 General

The principal design of the focusing
atomic-beam apparatus at CERN is shown in
Fig. 1 (upper part). The bottom part of the
figure shows the beam trajectories for atoms
at resonance (note the enlarged radial scale),

In'the on-line experiments, the ion-
beam from the isotope separator is focused
by an electrostatic quadrupole-doublet at
a foil in the oven position. It has been
possible to focus 902 of the ion-beam with-
in an area of 0.5 mm2, at a transmission of
757 from the separator. The activity is nor-
mally evaporated continuously from the foil
which is heated by resistance heating. When
studying daughter products an intermittent
procedure is required; collection on a cold
foil and a subsequent heating-off.

The atomic-beam entering the main cham-
ber (cf. Fig. 1) is deflected by the A-magnet
(the polarizer) and the B-magnet (the analy-
ser) in such a way that it will not reach
the collector unless a change in sign of the
effective magnetic moment is induced by a
rf-lield superimposed on the homogeneous
mag it tic C-field. Information on the hfs of
the atoms is obtained from the experimentally
observed resonance frequencies.

In weak external magnetic fields (Zee-
man effect for the hfs), the experimental
resonance frequencies give directly infor-
mation on the nuclear spin since the elec-
tronic quantities involved are known in ad-
vance. The magnetic dipole and electric quad-
rupole hyperfine constants, and from them the
corresponding nuclear moments, nay be deter-
mined by observing the higher order contri-
butions to the resonance frequencies in suc-
cessively stronger fields.

2.2 Measurements and results

This paper reports on the results from
systematic spin measurements performed at
ISOLDE partly by using the on-line technique
briefly described above, partly by the con-
ventional off-line technique.

Three elements have been subject to in-
vestigation; the alkali metals rubidium and
cesium, and the noble metal gold. These ele-
ments were produced at ISOLDE by spoliation
reactions using 600 HeV protons from the
synchro-cyclotron. For the production of ru-
bidium, targets of yttrium and niobium were
used. Cesium was obtained from a lanthanum
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Fig. 1. Schematic section of the atomic-beam apparatus at CERN. The bottom part of the
figure shows calculated trajectories for atoms having undergone a transition from
a focusing to a defocusing state. The two beam bundles correspond to different
velocities or different effective magnetic moments.
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target and gold as a daughter product of
mercury produced in a molten lead target.

The material of the atomic-beam oven
foil had to be chosen with great care in
order to get an optimum yield of atoms. The
problem of forming an atomic-beam of the
alkali metals, having very low ionization
potentials, were solved by using a tantalum
foil covered by some mg/cm2 of yttrium.
Gold atoms were efficiently evaporated from
« molybdenum foil.

The atoms traversing the apparatus were
collected on aluminium foils, and the acti-
vity w»3 subsequently measured. Depending on
the radioactive decay mode, different types
of detectors have been used; thin plastic
scintillators for the detection of 6+, thin
Nal(Tl) crystals for X-rays following the EC
decay, and Ge(Li) detectors for certain y-
lines.

All three elements studied have a sing-
le electron outside a closed shell, with a
resulting electronic structure 2Sjj. The hfs,
being described by the Breit-Rabi formula
" ) , ii in this case particularly simple. An
atom has only two hyperfine levels charac-
terized by the quantum numbers F - |l ± j|.
Here I is the nuclear spin and J the elec-
tronic angular momentum equal to 1/2.

In weak external magnetic fields B, the
resonance frequency v for allowed transitions
within the same hyperfine level is given by
the expression:

B

21 + 1 (1)

The electronic splitting factors g of the
elements rubidium, cesium and gold have pre-
viously been measured with the results:
-2.0023319(14), -2.0025410(24) and
-2.0033115(40), respectively 5 i 6 ) .

The systematic spin measurements were
performed according to Eq. (1), exposing the
collectors to the atomic-bean: for periods of
about two half-lives of the isotope under
investigation. In Fig. 2 we exhibit the de-
cay curve of a resonance signal correspon-
ding to I - 3/2 in "Rb, and in Fig. 3 a
summary of the observed resonance frequen-
cies in l a s" I 8 9Au as functions of the ex-
ternal magnetic field.

A summary of the results obtained is
given in Table 1. One may note the previ-
ously unknown isomer in I21Cs observed in
the "spin-separated" samples. The experi-
ment could, however, not decide whether the
3/2 or 9/2 state corresponds to the ground
state.
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Table 1. Summary of results from the spin
measurements in rubidium, cesium
and gold isotopes.

Isotope

77Rb
78Rb
78»Rb
79Rb
84°Rb

1 2 0 C ,
1 2 1Ca
1 2 1c,
1 2 2c.
1 2 2 mCs
1 2 3Cs
m c ,
1 2 6Cs
X 2 8 C ,
13°™Cs
1 3 5°Cs

1 8 5Au
1 8 6Au
187 Au
1 8 8Au
1 8 9Au
1 8 9 BAu

Half-life

3.8 min

17.7 min

6.0 min

23.0 min

21 min

58 sec

2 min

2 min

21 sec

4.2 min

5.8 min

30.8 sec

1.6 min

3.8 min

3.7 min

53 min

4 min

10.7 min

8.5 min

8.8 min

28.3 min

4.6 min

Measured
spin I

3/2

0 a

4

5/2

6

2

3/2

9/2

1

8

1/2

1

1

1

5

19/2

5/2 b

3 c

1/2 c

1 c

1/2 c

11/2 c

a) The observed resonances may also be due
to a non-zero spin in the case the mag-
netic moment is smaller than 5-.10~e n.m.

b) Preliminary result. Resonances observed
so far at only one setting of the exter-
nal magnetic field.

c) Result published in Phys. Lett. 60B
(1976)146.

Fig. 3. Experimentally observed resonance
frequencies in "'""'Au at diffe-
rent settings of the external mag-
netic field; note that the experi-
mental errors are smaller than the
size of the symbols. The straight
lines correspond to the theoretical
(Eq. (1)) resonance frequencies a*
a function of the external magne-
tic field for different values of
the nuclear spin I.
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3. Discussion

A rough idea about the nuclear proper-
ties to be expected in the neutron-deficient
isotopes of rubidium, cesium and gold may be
obtained by inspecting the chart of nuclides
in Fig. 4.

The stable isotopes are in all three
cases located close to a neutron shell clo-
sure (N - 50, 82 and 126, respectively)
where the spherical shell model 7' should
give a good description of the nuclear pro-
perties.

In the transition regions on the neu-
tron-deficient side, there is a competition
between vibrational and rotational structu-
res, and even within the same nucleus one
may observe states of both spherical and
deformed shapes, the latter often of triax-
ial character * ) . Two distinct types of
band structure may be observed in a nucleus
with moderate deformation (|e| = 0.15) if
' the Fermi surface is located close to the
lower or upper part of levels originating
from a high-spin shell model state * ) .

The band structures are directly associated
with the sign of the nuclear deformation;
decoupled bands appear for particle states
in prolate nuclei and for hole states in
oblate nuclei, while rotational bands ap-
pear for hole states in prolate nuclei and
particle states in oblate nuclei. In the
transition regions, the levels originating
from low-spin shell model states are often
strongly mixed, making Che interpretation
of nuclear spins, moments and level struc-
tures very complicated*

In the region far from the shell clo-
sures (in our cases further away from beta-
stability) the situation again simplifies.
Here we have the regions with strong nuclear
deformation where the Nilsson model 1 0) has
shown to be most successful for the inter-
pretation of the nuclear properties. The
deformed regions are indicated in Fig. 4 by
isodeformation curves (|e| - 0.2) taken
partly from experimental data " partly
from theoretical equilibrium deformation
calculations 1 0 > 1 2 ) .

Fig. 4. Chart of the nuclidts. The broken contour represents the boundary of the region of
observed nuclides. The naturally occurring nuclides are given by black squares, and
the isotopes of rubidium, cesium and gold, for which spin-measurements are reported
here) by the symbol O (measurements in both ground and metastable states in the same
nucleus by O ) . Shell closures and isodeformation curves (|e| = 0.2) are also indi-
cated. A common feature of the elements rubidium, cesium and gold is the location
of stable isotopes close to a neutron shell closure (Sf » 50, 82 and 126, respectively)
with the neutron-deficient isotopes extending into regions with nuclear deformation.
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Single-proton energy levels as functions
of the quadrupole deformation parameter e
are shown in Fig. S for the.region 28 < Z
< 82. The energy levels have been calcula-
ted within the Nilsson model, employing a
single set of shell parameters K • 0.0641
and V - 0.597. These shell parameters, opti-
mized for the strongly deformed rare-earth
region around mass number A * 161, are of
course not expected to hold throughout the

large energy range covered by Fig. 5; for
instance, in a calculation using the modi-
fied parameters proposed in ref. ''•', the
level ord«r between it/i and Pa/2 is rever-
sed and the levels g7/2 and d5/j are appro-
aching each other. However, the diagram
shown in Fig. 5 will be sufficient for a
qualitative discussion of the level syste-
matics in the rubidium, cesium and gold
regions.

Fig. 5. Nilsson diagram for odd-proton levels, calculated with the shell parameters
< - 0.0641 and p • 0.S97, and the hexadecapole deformation parameter £» - 0.
Full lines represent levels with positive parity, dashed lines levels with
negative parity. The levels relevant to the discussion of the low-lying de-
formed states of neutron-deficient isotopes of rubidium, cesium and gold are
labelled by th* asymptotic quantum numbers S n : A 8.
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3.1 The rubidium region

The neutron-deficient rubidium isotopes
belong to a region where both the protons
and neutrons range between the magic numbers
28 and 50 (cf. Fig. 4). Nolte et al. I 1 }

have made a systematic study of the first
excited 2* states in doubly-even nuclei be-
longing to this region. The shell closures
at the magic numbers are clearly identified
through the high excitation energies. In ad-
dition co these shell closures, closed sub-
shells are observed at neutron number N - 38
in nuclei close to 2 - 28, and at proton num-
ber Z • 40 in nuclei close to K • 50. The
effect of the subshell closures is, however,
completely lost far from Z • 28 and N « 50,
respectively, and maximum deformation is ob-
tained at Che center of the region enclosed
by 28 - (N, Z) - 50.

Experimental nuclear spins and magnetic
moments of the rubidium isotopes, taken main-
.ly from the compilation of Shirley and Leder-
er ' and from this work, are given in Table
2 together with the most probable nuclear con-
figurations. The single-particle assignments
shown art of course meant to represent only
Che main component of the nuclear configura-
tion*.

According to Fig. 5, one would in the
region 28 < (B, Z) < 50 expect negative pa-
rity levels originating from the shell mo-
del states fs/2, Vi/z and Pi/2> and positive
parity levels from %t/%-

Nuclear levels directly associated with
the shell model states are easily identified
in nuclei close to the shell closures. As
evidenced by the experimental nuclear spins
and magnetic moments, the ground states of
the odd-A rubidium isotopes * 3 > 8 5Rb are cha-
racterized by the proton state fs/j, *7Rb by
Ps/2 and the metastable state in Rb by g,/2-
The 2~ ground state and the (6 ) metastable
state in ' 6Sb may be explained by coupling a
gg/2 neutron to the f$y2 and P3/2 protons,
respectively. The magnetic moment of the 2~
ground state in "'Rb is about 25X smaller
than that in *6Rb, indicating additional com-
ponents in the nuclear wave function. There
is no simple configuration accounting for the
measured nuclear spin I > 6 and the proposed
positive parity 1 5' of the metastable state
in **Rb. 'The nuclear characteristics of the
ground and oetastable states in *2Rb may be
explained by assuming the odd-neutron com-
ponent to be given by (gs/2)S/2.

Table 2. Experimental nuclear spins and magnetic moments of rubidium isotopes together
with probable configuration assignments. The nuclear spins measured in this work
are encircled.

A

A

74

75

76

77

78

78m

79

80

81

81m

82

82m

83

84

84m

85

85m

36

86m

87

88

89

V
W

37

38

39

40

41

41

42

43

44

44

45

45

46

47

47

48

48

49

49

50

51

52

Trh
59 msec

21 sec

36.8 sec

3.8 min

17.7 min

6.0 min

23.0 min

34 sec

4.56 h

32 min

1.3 min

6.3 h

86.2 d

34.5 d

21 min

stable

1.02 psec

18.7 d

1.02 min

5xl0 1 0 y

17.8 min

15.2 min

0 +

©
(5/2)

i+

3/2"

9/2 +

l"

5~

5/2"

2"

© +5/2"
9/2 +

2"

(6")

3/2~

2"

-0.0834(3)

2.05(2)

1.51(2)

1.43(2)

-1.297(11)

1.3533507(8)

6.075(63)

-1.6920(14)

2.751816(2)

-0.508(5)

Nucleon configuration
proton

[301 3/2]

[303 5/2]

[301 3/2]

[303 5/2]

[301 3/2]

[301 3/2], p3/

9/2+[440 1/2]

f5/2
P3/2
f5/2
£5/2

£5/2
89/2
£5/2
P3/2

P3/2
P3/2

neutron

5/2+[440 1/2]

5/2+[440 1/2]

[303 5/2]

7/2 (g 9 / 2)

89/2

89/2
89/2

d5/2
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Several theoretical approaches have
been made with comparable success to inter*
prec the negative parity levels of the tran-
sitional nuclei belonging to the present re-
gion; the Coriolis-coupling model 16', the
particle-phonon model 1 7) and the cluster-
phonon model ' * ) . Evidently, some of the
rubidium isotopes already discussed should
be regarded as transitional. The experimen-
tal magnetic moment of the 3/2" ground sta-
te of "Rb, 2.05(2) n.m., is shown to be
closer to the theoretical value of the Mils-
son state [301 3/2], 1.75 n.m., Chan to that
of the shell model state pi/2, 2.65 n.m.
The moments were calculated using an effec-
tive gs-factor equal to 0.6 gs^ r e e- In Tab-
le 2 we give to 'lRb the alternative assign-
ments [301 3/2] and p3/j-

The energy spacings bejween tb.e posi|i-
ve parity yrast levels, 9/2 , 13/2 , 17/2 ,
...., associated with the g»/2 shell model
state, show in the transition region a strong
resemblance to the corresponding spacings in
the ground state bands of the neighbouring
doubly-even nuclei. This decoupled band stru-
cture, appearing when low K Nilsson levels
from the g9/j state are occupied, is here
an indication of moderate positive deforma-
tions (cf. Fig. 5). Toki and Faessler ls>
have applied the asymmetric rotor model to
explain the decoupled bands of odd-A nuclei
in the arsenic region.

Friederichs et al. (cf. ref. 2°>) have
observed decoupled bands in the rubidium iso-
topes ''»'3Rb. The reduced transition proba-
bility of the 13/2 state in (1Rb was shown
r.o be in good agreement with the predictions
from the rotation-aligned coupling scheme '_.
In Table 2 we give {he simplified configura-
tion assignment 9/2 [440 1/2] to the 9/2
metastable state in "'Rb.

The observation of rotational bands
built on the negative parity Nilsson states
[303 5/2], [301 3/2] and [301 1/2] in the
H - 41 isocones 73Ge, 7sSe and 77Kr s ' - i 3 ) .
in the N • 43 isotones " S e and 79Kr 2l> and
in the odd-proton nucleus 77Br **"> is maybe
the strongest argument for the development
of stabl: nuclear deformation at the center
of che region 28 < (N, Z) < 50, The neutron-
deficient rubidium isotopes far from stabi-
lity, to which our spin measurements have
been concentrated, fall into this region of
deformation. Therefore, we will discuss our
results in terms of Nilsson model states.

The possible candidates in rubidium
having 37 protons are, according to Fig. 5,
the levels [301 3/2], [440 1/2], [303 5/2]
and [431 3/2]. Since decay works f s, 2 6)
favour negative parity to the I » 3/2 ground
state of 77Rb and to the I - 5/2 ground sta-
te of 79Rb, we propose the assignments
[301 3/2] and [303 5/2], respectively. As
mentioned earlier, the level order between
the states P3/2 and fs/j, and consequently
between the states [301 3/2] and [303 5/2],
is sensitive to the choice of the shell pa-
rameter p in the single-particle potential.
The levels are degenerate at u - 0.5 and the
level order is reversed at u * 0.4. The dif-
ferent nuclear spins and assignments of 77Rb

and 79Rb are therefore not surprising, con-
sidering also che possibility of different
nuclear deformations. Experimental data,
particularly from in-beam Y~r*y measurements,
on the level structure in 77Rb and 79Rb would
be of great interest. A rotational structure
would support the assignments proposed here.

A simple way of interpreting the nuc-
lear spins 1 * 0 and I • 4 of the ground
and isomeric states, respectively, in 7*Rb
is offered by coupling the 5/2+[440 1/2]
neutron, appearing as ground state in the
N • 41 isotones 7sSe and 77Kr, to the pro-
ton states [303 5/2] and [301 3/2]. This
interpretation implies negative parity to
both states.' Further measurements are evi-
dently required to get a consistent, picture
of the level structure in 7*Rb.

The nuclear spin and magnetic moment of
the isotope '°Rb have recently been measured
by Neugarc et al. 2 7 ) . The snail magnetic mo-
ment, -0.0834(3) n.m., is in reasonable ag-
reement with that calculated from the con-
figuration 1 {ir[301 3/2] v[303 5/2]}, -0.2
n.m., while it deviates from that of the
shell model configuration 1 {Trp3/2 vfs/j},
-0.8 n.m. Both calculations have been made
using gs • 0.6 ^

3*2 The cesium region

The possibility of a new region of de-
formation among the neutron-deficient iso-
topes with 50 < (N, Z) < 82 was suggested
by Sheline et al. 2 >) in the beginning of
the sixties. Since then, a large number of
experimental data have been collected sup-
porting this suggestion. The present mea-
surements of nuclear spins of neutron-defi-
cient cesium isotopes add further pieces of
evidence to the experimental body.

Let us, however, start discussing the
cesium region at the neutron shell closure
at H • 82. The odd-proton shell model states
g7/2 and ds/2 appear here as low-lying levels
in the cesium isotopes; g7/2 being the ground
state in ' 3 3 •'3S.' 37Cs and ds/2 in 1 3 1Cs.
These assignments also account for the expe-
rimental magnetic moments (cf. Table 3). The
nuclear spins and magnetic moments of the
doubly-odd isotopes l 3 2.' 3"• l 3 8• 1 3«Cs are
on the other hand, more difficult Co inter-
pret in terms of simple shell model confi-
gurations. The high-spin I » 19/2 isomeric
state in 1 3 5Cs may be given a three-particle
assignment * ' ) .

A large part of the nuclei in the re-
gion 50 < (N, Z) < 82 which are experimen-
tally accessible may be regarded as transi-
tional. The first experimental results on
band structure associated with the rotation-
aligned coupling scheme 9) were obtained in
this region in a number of lanthanum isoto-
pes 3 0 ) . Since the Fermi surface in lantha-
num (z » 57) is located at the lower part of
the levels originating from the h „ /z shell
model state (cf. Fig, 5), the observed de-
coupled bands based on the 11/2" isomeric
states clearly indicate prolate-type defor-
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nation. Similar decoupled bands have later
been observed in isotopes of cesium (Z - 55),
praseodymium (Z • 59) and promethium (Z "
61) 3 1 ) . In odd-A isotopes of antimony (Z •
51) and iodine (Z • 53), rotational bands
built on the 9/2* isomeric states have been
identified 3 2 ) . This fact again points at
prolate-type shapes, since here the Fermi
surface is situated above the levels origi-
nating from the g5/2 shell model state. The
Fermi surface of the odd-neutron nuclei clo-
se to S « 82 is located at the upper part of
the levels from the , ; shell. Rotational-
like bands have here been observed in a large
number of nuclei, indicating prolate-type
nuclear shapes 3 3 ) . The same conclusion may

be. drawn from the decoupled bands identified
in the light barium isotopes with N • 65 and
N « 67, occupying the low-spin levels from
the h I t/ a shell 3"' .

Recent theoretical calculations incor-
porating asymmetric nuclear shapes reproduce
satisfactorily the band structures of high-
spin unique-parity states in the transition
region * > 1 9 ) . These results are consistent
with those obtained from an investigation 3 5'
of level schemes and transition probabilities
in doubly-even nuclei, revealing spherical
shapes near the shell closures at Z • 50 and
N - 82, asymmetric shapes (20° < y < 30°) and
moderate values of the deformation parameter

Table 3. Experimental nuclear spins and magnetic moments of cesium isotopes together with
probable configuration assignments. The nuclear spins measured in this work are
encircled.

'

A

116

117

US

119

120

121

121

122

122m

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

130m

131

132

133

133m

134

134m

135

1 3 5 B

136

136a

137

138

13 8m

M

flf

61

62

63

64

65

66

66

67

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

75

76

77

78

78

79

79

80

80

81

81

82

83

83

TTh

3.6 sec

8 sec

16 sec

38 sec

58 sec

2 min

2 min

21 sec

4.2 min

5.8 min

30.8 sec

45 min

1.64 ain

6.2 h

3.8 min

32.3 h

30 ain

3.7 mia

9.69 d

6.47 d

stable

6.3 nsec

2.05 y

2.90 h

3xlO6 y

53 min

13.0 d

19 sec

29.9 y

32.2 ain

2.9 min

I*

©
(9?^

G)
©(T73)
CD*
l/2 +

0 +
1/2+

© +
l/2+

1+

©
5/2 +

2

7/2*

5/2*

4 +

8"

7/2+

(19/2)"

5+

7/2 +

3"

<6")

Hj n.m.

1.41(2)

1.46(2)

1.482(9)

|1.41(12)|

3.543(2)

2.222(7)

2.582065(9)

3.45(2)

2.9937(9)

1.0978(2)

2.7324(2)

3.711(5)

2.8413(4)'

0.48(10)

Nucleon configuration
proton

[422 3/2]

[422 3/2]

[404 9/2]

[420 1/2]

[404 9/2]

[420 1/2]

[420 1/2]

[420 1/2]

[420 1/2]

[420 1/2]

[420 1/2]

d5/2

87/2
d5/2
g7/2
87/2
g7/2

87/2
87/2

87/2

neutron

[411 1/2]

[411 1/2]

[523 7/2]

[400 1/2]

[514 9/2]

d3/2
hll/2

hll/2 Sl/2
d3/2
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8 in a transition region, and, further away
from the shell closures, a transition to more
symmetric shapes and to stronger S-deforma-
tions.

The results above do not, however, ne-
cessarily apply to the low-spin states in the
transitional and deformed regions. Theoreti-
cal potential energy surfaces generally show
two minima close in energy, one at prolate
and the other at oblate deformation, the bar-
rier in the y-direction being very low 1 2 ) .

Since it seems possible to get a con-
sistent picture of the low-spin states in
the present region by assuming a prolate
deformation, we will attempt an interpreta-
tion of the neutron-deficient cesium isoto-
pes 1 2 0~ 1 3 0Cs within the strong-coupling mo-
del, keeping in mind that many of the pro-
perties are as well reproduced by the inter-
mediate coupling version of the unified mo-
del " ) .

The nuclear ground state spins of the
odd-A cesium isotopes ' 23 • l 2 5 •'27 ,129Cs ha-
ve been measured with the result 1 - 1/2 in
all cases. Positive parity is suggested by
spectroscopic works. These results are acc-
ounted for by the Nilsson orbital [420 1/2]
which, in the level diagram shown in Fig. 5
is occupied by the 55th proton of cesium in
a wide range of positive deformation values.
Further support to this assignment is given
by the agreement between the experimental
and theoretical magnetic moments of I2S>
' 2 7, I 2'Cs.

In Fig. 6 we show the theoretical mag-
netic moments of the orbital [420 1/2], cal-
culated as functions of the deformation pa-
rameter e. Two values of the spin g-factor
are employed, gs " gs^

r e e and 0.6 gs f r e e>
referred to as Hi and U2> respectively.
The influence of £i» • ±0.04 is indicated by
the curves denoted by the + and - signs.
The shell parameters used in the calculati-
ons are < - 0.0641 and y • 0.597, the orbi-
tal g-factor g, » 1.0 and the -gyromagnetic
ratio gR • 0.4. The theoretical moments
with gs " 0.6 g s^

r e e is seen to reproduce
the experimental moments, which are plotted
in Fig. 6 at the calculated 1 2) equilibrium
deformation positions. The orbital [411 1/2]
at the oblate side, which also explains the
nuclear spins and parities, fails in accoun-
ting for the magnetic moments (y2 - 0.3 n.m.).

In a recent spectroscopic work on the
decay of l 2 7Ba, Jeyer et al. " 5 propose the
strongly fed 3/2 excited state at 181 keV
in 127Cs to be a rotation member of the
ground state band. Furthermore, the low-
lying states with I17 - 5/2*. 3/2*. 7/2+ and
11/2" are shown c. have the same sign of the
deformation. These states may consequently
be given the assignments [413 5/2] , [411 3/2]
or [422 3/2], [404 7/2] and ll/2~[550 1/2],
respectively. A similar interpretation of
the low-lying states in 137Pr has recently
been attempted by Klewe-Nebenius et al. 3l'.
We may also mention our earlier spin measure-
ments in the odd-Z elements lanthanum and
praseodymium 3 > ) . The 3/2* ground states in
l 3 1La and 1 3 5Pr may be assigned [411 3/2],
and the 5/2 + ground state in l33Pr [413 5/2].

In the isotope 121Cs we observe two
isomers of similar half-lives having the
nuclear spins I - 3/2 and I » 9/2. Assuming
a nuclear deformation e = 0.25, the spin va-
lues may be interpreted as arising from the
orbitals [422 3/2] and [404 9/2], the latter
one originating from the g»/2 shell and rai-
sing steeply with increasing deformation
(cf. Fig. 5). At these strong deformations,
the level order between the orbitals
[422 3/2] and [420 1/2] is reversed in com-
parison with that in Fig. 5 if the modified
parameters of ref. 1 3' are used, thus placing
the 55th proton in the orbital [422 3/2].

The large number of cesium isotopes,
122,12»,12«,12»,13O C $ ( w i t n g r o u n d states

having nuclear spin and parity I - 1+ are
not easily interpreted. However, in the
Nilsson diagram for odd neutrons, the level
order between the shell model states d3/2

and S ] / 2 is reversed, and the levels are
almost degenerate with the state h l t/ 2

(c£. ref. I 2 ) ) . The odd-neutron configura-
tion coupled with the odd-proton orbital
[420 1/2] to give the 1+ ground states may
thus be obtained from a combination of the
orbitals [400 1/2] and [411 1/2], the former
being dominant in 1 3 0Cs and the latter in
the lighter ones having larger deformations.
In Table 3 we indicate only the extreme con-
figurations in 130Cs and 1 2 2Cs.

The nuclear spin I » 5 of the isomeric
state in l 3 0Cs may be explained by the con-
figuration 5-{TT[420 1/2] v[514 9/2]}. We

C.

Fig. 6. Comparison between experimental mag-
netic moments of 12S>X17> 12*Cs and
the theoretical predictions of the
orbital [420 1/2J. The two calcula-
ted moments, ]ijand Utt correspond
to g, - g s

£ r e* and g, - 0.6 g s
f « e .

respectively. The + and - signs re-
fer to e» • ±0.04.
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have earlier measured " ) the nuclear spins
in the N - 75 isotones l33Ce and 13iNd with
the result I " 9/2, and proposed the assign-
ment [514 9/2]. These states in 1 3 3Ce and
135Dd form the band heads of che rotation
levels discussed above.

The high-spin I • 8 isomer in 122Cs may
be explained by coupling Che proton orbital
[404 9/2], appearing in 1 2 lCs, with the neu-
tron orbital [523 7/2]. This configuration
implies a negative parity of the state.

The isotope 120Cs with a nuclear spin
1 - 2 breaks the chain of I" • 1 ground
states in doubly-odd cesium isotopes, as does
the I - 3/2 nucleus 12ICs with the I17 - 1/2*
chain of odd-A isotopes. We therefore assign
to 120Cs the odd-proton state [422 3/2], as
in 1 2 lCs, and couple it to a [411 1/2] neu-
tron, giving the nuclear spin and parity
I" - 2*.

3.3 The gold region

Prior to this work, the series of gold
isotopes investigated by the ABMR method were
one of the most extensive. We have here fur-
ther extended the series with 5 isotopes,
'•'-'"Au, far away from the beta-stability
line. The measured nuclear spins give addi-
tional and complementary information to the
rapidly growing experimental body on the pro-
perties of the transition nuclei between the
strongly deformed rare-earth region and the
spherical lead region.

The experimental data on the transition
from prolate to spherical nuclei, proceeding
through a region with oblate-type nuclei
around A - 190, come mainly from the level
structures of the doubly-even osmium (Z « 76),
platinum (Z » 78) and mercury (Z - 80) iso-
topes, and from the band structures built
on the high-spin states h9/2 and hn/2 in
the odd-proton isotopes of iridium (Z » 77),
gold (Z - 79) and thallium (Z -.81), and on
the i-ia/2 states in the odd-neutron isotopes
of platinum and mercury.

The Fermi surface of the odd-proton
elements is located between the shells h ) ! , 2

and hg/2 (cf. Fig. 5). The high-spin exci-
tations are thus due to either hole states
in the h n / j shell or to particle states in
the hj/2 shell.

It has been shown *) that the rotatio-
nal structure of the 9/2' bands in »»«-»9'T1
'*' and the decoupled band structure built
on the 11/2" states in l l 7" I 9 sAu *°) may be
interpreted as arising from a h5/2 particle
and a hi 1/2 hole, respectively, coupled to
the oblate-type cores of the corresponding
doubly-even mercury isotopes. The measured
nuclear spin X - 11/2 of the isomeric state
at 247.1 keV in le»Au fits well into this
systematics.

In the mercury isotopes ' '*••">1 "Hg
two band* have been identified " ' , one
built on a slightly deformed ground state
and one on a more deformed shape, with the
0* band heads decreasing in energy with de-
creasing mass number. According to Frauen-

dorf and Pashkevich * * 2 ) t the second band is
associated with a second minimum in the po-
tential energy, at prolate deformations e •
0.20 - 0.25. The calculations also predict

r
the ground states of 1 « 1 , 1 • 3,1 a 5 Hg to be
strongly deformed, in accordance with the
results from optical-pumping experiments at
ISOLDE * O , The measured nuclear spins and
magnetic moments are in agreement with the
predictions of the neutron orbital [521 1/2] ,
appearing as ground states in lighter N »
101, 103 and 105 isotones '*>

The level structure built on the 9/2"
states in 1 B 7" 1 9 sAu "°' and on the 11/2"
states in i>s-i'iir »»' indicates a contini-
ous decrease in the asymmetry parameter, i.e.
a transition from oblate-type shapes to pro-
late-type shapes, with decreasing mass num-
ber. This behaviour reflects the association
with the cores of the corresponding doubly-
even platinum isotopes.

In the odd-A gold isotopes, the 9/2"
band heads decrease rapidly in energy with
decreasing mass number, from 1068 keV in
" 5 A u to 121 keV in I 8 7Au. This decrease is
related to the rapid descent of the low-spin
Nilsson orbitals from the h9/2 shell with
increasing deformation s and decreasing
asymmetry y (cf. Fig. 5). We may consequent-
ly interpret the measured nuclear ground sta-
te spin I - 5/2 in l'5Au as due to the 5/2~
band head of a strongly Coriolis mixed
[541 1/2] band. Further experimental data
on the level structure built on the I « 5/2
ground state would be of great interest.

A similar change of the h9/2 level struc-
ture has been observed in.the odd-A iridium
isotopes H5,i«7,i»»Ir »5>> t h e 9/2- state

being the band head in >>»,»«'ir and the
5/2" state in l 8 5Ir. The nuclear ground state
spin of 1 8 5Ir has been measured to be I -
5/2 by the atonic-beam group at Gothenburg
* s ) . The importance of including the hexa-
decapole degree of freedom in the evaluation
of the h9/2 level structure was recently
stressed by Baker and Goss " 7 ) . It may be
noted that the nuclear ground states of the
far neutron-deficient isotopes 1 7 1, 1 7 3Ta
and I77Re also are accounted for by the con-
figuration 5/2"[541 1/2] ""•'.

The high-spin odd-neutron excitations
in the present region are mainly due to hole
states in the iis/2 shell. The decoupled
bands built on the 13/2+ states in »»'->»»Hg
»') and in »«»-l»Jpt •>») give further evi-
dence for asymmetric nuclear shapes 8 > s 0 ) .

The nuclear spins and magnetic moments
of the isomeric states in the doubly-odd
isotopes "6,"»»2oo A u have been measured
1 **) and interpreted as due to the shell mo-
del configuration 12"{ithll/2 vii3/2}'

 A c"
cording to the picture above, both the hi 1/2
proton states and the 113/2 neutron states
of the neighbouring nuclei should be of
oblate-type triaxial shapes.

When going from " 7 P t to " s P t , a sud-
den change of the level structure built on
the high-spin states takes place s l ) . A well
developed rotational band based on the odd-
neutron state [624 9/2] is identified in
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>a9Ft. The energy spaeings are close to
chose of the [624 9/2] band in the isotonc
Ia30s having strong prolate deformation.

The data above clearly show that the
ground states of the nuclei in the A - 185
isobaric chain are strongly deformed, e -
0.20 - 0.25; 1#5Hg associated with the or-
bital [521 1/2], l8SAu with [541 1/2],
1>5Pt with [624 9/2] and ltsIr with
[541 1/2] .

He aay thus attempt an interpretation
of the measured nuclear spin I - 3 of the
doubly-odd isotope **'Au in terms of the
strong-coupling model. Two alternatives can
be given! 3 +{TT5/2"[541 1/2] v[521 1/2]} and
3+{it[402 3/2] v[624 9/2]}, the former con-

figuration being preferred on the basis of
systematics.

Let us sow turn the attention to the
low-spin states in the present region. The
lowest lying states in the odd-A gold iso-
topes l t 7 " l " A u , having the spin-parity as-
signments l/2+ and 3/2 , show a systematic
variation with mass number. The 1/2+ state
accounts for the ground states in l s 7> l l 9Au,
while in the heavier isotopes, the 3/2 + sta-
te is the lowest. These states may be asso-
ciated with the shell model states »,/2 and
d3/2 (cf. Fig. 5). The experimental magnetic
moments, however, deviate substantially from
the single-particle values, indicating that
the wave functions are far from pure. The

Table 4. Experimental nuclear spins and magnetic moments of gold isotopes together with
probable configuration assignments. The nuclear spins measured in this work are
encircled.

A

181

182

183

184

135

186

187

188

189

189m

190

191

191m

192

193

193m

194

195

195m

196

196m

197

197m

197m

198

198m

199

200

200m

201

H

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

110

Ul

112

112

113

114

114

115

116

116

117

117

118

118

118

119

119

120

121

121

122

10 sec

21 sec

42 sec

52 sec

4 min

10.7 min

8.5 min

8.8 min

28.3 min

4.6 min

43 min

3.18 h

0.9 sec

5.0 h

17.5 h

3.9 sec

39.5 h

183 d

31 sec

6.18 d

9.7 h

stable

1.89 nsec

7.2 sec

2.7 d

2.27 d

3.15 d

48.4 min

18.7 h

26.4 min

I*

(5/5)
(3)

(g) +
(7)
(0) +
(l|7^-

l"

3/2 +

11/2"

1*

3/2 +

11/2"

l"

3/2 +

11/2"

2~

12"

3/2 +

l/2 +

11/2"

2"

12"

3/2 +

12"

u n • IT .

0.066

0.138(7)

0.0079(11)

0.140(7)

0.074(4)

0.148(7)

0.5914(14)

5.35(20)

0.145746(9)

0.420(4)

0.5934(4)

5.55(34)

0.2715(7)

6.10(20)

Nucleon configuration
proton

5/2"[541 1/2]

5/2"[541 1/2]

[400 1/2], s 1 / 2

[400 1/2], s 1 / 2

ll/2"[550 1/2], hx

d3/2
hll/2

d3/2
hll/2

d3/2
hll/2
d3/2
h U / 2
d3/2
Sl/2
hll/2
d3/2
hll/2
d3/2

h U / 2

neutron

[521 1/2]

1/2

pl/2
X13/2

pm
i13/2

i13/2
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shell model assignments given in Table 4
should therefore be regarded only as the
main components. It is interesting to note
that in I 8 7»"'Au, a shallow minimum has de-
veloped in the potential energy of the orbi-
tal [400 1/2] originating from the S1/2
shell model state 52>. We therefore give
this alternative assignment to the ground
states of " 7 A u and l*»Au.

The cluster-phonon model l s) applied
to the isotopes !9'•''5Au by Vieu ec al.
5 3) reproduces satisfactorily the level
structure of the positive parity states
*s well as the negative parity states dis-
cussed above. The theoretical magnetic mo-
ments of the 3/2+ ground states are also
close to the experimental values. In a re-
cent paper 5 " ) , Alaga and Faar draw the at-
tention to the correspondence between the
particle anharmonic-vibrator and particle
asymmetric-rotor approaches.

The difficulties encountered in making
proper ground state assignments to the odd-
A gold isotopes are of course present in a
still higher degree in the doubly-odd iso-
topes. The nuclear spins and magnetic mo-
ments of the 2' isotopes 1 9 6Au and l'*Au
may be explained by coupling the "d3/2"
proton and the "PI/J" neutron of the neigh-
bouring isotopes, while the configuration
giving rise to the 1~ ground states and ex-
tremely small magnetic moments of > •«,>">,
" 2 » " * A u is not easily identified. It pro-
bably arises from a combination of several
configurations with contributions from the
low-lying 1/2 and 3/2 proton states and
the 1/2" and 3/2" neutron states in the
adjacent nuclei.

4. Conclusion and outlook

The feasibility of on-line atomic-beam
work in connection with an isotope separator
has been demonstrated. It seems possible to
reach isotopes produced in yields close to
the theoretical lower limit of 106 atoms/sec.

The systematic spin measurements will
be continued and also extended to include
experiments in stronger external magnetic
fields giving the nuclear moments of the
ground and isomtxic states. Angular momentum
considerations, however, exclude the possi-
bility of measuring multipole moments higher
than dipole in the elements discussed in this
paper, rubidium, cesium and gold.
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Akslnct: Using an atomic-beam magnetic resonance apparatus connected on-line with ihc ISOLDE
isotope separator. CERN. hyperfinc structure measurements have been performed in the 'S, ,
electronic ground state of some cesium isotopes. An on-line oven system which efficiently cnnvcrts
a maw separated ion beam of alkali isotopes to an atomic beam is described in some detail.
Experimentally determined nuclear spins of ' W - ' « ' - " " " - " " . ' M " - ' " . I " - ' J " . " " - ' . " " - - ' J ' - C - S .
(hcisomerof >!'Cs being discovered in (his work, and magnetic m o m e n l s o l " 1 2 1 ' " ' " " 4 - l 2 1 1 '
• :>. i JII i '"i"cs a r e reported and discussed in terms of different nuclear models. The experimental
data indicate deformed nuclear shapes of the lightest cesium isotopes.

NUCLEAR MOMENTS (static) l ! 0 - l 2 1- l ! l " - '" • '""• ' " • '" • l 2" '" • '"'"• ' " m C s :
measured / • l l - ' « • '" • ' " • '"•• '"• ""• 1 3 0"Cs: measured a: deduced „. Atomic-beam

magnetic resonance.

I. Introduction

The importance of systematic investigations of nuclear spins and moment.s us u
test of different models for nuclear structure is well recognized. The experimental
situation, however, becomes increasingly complicated as one moves away from the
line of //-stability, because of shorter half-lives, lower production yields and of the
large number of reaction products. These complications are to a large extent over-
come in on-line experiments using a fast intermediate isotope separation step. The

1 Present address: E. P. Division. CERN. CH-I2I I Geneva 2.1. Switzerland.
" On leave from Department of Chemistry, University of Oslo. N-KHX) Oslo

144

, Norway.
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atomic-beam magnetic resonance (ABMR) apparatus connected on-line with the
ISOLDE isotope separator at CERN has proven to be a useful tool in hyperfine
structure investigations of short-lived nuclides far from ^-stability. We here report
briefly on the on-line operation of the system, and on the measurements of nuclear
spins and magnetic moments of some cesium isotopes. In an earlier paper1), we
described the atomic-beam experiments at ISOLDE on some moderately short-
lived gold isotopes using off-line techniques.

2. Experimental method

2.1. GENERAL PROCEDURE

In the on-line ABMR experiments, the ion-beam from the isotope separator is
focused by an electrostatic quadrupole doublet to a small spot at the oven position
of the atomic-beam apparatus, from where it is continuously evaporated in the
form of free atoms. A six-pole magnet acts as a state selector on the atomic-beam;
atoms with positive mt values are focused into the central region, while atoms
with negative m, values are defocused. By inducing transitions from a state with
positive nij value to one with negative »>j value with an external r.f. field, the atoms
are defocused by a four-pole analysing magnet and reach the collector. Otherwise,
the atoms are focused and hit the cooled central obstacle in the analysing magnet,
where they are adsorbed. The activity passing through the apparatus is collected
on discs fed from a supply and counted in an on-line detector system. A mini-
computer handles the data acquisition and controls most of the experimental
routines, such as changing the r.f. frequencies and transporting the collector discs
within the collector-detector system. A technical description of the atomic-beam
apparatus will be published in a forthcoming paper 2). We therefore restrict our-
selves to details pertinent to the experiments on the cesium isotopes.

2.2. BEAM PRODUCTION

The isotopes studied in this work were produced by spallation reactions in a
liquid lanthanum target bombarded with 600 MeV protons from the CERN synchro-
cyclotron. Among the volatile reaction products, cesium is selectively ionized by
surface ionization and subsequently mass separated in the ISOLDE on-line isotope
separator3>4). The experimental yields of cesium isotopes from a molten lanthanum
target as measured at the collector side of the separator are given in fig. I. The
peak yield of 7 nA represents an improvement of a factor 500 as compared to the
data before the reconstruction of the synchrocyclotron and the ISOLDE facility.
This improvemtiit is of course of vital importance for the atomic-beam experiments,
requiring typically 106-107 atoms/sec.

The atomic-beam oven is in the case of on-line operation simply a metal foil

-. T-
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120, 125 130 13S

MASS N U M B E R

140

Fig. 1. Experimental yields of cesium isotopes from a 140 g/cm2 lanthanum target irradiated by a
0.7 M proton beam. Dots and squares indicate measurements using Faraday cup and ^-counting,
respectively. Our spin measurements are marked by crosses at the bottom of the figure, and previously

known spins are marked by circles.

heated by resistance heating. It is mounted at a 45° angle to the incoming ion-beam
as well as to the optical axis of the atomic-beam apparatus. This arrangement is
described in ref. 2). The experiments on the alkali elements, however, require a
particular attention as to the choice of oven-foil material. The following conditions
should be fulfilled:

(i) low surface work function,
(ii) thermochemical stability at temperatures above 1000 =C,

(iii) low sensitivity to induced heterogeneity,
(iv) ease of manufacturing.

The first requirement appears because of the necessity to convert the incoming ion
beam to an atomic beam at the foil. According to the Saha-Langmuir formula, the
neutralization efficiency of a surface may be written

(1)
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where /„ is the flux of atoms leaving the surface, fp is the flux of incoming ions, C
is the statistical constant, W is the first ionization potential of the atom, <j> is the
electron work function of the surface, k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the
absolute temperature. For the alkali elements, the constant C takes the value 2.
The alkali elements potassium, rubidium and cesium have ionization potentials
W = 4.34, 4.18 and 3.89 eV [ref. *)], respectively.

Oven foils of different refractory metals such as Nb, Mo, Ta, W, Re and Pt,
having work functions <t> > 4 eV, have been tested and found to give a low atom
to ion ratio of cesium in accordance with the expectations. We have found that an
oven foil of tantalum covered by a thin layer of yttrium satisfactorily meets the
requirements above:

(i) Polycrystalline yttrium metal has a work function <j> % 3.2 eY [ref.')]. This
value, however, has been measured under pure conditions (clean surface, high

" vacuum). In our oven section, where the pressure is in the range 10"6-I0"5 Torr,
this condition is probably not fulfilled. Heterogenity induced by O2 or N 2 is likely
to exist, but it is difficult to predict to which extent it will influence the work function
of the surface7). In any case, we note that also the oxide of yttrium has a low work
function, <£ * 3.1 eV [ref.«)].

(ii) The melting point of yttrium is 1509 -C [ref.5)]. The maximum temperature
at which the foil can be operated is 1400 =C. Above this temperature evaporation
loss of yttrium becomes too high [ > 25 mg/cm2- h 8 ) ] .

(iii) Yttrium is a stable metal which can be stored at room temperature in air.
The corrosion rate is about 1 mg/cm • d only 9).

(iv) The foil is easily prepared by melting some 20 mg yttrium on a 50 fim Ta
backing in vacuum. The amount corresponds to about 100 mg/cm2. The Ta backing,
which does not alloy with yttrium, gives the foil the necessary mechanical stability
at high temperatures.

In order to determine the foil temperatures needed for a fast release of alkali
atoms, a separate study was carried out using 84Rb (7"+ = 33 d) implanted in Y/Ta
foil samples. The amount of S4Rb in a sample after implantation was measured with

. a Nal detector. The sample was then placed in a high vacuum unit and heated to a
certain temperature for a certain period of time. After the heating period, the
sample activity was measured again. This cycle was repeated three times at three
different temperatures. The results, given in fig. 2, will be discussed below.

The incoming 60 keV alkali ions penetrate the surface at a maximum range of
typically some 0.05 /im [ref. l 0)] . The initial ion trapping is followed by release
processes which are thermally activated. Two separate processes are of importance,
i.e. bulk diffusion of the product to the surface and evaporation of the product from
the surface. The relative importance of the processes depends on the activation
energies in the two cases. The surface desorption step is commonly described by
the equation:

t = t0^*7", (2)
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1.0

0.05-

100 2 4 6
Heating time (min)

Fig. 2. Release of rubidium from an Y.Ta foil.
The curves show the remaining activity in the foil
relative to the initial activity as a function of

healing time.

1400

! 0 3 -

Fig. 3. Delay time (in terms of the time for 50 °;
release) as a function of the inverse of the absolute
temperature. The corresponding temperatures in
C are indicated at the top. Note that the activa-

tion energy for diffusion of rubidium in yttrium
is given by the slope of the line. The value of
approximately SO kcal/mol is typical for diffusion

processes.

where T° is the time of oscillation of the absorbed atom perpendicular to the surface,
Q is the desorption energy, R the gas constant and T the absolute temperature. For
the alkali elements x° and Q have been measured to be « 10"'3 s and « 54 kcal/mol,
respectively " ) . This means that foF rubidium, the lingering time t at 800 °C takes
the value a 8 x 10"3 s and at 1200°C w 8 x 10"6 s. These values are far below the
time constants found in fig. 2, indicating that the bulk diffusion step is the time .
consuming release mechanism. Also, the non-exponential form of the release curves
support this explanations [ref.3), p. 123].

The half-lives of alkali nuclides available for atomic-beam measurements are
generally above 20 s. The nuclides with shorter half-lives found on the extreme wings
of the yield curves are generally produced in too low yields to allow atomic-beam
experiments. This means that a foil temperature of about 1000 *C should be sufficient
to ensure no significant decay loss on the foil. However, in a few cases extremely
short-lived nuclides may be produced in high yield, like, e.g. 219Fr(2"# = 20 ms)
from a high temperature uranium carbide target. In order to judge the prospects of
such rare but interesting cases, we have made a rough extrapolation of the delay
(in terms of the time for 50% release) as a function of temperature. It is seen in fig. 3
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that half-lives below the 100 ms level can be handled by pushing the temperature to
the limit of 1400 =C.

The on-line oven system described above has shown to be very efficient when
studying short-lived activities. It has been used in this investigation of cesium iso-
topes, except in the experiments on 135raCs(53min) where the conventional off-line
oven proved to be superior.

2.3. DETECTION

The activity passing through the atomic-beam apparatus was collected on
aluminium foils and subsequently measured. Thin (1 mm) plastic scintillators,
mounted on PM tubes, were used for the detection of the ji+ decaying isotopes,
i.e. the main part of the isotopes studied. The isomer 135lnCs, decaying by two y-
transitions (841 and 786 keV) to the ground state, was measured with Ge(Li) and
Nal detectors.

The signal-to-background ratio obtained in the experiments using the on-line
oven system was of the order 20:1 in a typical spin measurement. It was reduced
to about 5:1 in the high field measurements where a smaller number of hyperfine
states contributed to the signal.

2.4. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

The experiments were performed in the 6 s 2S i electronic ground state of cesium
having the splitting factor g} = 2.0025410(24) [ref.12)]. The hyperfine levels of a
J = i atom are given in the (,F,mF) representation by the Breit-Rabi formula:

2(2771) (3)

where x = (g't+gj)(tiBB/h)(\/dv). The positive sign refers to the hyperfine level
F = / + i and the negative sign to the level F = / - i . The hyperfine structure separa-
tion dv is related to the dipole hyperfine constant a by:

Jv = a(/+j). (4)

The energy level diagram for an / = 1 atom is shown in fig. 4, assuming a positive
value of a.

In weak external magnetic fields B, the resonance frequency for allowed transitions
between substates belonging to the same hyperfine level is given by the expression:

(5)aj h 21+1'

neglecting the small term in g',. In the case / = 1, the single-quantum transition

> . * : - . _
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Fiy .. Energy level diagram of a spin / -= 1 cesium isotope in the 2S, 2 electronic ground state as a
function of external magnetic field. A positive value of a is assumed. The single-quantum transition

followed in the hyperflne structure measurements in '"•1 2 4 ' '"• '"• u 0Cs is indicated by an arrow.

(F = J, mF = — i) -• (F = i, mr = — f) is indicated in fig. 4 by an arrow. Normally
this transition requires moderate r.f. power to be saturated. By increasing the r.f.
power, the double-quantum ($, i ) -* ( | , —1) and triple-quantum (§, J)-*(i, —1)
transitions may also be induced. In the weak-field region, these multiple-quantum
transitions appear at the same frequency as that of the single-quantum transition.
It is thus of importance to apply sufficient r.f. power in order to get strong resonance
signals, particularly in the case of high spin values where the hyperfine levels are
split into a large number of magnetic substates.

The spin measurements in cesium were made at two or three different settings
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TABLE 1

Summary or results from the spin measurements in the cesium isotopes

151

Mass number
A

120
121
121
122
122m
123
124
126
128
130m
135m

Hair-life
TV,

53 sec
2 min
2 min

21 sec
4.2 min
5.8 min

30.3 sec
1.6 min
3.3 min
3.7 min

53 min

Measured nuclear spin
/

2
J
!
i
8
i
1
I
5

of the external magnetic field in the range 80-290 /JT. The results obtained are given
in table 1. One may note the previously unknown isomer in 12ICs, observed in the
spin-separated samples. The / = J and / = § states showed to have similar half-lives,
7!j« 2 min, and to be produced in about equal amounts. It was, however, not
possible to determine whether the $ or $ state corresponds to the ground state. A
careful search was made without success for the high spin isomer in l 20Cs reported
by Genevey-Rivier et al. I 3) .

By increasing the external magnetic field and observing the deviations from the
linear Zeeman effect, it is possible to determine the hyperfine structure separation
Av and the dipole hyperfine constant a. These measurements were performed in the
isotopes 121Cs(/ = ' | ) , 1 2 3 C s ( / = i ) , iM. i*« .>" . i" . i3o C s ( / = 1 ) a n d i 3 0 m C s ( / = 5 )

In all isotopes except t 2 ICs and 13OmCs, both the single- and double-quantum
transitions were identified in an external magnetic field of 2.2S mT. The identifica-
tion of the single-quantum transitions in I21Cs and l3OmCs was.made on the basis
of the low r.f. power needed for saturation. No resonance signals corresponding
to higher order transitions were observed at these power strengths. The single-
quantum transitions were subsequently followed in the cesium isotopes above up
in fields; the strongest field used was 23.2 mT. The resonance curves obtained for
the isotopes 122Cs(21 sec) and l3OCs(30 min) at 15 mT are given in figs. 5a and 5b,
respectively. The curves, show the same line shape as the potassium calibration
line at this field, a slight broadening towards lower frequencies, and line widths
FWHM of about 80 kHz.

In order to increase the accuracy of the h.f.s. separation in 122Cs, we decided
to try a measurement in weak external field of the AF = 1 transitions ( j , — i)«-»(•£, J),
(I. i ) •*-• (h — 1) and (J, J) <-• (£, i); the frequencies of the first two transitions being
degenerate and field independent to second order. This resonance line is thus expected
to be narrow, FWHM of the order 10 kHz, with the r.f. geometry used. The r.f.
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211.000
V MHz

2000 •

.750
V MHz

Fig. 5. Resonance curves of the single-quantum transition (}, - i ) « ( J , - } ) in m C s and '"Cs,
respectively, recorded in an external magnetic field of 1S.0 mT.-
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OSCILLATOR

145000 MHz

SYNTHMIZER

•.500-10.500 MHl

-

-

ATTENUATOR

1
HCO RINQ

MIXER
-

• ANDMSS

FILTER 19S MHz
- AMPLIFIER -

« VARACTOR

MULTIPLIER

•20

MHz

Fig. 6. Block diagram of the r.f. system used in the search Tor the 4F « I transitions in ' 2:Cs. A stable
crystal-oscillator derived signal at 145.000 MHz is mixed in a doubly balanced hot carrier diode ring
mixer with the a 10 MHz variable output from a programmable low-frequency synthesizer. The upper
sideband component at 155 MHz is filtered out by a live-pole bandpass filter, amplified 40 dB in a
broadband amplifier and fed into a times-four varactor multiplier. This yields an output power of about
2 W maximum into 50 12, at an efficiency of 25 %, while suppressing the driving frequency and its other
harmonics More than 26 dB referred to the output. The resolution of the output frequency is equal to the
resolution of the low-frequency synthesizer times four, i.e. in this case 4 kHz. The primary scurce of drift
was the J45 MHz source, which drifted about + 2 ppm/h, but this could easily'be corrected for by

monitoring the 145 MHz signal with a frequency counter.

generator to be used in such an experiment therefore should have good resolution
(5 kHz or better), as well as good long-time stability and a useful output power
level to overcome inevitable matching losses. Preferably, it should also be pro-
grammable in order to retain the automated measuring facilities. A system operating
in the region around 620 MHz and satisfying the requirements outlined above was
constructed. The solution, illustrated schematically in fig. 6, was shown to perform
satisfactorily on all accounts. The results from the frequency scan in a field of about
30 fil is shown in fig. 7.

In table 2 are collected the results from the h.f.s. measurements in the cesium

(312, 1/2)—(1/2,-1/2>
•1/2)—'1/2,1/21

(3/2,3/2)—11/2,1/21

-

A
y \

820.0

Fig. 7. Results from the frequency scan for the dF « I transitions in the isotope '"Cs at an external
field of about 30 /*T. The FWHM of the "field independent" resonance line to the left is about 12 kHz.



TABLE 2

Experimentally observed AF — I transitions in weak fields and AF = 0 transitions in strong external fields, together with results from the litting prucedurc _

f*-

Isotope

'"Cs

'"Cs

'"Cs

1MCs

l2*Cs

'"Cs

»«Cs

'""Cs

Frequency of

transition in
"MMHz)

11.085 (7)
24.136 (7)
50.427 (7)
0.225(12)
0.225(12)

36.531(17)
108.470(30)
200.110(40)
386.890(50)
108.48808)
200.301(25)

36.530(17)
108.495(19)
200.190(26)
386.927(30)
36.538 (7)

108.485(18)
200.313(30)
386.920(30)
36.540 (7)

108.479(18)
200,150(29)
386.960(40)
200.270(40)
386.975(40)

11.083 (7)
24.134 (7)
50.429 (7)

(MHz)

20.693(12)
41.969(11)
77.775 (9)
0.449(24)
0.449(24)

59.828(23)
137.966(27)
209.626(28)
326.432(29)
137.982(16)
209.760(17)

59.826(23)
137.988(17)
209.682(18)
326.453(17)
59.837(10)

137.979(16)
209.768(21)
326.449(17)
59.840(10)

137.974(16)
209.654(20)
326.472(23)
209.738(28)
326.481(23)
20.690(12)
41.966(11)
77.778 (9)

Observed

frequency
(MHz)

10.455 (7)
21.418 (7)
40.368 (7)

619.861 (3)')
620.454(15) ")
45.378 (7)

122.482(15)
210.990(20)
384.810(45)
140.260(15)
214.970(25)
40.945 (7)
97.622(13)

152.884(20)
249.900(25)
40.810 (7)
96.842(10)

151.125(20)
245.360(35)
40.624 (8)
95.840(15)

148.710(20)
239.567(23)
145.735(22)
232.057(21)

3.832 (7)
7.917 (7)

15.145 (7)

rcCuu il
(M • )

-0.001
-0.001

0.000
0.000

-0.006
-0.004

0.002
-0.003
-0.004
-0.001

' 0.001
-0.001

0.003
-0.002

0.000
-0.002

0.001
-0.009

0.007
-0.004
-0.003
-0.002

0.004
0.003

-0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000

tt, > 0

X

0.026

0.087

0.004

0.043

0.201

0.221

0.008

0.007

dipole constant
(MHz)

1610 (9)

413.240(2)

8655 (45)

2099.0 (16)

2427.2 (26)

3043.1 (35)

4567.3 (79)

391.1 (26)

residual
(MHz)

-0.007
-0.009

0.003
0.000

-0.006
-0.009
-0.007
-0.013
-0.013
-0.055

0.047
-0.025
-0.032
-0.028

0.032
-0.028
-0.034
-0.028

0.073
-0.038
-0.053
-0.039

0.053
-0.071

' 0.024
-0.002
-0.003

(l.(H)l

Hi < «

X2

1.71

0.413

8.467

7.671

18.149

26.892

6.481

0.259

dipole constant
(MHz)

-1649 (10)

-413.240(2)

-9313 (52)

-2I09.5 (16)

-2466.4 (26)

-3078.3 (36)

-4679.8 (83)

- 395.0 (26)

4 -

o
m
tn
-n

o
s
2

The remaining frequencies correspond 10 AF = 0 single-quantum transitions.

r
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isotopes. The uncertainty of the calibration and resonance frequencies is taken to
be a quarter of the line widths. In case of field drifts during the experiment, the error
has been increased correspondingly. The residuals, y,2 and the dipole constants
obtained in a least-squares fit of the experimentally observed resonances to the
Breit-Rabi formula, eq. (3), assuming either a positive or a negative sign of the
nuclear ^-factors, are also given in table 2.

Performing a confidence test of the sign assignments to the ^-factors, the assump-
tion of a positive moment in the isotopes ' "• 1 2 4 1 ' 2 6 > 128-130Cs proved to be valid
at a high level of confidence. In I22Cs and 130B1Cs, however, the magnitude of the
magnetic moment showed to be too small to have a decisive influence (a positive
sign is slightly preferred) upon the goodness of the fit for either choice of sign. In
12' Cs, the fit favours the choice of a positive sign of the magnetic moment. However,
the measurements were not made in fields sufficiently strong to ascertain definitively
whether it is positive or negative. The'resulting h.f.s. separations and dipole hyper-
fine constants are given in table 3. The errors quoted are one standard deviation.

TABLE 3

Hyperfine structure (h.f.s.) data and magnetic moments evaluated from the experimentally observed
resonance frequencies

Mass
number

A

121
122
123
124
126
128
130
130m

Nuclear
spin

/

i
1

J
1
1
1
1
5

h.f.s.
separation
Av (MHz)

±3260 (58)
+ 619.860(3)

8655 (45)
3148.5 (24)
3640.8 (39)
4564.7 (53)
6851 (12)

±2162 (25)

Dipole
constant
a (MHz)

±1630 (29)
± 413.240(2)

8655 (45)
2099.0 (16)
2427.2 (26)
3043.1 (35)
4567.3 (79)

± 393.1 (45)

Magnetic
moment

li, (n.m.) *)

±0.785(16)
±0.133 (2)

1.389(16)
0.674 (7)
0.779 (8)
0.977(10)
1.466(15)

±0.631(10)

*) A hyperfine anomaly1^1" = ±1 % is assumed.

The present data on the isotope ' 30Cs represent an improvement of a factor 30 in
accuracy compared to the results obtained by Nierenberg et al.14). From their
data, the sign of the moment could not be determined.

The magnetic moments of the cesium isotopes are easily calculated from the
dipole constants by a direct comparison with the known values in the stable isotope
I 3 3Cs:

al
Jl33M33

(6)

where iill33 = 2.582065(9) n.m. (corrected for diamagnetic shielding) [ref. " ) ] ,
a133 « 2298.157943 MHZ [ref. «•)], Il33 = \ [ref. I S)] .
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1.5

ji, n.m.

. 1 = 5

THIS WORK
PREVIOUS RESULT

122 124 12S 12S 130

Fig. 8. Experimentally determined nuclear ground-state magnetic moments of the cesium isotopes in the
mass range 121-130. Positive signs have been chosen for the moments of l21Cs, l22Csand ' " "Cs . The
two lines connect the ground-slate moments of the odd-/f and doubly odd isotopes, respectively. Because
of the uncertainty as to position of the i and ? states in ' - 'Cs, and of the difference in spin value compared
to the heavier odd-A isotopes, the line between- the moments of'21 Cs and ' 2 JCs is dashed. The magnetic
moments of the / = j state in l 2 ICsand of the/ = t ground states in 1 2 J - l 2 ! - l 2 7 - ' 2"Cs are in agreement
with the Nilsson model predictions of the orbitals [422 j ] and [420$], respectively. The large difference
between the moments of 122Cs and 124Cs may be explained by the configurations 1 * [p[422j]n[4l !+])
and I * {p[420j]n[4l IJ]}, respectively. We note, however, that both configurations violate the Gallagher-
Moszkowski coupling rule of parallel intrinsic spins •"). The moments of the heavier doubly odd isotopes,
being located in a transition region, are difficult to interprcte in terms of simple configuration assignments.
The shell-model configuration 1% (pds ,nd 3 , ) . with a magnetic moment of about 2 n.m. probably has an

increasing influence as the shell closure at N = 32 is approached.

J

A large uncertainty is, however, introduced by the unknown hyperfine anomaly
AAlii. We give in table 3 the magnetic moments calculated under the assumption
of ' • j 1 3 3 = +1%. The hyperfine anomaly may, however, in certain cases exceed
this value; and in the isotope l22Cs, having a very small magnetic moment, it prob-
ably would be more appropriate to give an absolute error [cf. sect. 3 in ref. ")] .

The variation of the magnetic moments of the isotopes 12l~I3OCs with mass
number is shown in fig. 8.

.>.#.•>..
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3. Discussion

3.1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

A general idea about the nuclear properties to be expected in the region around
the neutron-deficient cesium isotopes may be obtained by inspecting the partial
nuclear chart shown in fig. 9. In the region enclosed by 50 = (N, Z) = 82, the stable
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Fig. 9. Portion of the nuclear chart showing stable and identified radioactive nuclides in the region
50 £ (N,Z) £ 82. The cesium isotopes investigated in this work are indicated; nuclear spin measurements
by a ring and hyperfine structure by the symbol f3- The isodeformation curves for prolate deformations
obtained in the Nilsson-model calculations of Arseniev el at.2I) are also shown. From these it is clear that
the lightest cesium isotopes extend into regions with expected strong nuclear deformation. Ullrich and
Otten " ) have made a systematic survey of deformation parameters from different experimental sources;
isotope shifts. B(E2) values and quadrupole moments, of iodine, xenon, cesium and barium isotopes in the
corner Z £ 50. iV £ 82. The theoretical deformation values shown in the figure are in qualitative

agreement with the experimental data.

and identified radioactive nuclides are found in the corner Z > 50 and N < 82.
Close to these shell closures, the spherical shell model18) is expected to give a good
description of the nuclear properties. At the center of the region enclosed by
50 = (JV, Z) = 82, strongly deformed nuclear shapes have been suggested to appear
[refs. 1 9 - 2 *) ] . The isodeformation curves for prolate shapes, as calculated by
Arseniev21) are incorporated in fig. 9. Between these regions of extreme nuclear
shapes, we have a transition region. Here, we may expect a competition between
vibrational and rotational structures, and even within the same nucleus one may
observe states of both spherical and deformed shapes, the latter often of triaxial
character22-23). Two distinct types of band structure may be observed in a nucleus
with moderate deformation, if the Fermi surface is located close to the lower or
upper part of levels originating from a high-spin shell-model state24). In a prolate
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nucleus, decoupled bands appear for particle states and rotational bands for hole
states. The levels originating from low-spin shell-model states are in the transition
region often strongly mixed, making the interpretations of nuclear spins, moments
and level structure very complicated.

3.2. DISCUSSION OF NUCLEAR SPINS AND MOMENTS IN THE CESIUM REGION

The shell-model states g$. d$, h^., si and dt are available as odd-proton as well
as odd-neutron states in the region 50 g (JV, Z) g 82. For obvious reasons, the main
part of odd-proton ground states are characterized either by g- or d». Similarly, in
odd-neutron nuclei we find, close to N = 82, mainly Sj or dj ground states. The
low-lying level structure of nuclei with N>77 has been discussed, previously in
connection with our spin-measurements in isotopes of the elements promethium-
gadolinium 2 S) . To this may be added the spin / = ^ of U 5 m Cs which may be inter-
preted as a three-quasiparticle state, in which the h ¥ neutron state has to be involved.

A large part of the nuclei in the region 50 < (N,Z) < 82 which are experimentally
accessible may be regarded as transitional. The first experimental results on band
structure associated with the rotation-aligned coupling scheme24) were obtained in
this region in a number of lanthanum isotopes26). Since the Fermi surface in
lanthanum is located at the lower part of the levels originating from the h ¥ shell-
model state, the observed decoupled bands based on the *£• isomeric states cleariy
indicate prolate-type deformation. Similar decoupled bands have later been observed
in isotopes of iodine, cesium, praseodymium and promethium27"30'32). In odd-,4
isotopes of antimony and iodine, rotational bands built on the V isomeric states
have been identified 3'-3i). This fact again points at prolate-type shapes, since here
the Fermi surface is situated above the levels originating from the g, shell-mode)
state. The Fermi surface in odd-neutron nuclei close to N = 82 is located at the
upper part of the levels from the h y shell. Rotational-like bands have here been
observed in a large number of nuclei indicating prolate-type shapes ii~il). The
same conclusion may be drawn from the decoupled bands identified in the light
barium isotopes with N = 65 and N = 67, occupying the low-spin levels from the
h v shell38).

Recent theoretical calculations incorporating asymmetric nuclear shapes repro-
duce satisfactorily the band structures of high-spin unique-parity states in the
transition region22"23). These results are consistent with those obtained from an
investigationi9) of level schemes and transition probabilities in doubly even nuclei,
revealing spherical shapes near the shell closures at Z = 50 and N = 82, asymmetric
shapes (203 < y < 30°) and moderate values of the deformation parameter /? in a
transition region, and, further away from the shell closures, a transition to more
symmetric shapes and to stronger /^-deformations.

The results above do not, however, necessarily apply to the low-spin states in the
transitional and deformed regions. Theoretical potential energy surfaces generally
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show two minima close in energy, one at prolate and the other at oblate deformation,
the barrier in the y-direction being very low.

Since it seems possible to get a consistent picture of the low-spin states at the
center of the region 50 < (N,Z) < 82 by assuming a prolate deformation, we will
attempt an interpretation of the light cesium isotopes in terms of the strong-coupling
model, keeping in mind that many of the properties are as well reproduced by the
intermediate coupling version of the unified model*0'41).

Single-particle energy levels as functions of the quadrupole deformation e have
been calculated within the Nilsson model, employing several sets of shell parameters,
e.g. the parameters valid in the strongly deformed rare-earth region, the parameters

moo

5.8

S0S1V2 402 3/2 4001/2 514 Big

NEUTRONS
550 1/2 541 3J2

402 5/2 404 7/2

PROTONS
431 112 404 VI

541 3/2
404 9/2

422 3/2
420 1/2
550 1/2

0.10 0.20

Fig. 10. Nilsson diagrams for odd-proton and odd-neutron levels, calculated with the "extrapolated"
shell parameters K, « 0.0662, nf > 0.540 and K0 - 0.0637, nr » 0.450, and hexadecapole defecation
parameter et « 0. Full lines represent levels with positive parity, dashed lines negative parity. ••' ' odd-
proton levels [420}]. [422}] and [404$], relevant to the discussion of the light cesium (Z - 55)
isotopes, are drawn with heavy lines. Similarly, the odd-neutron level [414] , occupied by the 67th

neutron for strong nuclear deformations, is emphasized.
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Fig. II. Nuclear magnetic moments of the odd-proton orbitals [420}] and [422}] as functions of
deformation parameter t, g, factor (g, « g['" and g, - 0.6gJ'" indicated by /i, and ^2, respectively) and
shell parameters ("rare-earth" parameters K - 0.0641 and 11 - 0.S97, "extrapolated" parameters
K » 0.0662 and n - 0.540, and "modified" parameters K - 0.0680 and \x - 0.4S0, are denoted by A,
B and C, respectively). The experimental magnetic moments are plotted at the theoretical2') equilibrium

deformation positions.
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obtained by an extrapolation from the actinides and the rare-earths to the centre of
the region 50 < (AT, Z) < 82, and the "modified" parameters suggested by Rag-
narsson and Nilsson *2). The Nilsson diagrams obtained using the "extrapolated"
shell parameters «p = 0.0662, nf = 0.540 and Kn = 0.0637. nn = 0.450 are shown in
fig. 10. In the "rare-earth" diagram for odd protons, the energy difference between
the levels gi and d§ is larger and the orbitals [420$] and [4223] do not intersect for
E-values smaller than 0.3. For the odd neutrons, the h ¥ state is located between the
states si and d } . Using the "modified" parameters, we find that the level order
between the proton levels g { and dt is reversed, and that the h v neutron state is
located above the s } and dj states. The "extrapolated" diagrams shown in fig. 12
thus represent medium cases to the "rare-earth" and "modified" diagrams.

The nuclear ground-state spins of the pid-A cesium isotopes ' " • ' " • ' " • ' " C s
have been measured with the result / = } in all cases. Positive parity is suggested by
spectroscopic works. These results are accounted for by the Nilsson orbital [420J]
which, in the level diagram shown in fig. 10 is occupied by the 55th proton of cesium
in a wide range of positive deformation values. The experimental magnetic moments
of these isotopes are well reproduced by the theoretical moment of the level [4201],
assuming gs = 0.6 g['", g,= I, gR = 0.45 and the shell parameters from the rare-
earth region. The moments obtained using the extrapolated parameters are slightly
too small, A\i as 0.2 n.m., while the "modified" values are considerably smaller,
dp& 0.5-1.0 n.m.

The variation of the theoretical magnetic moments of the proton orbitals [420J]
and [422$] as functions of deformation, shell parameters and gs factor is shown in
fig. 11. The curves denoted by A, B and C are calculated with the "rare-earth",
"extrapolated" and "modified" shell parameters, respectively. The solid curves,
denoted by /i2

 a r e calculated with g, = 0.6 g['", while the dashed curves, ft, use
the free gz value. The experimental magnetic moments are plotted at the calculated2')
equilibrium deformation positions.

In a recent spectroscopic work on the decay of m B a , Beyer et al.*3) propose
the strongly fed f+ excited state in 127Cs to be a rotational member of the ground-
state band. Furthermore, the low-lying states with /* = j + , $ + , i* and-^-" arc
shown to have the same sign of the deformation. These states may consequently
be given the assignments [423$], [411J] or [422J], [404J] and ^ ' [ 5 5 0 1 ] , respec-
tively. A similar interpretation of the low-lying states in 137Pr has recently been
attempted by Klewe-Nebenius et al.29). We may also mention our earlier spin
measurements in the odd-Z elements lanthanum and praseodymium**•*'). The \*
ground states in l M La and u 5 Pr may be assigned [411$], and the {* ground state
in m P r [413^.

In the isotope 12tCs we observe two isomers of similar half-lives having the
nuclear spins / - $ and / = ?. Assuming a nuclear deformation £ » 0.25, the spin
values may be interpreted as arising from the orbitals [422$] and [404§], the latter
one originating from the g } shell and raising steeply with increasing deformation.
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The magnetic moment of the / = \ state in 12ICs is in good agreement with the
predictions of the orbital [422fJ (cf. fig. 11)- Further evidence for deformed nuclear
shapes in the light cesium isotopes is given by the nuclear ground state spin of'' 9Cs,
/ = §, measured by the optical pumping group at ISOLDE 4 6) .

The doubly odd cesium isotopes in the mass range A = 122-130, all have a nuclear
ground-state spin and parity /" = 1+ . The magnetic moments, on the other hand,
show a drastic variation in magnitude (cf. fig. 8). The large difference between the
magnetic moments of 132Cs and I24Cs, may be explained by assuming the proton
orbitals [422|] and [42<H], respectively, coupled to a [411J] neutron. This inter-
pretation is consistent with the assumption that the neighbouring nuclei 121Cs and
m C s are characterized by [422|] and [420i], respectively. The further increase
in magnitude for the heavier cesium isotopes is, however, not accounted for by the
predictions of the Nilsson model. It seems that these nuclei have to be treated as
transitional, with an increasing influence of the I + (pd^ndj) shell-model configura-
tion, having a nuclear magnetic moment of about 2 n.m.

We have preciously measured **• *5) the nuclear spins in the N =15 isotones
I l 3 3Ce and U 5 N d with the result / = §. In the strong-coupling limit they may be
! interpreted as arising from the Nilsson orbital [514f]. The ? states in 131Ba, 133Ce
1 and l 3 5 Nd form the band heads of the perturbed rotation bands discussed above.

The nuclear spin / = 5 of the isomeric state in ' 30Cs may be explained by this neutron
state coupled to the I—i proton state of 129Cs. Assuming a positive sign of the
experimental magnetic moment n, = 0.631(10) n.m., we obtain a qualitative agree-
ment with the prediction of the configuration above. The magnetic moment of
I29Cs / = i is 1.482(9) n.m. *7), and of 131Ba / = ?, nt = - 0 . 8 n.m. (calculated).

Returning again to the light cesium isotopes, the high-spin / = 8 isomer in 122Cs
may be explained by coupling the proton orbital [404f], appearing in 121Cs, with
the neutron orbital [523J]. This configuration implies a negative parity of the state.

The doubly odd isotope l 20Cs with a nuclear spin / = 2 may be given the same
nuclear configuration as I22Cs, namely p[422f]n[41 1£), this time, however, coupled
according to the rules of Gallagher and' Moszkowski4S).

4. Conclusion

The present work represents scientific progress in two respects: (i) A breakthrough
is achieved in on-line ABMR measurements on nuclei far from stability, (ii) A large
series of spins and magnetic moments is measured in the interesting transitional
region Z > 50, N < 82. The experimental data indicate a transition to deformed
nuclear shapes of the lightest cesium isotopes.

, The authors would like to express their gratitude to Prof. I. Lindgren for continuous
support of the project, io the members of the ISOLDE Collaboration for helpful
assistance and discussions, and to Dr. H. Rubinsztein and Mr. B. Hellsing for
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Addendum: In a recent paper (Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 22 (1977) 595), Garg et al. report
on in-beam studies of 12l-123Cs. Of particular interest is the rotational band struc-
ture preliminary interpreted to be built on the | + state. The observed band structure
supports our interpretation of the state as [404f ].
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ABSTRACT

The nuclear spins of several nuclides of the alkali elements

rubidium and francium have been measured using atomic-beam

magnetic resonance techniques. The following results have been
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222Fr 1 = 2 . The spin values are discussed briefly in terms of

current nuclear models.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclides of the alkali elements rubidium, cesium and francium

are obtained in high yields at the ISOLDE facility as spallation

products from 600 MeV proton reactions in different targets,

followed by on-line suface ionization and isotope separation [1].

In a previous paper [2], we reported on an on-line oven foil

system which efficiently converts an ion-beam of alkalis from

the separator to an atomic-beam, and on the measurements of

nuclear spins and moments of several cesium isotopes using ABMR

techniques. The same methods have been used in the present work

to measure nuclear spins in some rubidium and francium nuclides.

The element francium is here for the first time subject to ABMR

measurements.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

Referring to our work on cesium [2], we limit our presentation

of the experimental techniques to details specific to the present

work on rubidium and francium.

For the production of rubidium, targets of yttrium or niobium

were used. The production yields of different rubidium isotopes

at the collector chamber of the isotope separator are shown in

Fig. 1. In the same figure are given the corresponding data on

francium yields from a target of graphite cloth impregnated with

uranium.

The main part of the experiments were performed on-line, i.e.

guiding the ion-beam from the isotope separator directly to a

heated tantalum foil covered with a layer of yttrium. From that

surface the activity evaporated continuously in the form of free

atoms. Off-line techniques were used in part of the experiments

on the more long-lived isotopes.

Appropriate types of detectors were used to measure the activity

passing through the atomic-beam apparatus; thin plastic scin-

tillators for the detection of 6 , surface barrier detectors
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for a and Ge(Li) detectors for certain y-lines.

The simple electronic structure of the alkali elements makes

them particularly suited for atomic-beam measurements [2] .

The electronic splitting factor for the ground state of rubidium

has been measured by Boklen et al. [3] to be g = 2.0023319(14).

The g -factor for francium has not been determined. Spin mea-

surements performed in weak external magnetic fields are,

however, not sensitive to small variations in the gT-value.

According to the formula relating the nuclear spin to the

resonance frequency [2] :

21 + 1 (1)

we obtain at the strongest field used in the francium measure-

ments, yBB/h = 6.185 MHz, a difference of 6 kHz in resonance

frequency assuming g = 2.0023 or 2.0033. This difference is

smaller than the line width of the resonance signals which is

about 30 kHz. In the experiments on francium we have assumed an

electronic splitting factor g_= 2.0028.

Spin searches in the rubidium and francium nuclides were made

according to the equation above. The final results, shown in

Table 1, were established by the observation of resonance

signals in at least two different external magnetic fields, for

rubidium viDB/h = 1.079, 1.370, 2.964 and 4.029 MHz and for

francium 4.482 and 6.185 MHz, and by the absence of resonance

signals at the frequencies corresponding to other spin values.

Spin values in the range x/a - ll/z were checked in the odd-A

isotopes and 0 - 7 in the doubly-odd ones. In Figs. 2 - 4, we

exhibit decay curves of some resonance signals obtained in

rubidium and francium. Of particular interest are those shown

in Pig. 3. In an off-line experiment, a sample of 78Rb was

evaporated from the atomic-beam oven. By applying the frequencies

corresponding to the spin values 1 = 0 and I = 4 in exposing two

collectors alternatively, it was possible to make an isomer
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separation. The two decay curves correspond to the 17 min ground

state and the 6 min isomeric state, respectively. Particular

attention was paid to the ground state of 78Rb, in which resonance

signals were observed at the 1 = 0 frequencies. Such signals may

also be obtained in the case of a non-zero spin and an extremely

small hyperfine structure separation Av. A nucleus with 1 = 1

would give three resonance signals separated by z/3-Av. In order

to check the possibility of a non-zero spin we made a careful

frequency scan in a field of vBB/h = 1.370 MHz, from 700 kHz

below to 200 kHz above the spin 1 = 0 frequency. Only one

resonance signal was observed, having a line width of 40 kHz.

Assuming this line to be composed of three unresolved lines having

widths of 30 kHz; the width of the potassium calibration line

at this field, we get a hyperfine structure separation of 8 kHz.

This is an upper limit in the case of a non-zero spin, since

spin values larger than 1 = 1 would imply a larger number of

resonances and thus a smaller hyperfine structure separation.

The corresponding upper limit of the nuclear magnetic moment may

be calculated to be 3#10~6n.m. .

3. DISCUSSION

3.1 The rubidium isotopes

The neutron-deficient rubidium isotopes belong to a region where

both the protons and the neutrons range between the magic numbers

28 and 50. Nolte et al. [4] have made a systematic study of the

first excited 2 + states in doubly-even nuclei belonging to this

region. The shell closures at the magic numbers are clearly

identified through the high excitation energies. In addition to

these shell closures/ closed subshells are observed at neutron

number N * 38 in nuclei close to Z = 28, and at proton number
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Z = 40 in nuclei close to N = 50. The effect of the subshell

closures is, however, completely lost far from Z = 28 and N = 50

respectively, and maximum deformation is obtained at the centre

of the region enclosed by 28 = ( N,Z ) = 5 0 . The lightest rubidium

isotopes investigated in this work, 7 7' 7 8 | 7 8 m' 7 9Rb, are located

close to the centre of this region. Here, rotational bands based

on the orbitals [301 V a ] / [301 Va] and [303 5/z\, and perturbed

rotational bands associated with the low-spin Nilsson orbitals

originating from the g9 . shell model state have been identified
/2

in several nuclides, both odd-proton and odd-neutron ones. The

different orbitals may be found in the energy level diagram for

odd protons shown in Fig. 5. These levels have been calculated

within the Nilsson model employing the shell parameters K = 0.071

and |i = 0.300. The levels occupied by the 37th proton of rubidium

at a deformation of about e = 0.2 are drawn in heavy lines. It is

seen that the measured nuclear spin I = 5/2 in
 79Rb may be inter-

preted as [303 s/a] or V a [440 Va] and I = Vain 77Rb as [301 Va]

A preliminary result from a magnetic moment measurement in 79Rb

U_= 3.37(6) n.m.indicates that the ground state should be classi-

fied by the orbital s/a[440 Va] rather than [303 Va] . The

theoretical moments of these states are 3 n.m. and 1 n.m.,

respectively. The nuclear spins of the ground and isomeric states

of 78Rb, 1 = 0 and 1 = 4 , may be obtained by coupling the neutron

orbital 5/2[440 Va] of 77Kr to the proton orbitals Va [440 V 2 ]

and [301 3/2] . Further experimental data, particularly on the

level structure in 77Rb and 79Rb would be of great interest. A

rotational structure would support the assignments proposed here.

The isotope sl*Rb is located relatively close to the N = 50 shell

closure. The measured isomeric state spin 1 = 6 may accordingly

be given the shell model assignment 6~(
^77 /2

3.2 The francium isotopes

The light francium isotopes studied in this work, *°«Fr _ ai3Pr#

appear in the corner Z > 82, N < 126, close to the shell closures.

The shell model proton state h* , here accounts for several ^ .round
/2

states in the Z = 83 bismuth and 2 = 85 astatine isotopes.
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The isotopes 2°9'2U'zi3Fr, with nuclear ground state spins I = 9/2,

may consequently be associated with the same assignment.

The shell model states available for neutrons just below the N = 126

shell closure are pt . and f5. . The measured nuclear ground state
/2 / 2

spins in the doubly-odd francium isotopes 208'21°'2l2Fr are readily
accounted for by coupling these neutron states to the h9 , proton

/ 2

state. In 212Fr we have the configuration 5~( 7rh9 . vsi - ), the
/ 2 12

spin value being predicted by the coupling rules of ref. [5].

Taking into account the successive filling of the fs , neutron

shell, the nuclear spin I - 7 of 208Pr and I = 6 of 209Fr are

both explained by the configuration ( irh9 . vf5 . ) and the . .

coupling rules [5] . One may note that the spin sequence observed

in the corresponding doubly-odd isotopes of bismuth [6,7] is

somewhat different from that in francium. It would therefore be

of interest to make spin measurements in the interjacent astatine

isotones in order to see whether trends may be observed.

The francium isotopes in the mass range A = 214 - 219 are too

short-lived to be studied with the present atomic-beam technique.

A possible exception is 219Fr, but here the production yield has

so far been too low. The half-lives and yields of the heavier

francium isotopes again become favourable. The spin measurements

in 2*o»22i»222Fr h a v e gi v e n the result 1 = 1,
 s/z and 2, respectively. -

These isotopes are located in a transition region between the

spherical nuclei close to Z = 82, N = 126 and the strongly deformed

actinides. It is thus very difficult to find simple configuration

assignments accounting for the measured nuclear spins.

The proposed negative parity of the 221Fr ground state [8] implies

an association with the h 9 / shell model state. Also in the case

of a moderate nuclear deformation, it seems plausible to assume

that the main component of the I » 5/2 ground state of
 221Fr comes

from the h9 , shell model state.

The present direct measurement of the nuclear ground state spin

of 220Fr, I • 1, confirms the conclusion drawn by Briand et al. [9]



from spectroscopic arguments. The positive parity [9] of the

state suggests a negative parity neutron coupled to the odd

proton. Awaiting further experimental data in this region, we

refrain from speculating on the configurations giving rise to

the measured nuclear spins 1 = 1 and I = 2 in the doubly-odd

francium isotopes 220Fr and 222Fr.
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Table 1. Summary of results from the spin measurements

in rubidium and francium nuclides.

Isotope

77Rb

7»Rb

"ItlRb

7 9 R b

2 0 9p r

2 » 0 F r

2llFr

212p r

2 13p r

2 2 0p r

2 2 1 p r

2 2 2 p r

Half-life

3.8 min

17.7 min

6.0 min

23.0 min

21 min

59 sec

54 sec

3.18 min

3.08 min

' 19.3 min

34.7 sec'

27.5 sec

4.8 min

14.8 min

Measured

spin I

V*

0 a)

4

5/2

6

7

Va

6

V*
5

V2

1

V2

2

a) The resonances observed in 7 8Rb may also be due

to a non-zero spin in case the magnetic moment

is smaller than 3«10"6 n.m.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 : Experimental yields of rubidium and francium nuclides

from a 50 g/cm2 target of niobium powder and a target

of graphite cloth impregnated with 25 g uranium,

respectively. The proton beam intensity was in both

cases 1 pA. Dots indicate measurements using a Faraday

cup. Squares indicate in the case of rubidium beta-

counting and in francium alpha-counting. Our spin

measurements are marked by crosses at the bottom of

the figure, and previously known spins by circles.

Note that the present results on francium represent

the first ones from direct spin measurements in this

element.

Fig. 2 : Decay of 77Rb sample obtained at the frequency corre-

sponding to the ( 2 , -1 ) *—*• ( 2, -2 ) transition for

Rb I = 3/2 in weak external field. The spin I =
 3/2 is

further confirmed by the fact, that no other resonances

were induced by applying frequencies which correspond

to spin values in the range 1/z - 1*/i.

Fig. 3 : Isomer separated samples of 7BRb. A half-life of 17 min

was found in the decay of the sample exposed at the

frequency according to I = 0, while that corresponding

to I = 4 yielded the sample of half-life 6 min. This

attributes spin I = 0 to the ground state and spin 1 = 4

to the 6 min isomeric state of 78Rb.

Fig. 4 : The a-decays of samples of 210Fr and211Fr being exposed

at frequencies corresponding to spins 1 = 6 and I = 9/2,

respectively.
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Fig. 5 : Energy level diagram for odd protons, relevant to the

rubidium region. It is based on calculations performed

within the Nilsson model using the shell parameters

K = 0.071 and y = 0.300. Pull lines represent levels

with positive parity, dashed lines negative parity.

The portion of the levels around e * 0.2, available

to the 37th proton of rubidium is drawn in heavy lines.

A similar diagram is valid for the odd neutrons in

this region.
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ADDENDUM

to

NUCLEAR SPIN MEASUREMENTS IN SOME NUCLIDES OF

THE ALKALI ELEMENTS RUBIDIUM AND FRANCIUM

In the paper above we gave a preliminary result on the magnetic

moment of 79Rb, \i^= 3.37(6). This value has since been confirmed

by further experiments. From spin measurements in the ground and

xsomeric states of 78Rb/ having spin 1 = 0 and I = 4, we assigned

the neutron orbital s/2[440
 1/2'] and the proton orbitals

5/2 C440 V2] and [301 V2] t respectively, to these states. As the

ground state has spin 1 = 0 , hyperfine structure measurements

•were undertaken in the 1 = 4 isomeric state of 78Rb only. The

results, based on three experiments performed in external

magnetic fields of strengths up to 11 mT, are:

Nuclide

7e™Rb

I

4

Hfs
separation
Av MHz

5378(25)

Dipole
constant
a MHz

1195(6)

Magnetic
moment
Vy n.m. +)

2.56(3)

78 ft*\
+) A hyperfine anomaly A = ± 1 % is assumed.

Calculating the magnetic moment from the neutron orbital
s/z [440 V*J and the proton orbital [301 V2] , one obtains

the value 2.6 n.m., in agreement with the measured value.

.*...... ̂  _
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(Rtprinted from Nature, Vol. 244, No. 5416, pp. 429-43O:
August 17, 1973)

Search for Superheavy Elements and
Actinides Produced by Secondary
Reactions in a Tungsten Target
WE have presented evidence1 for the possible existence of a
superheavy element with atomic number 112*. This evidence
came principally from the observation of spontaneous fission
activity in a mercury source separated from a tungsten target
which had been irradiated by 24 GeV protons. It was subse-
quently shown1 that at a later stage 70% of the fission activity
was due to "*Cf. The origin of the remaining 30% of the fission
activity was unexplained, however, although measurements of
the activity made when the source was first produced indicated
that it could not then have been due to H2Cf.

Our previous results were based on experiments performed
with three different targets identified as Wl, W2 and W3
respectively. Since then experiments have been carried out with
two other targets, W4 and W5, and the results from these will
be described. As our previous evidence was based on the possible
production of eka-Hg, the chief aim of the present experiments
has been to separate eka-Hg from the tungsten target. As well
as looking for possible superheavy elements a search was also
made for actinides, both as a group and individually, in order
to test the possible reaction mechanism. A summary of the
target irradiations is given in Table 1.

The chemical separations carried out on the tungsten targets
are described in detail elsewhere*. For the W4 target a Pt
cathode and an excess of NaOH was used in the anodic disso-
lution vessel. A large fraction (20% to 95 %) of the heavy metals
(Os and Pb) was deposited as a thin layer on the cathode'. This
was kept at liquid nitrogen temperature and counted for spon-
taneous fission events over a 9-d period using polycarbonate
plastic detectors. No events were observed. Later experiments
showed, however, that elementary Hg deposited on the cathode
was lost at a rate of 50% a week even at liquid nitrogen tem-
perature. Because eka-Hg is likely to be more volatile than Hg
this experiment cannot be considered conclusive. For possible
future experiments we should note that counting the cathode
foi spontaneous fission events could be a useful way of search-



Wl
W2
W3
W4
W5

Tabl* 1

Weight of
Wrod(g)

33
33
365
45
45

Summary of Target Irradiations

Proton dose

2xlO»*
7x10"*
lx lO 1 "

9.1xlO"t
6.7xl017t

No. of"'Gd
atoms produced

6xlO»t

1.0xl0Mt
7.6xlO»t

•External beam monitor value, provided by CERN. Estimated
error ±20%.

f':Na used as an internal monitor, assuming a formation cross-
section of 1.6 mbarn (refs 7 and 8).

1 Calculation based on the measured formation cross-section ofl«Gd (29±4 mbarn} (ref. 7).
§The target was different from all others in that it was heavily

oxidized to WO>(~28%).

ing for other less volatile superhsavy elements. This technique
involves a minimum of chemical separation and is therefore
less likely to cause the loss of the wanted activity or to introduce
contamination.

For the W5 target a Mo cathode was used with stoichiometric
amounts of NaOH in the dissolution vessel3. To prevent loss by
evaporation, the activity on the cathode was removed imme-
diately by reverse electrolysis3. Following chemical separation,
the Hg source was made by exchange on a thin PbS film.

For both the W4 and W5 targets the separation of the actinide
and lanthanide elements as a group was carried out in the con-
ventional way using F~ and OH~ precipitations and anion
exchange. The individual actinides from the W5 target were
separated by the use of reverse phase partition chromatography
using radioactive lanthanide isotopes to calibrate the column'.
The sources wsre prepared electrolytically using stainless steel
disks as cathodes. More than 95% of the transplutonium
actinides were deposited in this way'.

Both the actinide sources and those of the elements Os to Pb
from the W5 target were counted for spontaneous fission activity
with polycarbonate plastic detectors but no such events were
observed in 2 weeks; on the assumption that the superheavy
elements decay by this mode with a half life of 1 yr the upper
limit for their formation cross-section is 10-" barn

Alpha activity was measured using surface barrier detectors
for varying periods from days to several weeks. No known
transplutonium elements were observed in the actinide sources.
Most of the alpha peaks found in the other sources were
probably due to known isotopes such as "'Gd, *"Po and
members of the " T h decay chain.



Before comparing these results with those obtained from the
earlier targets, the following changes in the chemical separation
should be mentioned. In the present work NiS was used as a
coprecipitant instead of MnOi because it was found to give
higher and more reproducible yields of the elements Os to Fb
'Dowex' SO was used rather than 'Dowex' 1 to facilitate the
separation of eka-Hg from thorium and lanthanide contamina-
tion. It is, of course, not certain that the eJca element will follow
Its homologue in the initial or modified chemical procedures,
and it is always possible that this could be the reason for the
negative results of W5. This same argument also applies when
comparing our -work with that of other groups who have carried
out similar experiments but using a different chemical approach
(refs 5 and 6 and Yu. A. Batusov, Ts. Vylov, V.'P. Trelov el at.).

For the actinides the comparison can be made more easily
as the chemistry of this group of elements is well established.
Our results are in agreement with those of Unik et al.*, West-
gaard et al.', and Batusov et al. (unpublished). We now believe
that the alpha activity previously observed in our actinide
sources from \V1 and W2 was largely due to contamination.
These findings imply that the production of energetic fragments
with Z>22 to give secondary reactions in a tungsten target
must be less than 3xlO~15 barn. (Calculations were based on
production of '"Cm.) In the case of uranium targets irradiated
with 10 to 28 GeV protons, only reaction products with atomic
numbers up to 6 greater than that of the target material were
found5.

We are, however, still unable to explain the origin of the
fission activity observed in the Hg source produced from the
early W2 target. If the spontaneous fission activity had been
due to *"Cf then at least 30 counts d~J would have been seen
hi the alpha particle spectra at an energy of 6.1 MeV. In fact,
as can be seen from Fig. Is and b of ref. 1, less than 12 counts
were observed in this energy region in 27 d. Similarly, measure-
ments of the alpha/fission ratio made using a single surface
barrier detector gave an upper limit of 5:1. We have recently
reanalysed this data and can find no explanation in terms of
M1Cf or other known actinide isotopes. The origin of the fission
events observed in the early stages of the W2 experiment remains
unexplained.

In conclusion this experiment shows that we are unable to
repeat the results obtained in the experiment of ref. 1. We do
not observe any significant production of actinides, in agree-
ment with other work, indicating that the secondary reaction
process is unlikely to be a useful way of producing superheavy
elements. We believe that future experiments must rely on direct
heavy ion reactions.
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THE CHEMICAL SEPARATION OF SOME HEAVY
ELEMENTS FROM PROTON IRRADIATED TUNGSTEN
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Abstract— A method is outlined for separating lanthanides, actinides, and the elements Os, Ir, Au,
Hg, Tl and Pb together with their super heavy homologues, from about 30 g of irradiated tungsten
metal. This involves anodic dissolution of the tungsten, and near quantitative deposition of the ele-
ments of interest onto a molybdenum cathode, followed by conventional chemical separations.
Overall chemical yields are given.

INTRODUCTION

THEORETICAL predictions [1] of the nuclear properties of the super-heavy ele-
ments have stimulated many workers to search for these elements in nature [2-5]
or to attempt synthesis using nuclear reactions [6-10] and these efforts are
continuing.

In the case of synthesis by secondary reactions [6-9] thick targets are used,
and the low yield of any possible superheavy product makes chemical separation
essential. The chemical properties of the superheavy elements are therefore of
considerable significance. Theoretical predictions [11,12] suggest that elements
104-118 should be chemical homologues of Hf to Rn respectively, and there is
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some experimental evidence [13-15] that elements 104 and 105 do indeed fit into
this pattern. In this work a scheme has been developed for the separation of ele-
ments 108-114 from a massive target of tungsten; the scheme is based on the
chemical properties of Os to Pb. Wet chemistry is used and one of the problems
which has to be borne in mind is the conflict between the high decontamination
factors which are necessary to give adequate purity, and a rather low specificity
in the chemical separations in the hope that any superheavy element will follow
its homologue.

It is, however, hoped that the methods described here could also be useful in
general radiochemical separations.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS A N D DISCUSSION
The following procedures are those currently used in our investigations. They are the result of a

considerable amount of development work, and differ in detail from the method outlined in an earlier
paper [7],

Source thickness and reagent purity
If the final source is to be assayed by alpha spectroscopy, or by the identification of spontaneous

fission events, then it is critically important that the source should be uniformly thin, preferably weigh-
ing only a few micrograms cm**. This can only be achieved if attention is paid to cleanliness and to the
purity of reagents, particularly those used in large amounts. In early work it was found that final
sources occasionally had weights greater than 400 Mg.enr2, although only 40 ng of carrier had been
added initially.

The following precautions are generally advisable
(i) Polyethylene bottles should be used for storage where possible, and soda glass avoided [16].

Borosilicate glass is satisfactory for most chemical operationsil7]. New glassware was used
for all Anal operations involving sources, and, in particular, care was taken not to carry out
micro-operations in glassware which had contained macro-amounts of material.

(ii) Prolonged exposure to air (e.g. long evaporation and digestions) should be avoided; glassware
and solutions were covered with "Parafilm,"* [ 16] where possible.

(iii) Pure hydrochloric acid and ammonia solutions can be prepared by passing anhydrous HC1 and
NH3 gas respectively, through triply distilled water. Other acids may be distilled. 'ARISTAR't
grade reagents have also been found to be satisfactory.

(iv) Solutions used in large volumes, such as in our case, 5 M NaOH, can be electrolysed and im-
purities collected on a platinum cathode,

(v) Organic reagents should be redistilled. Dithizone was purified by a standard method[17].

Anodic dissolution of tungsten and cathode deposition of heavy elements
This is the first stage in the separation procedure and the apparatus used is shown in Fig. 1. The

main reason for this procedure is to remove the tungsten (about 30 g) from the system, but there is a
useful advantage in that the cathode collects most of the elements of interest as a very thin, uniform,
layer forming a source convenient for particle spectroscopy. This source is admittedly heavily con-

•Trade Mark, Lindsay & Williams Ltd.
tTrade Mark BDH (chemicals) Ltd.

13. R. Silva, J. Harris, M. Nufmia, K. Eskola and A. Ghiorso, Inorg. nucl. Chem. Lett. 6.871 (1970).
14. I. Zvara, V. Z. Belov, L. P. Chelnokov, V. P. Domanov, M. Hussonois, Y. S. Korotkin, V. A.

Schegolov and M. R. Shalayevski, Inorg. nucl. Chem. Lett. 7, 1109 (1971).
15. I. Zvara, V. Z. Belov, Y. S. Korotkin, M. R. Shalayevski, V. A. Schegolov, M. Hussonois and

B. A. Zager. Report No. JINRP12-512Y (1970).
16. R. E. Thiers, In Trace Analysis (Edited by J. H. Yoe and H. J. Koch, Jr.) Chapter 24. John Wiley,

New York (1957).
17. E. B. Sandell, Colorimetric Determination of Traces of Metals, 3rd Edn. Interscience, New

York (1959).
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NoOH

Tungsttn rod

L—• Pt di»c tltctrod*
f—- Sovird joint
] ' Cu.contoct for Pt

Fig. 1. Dissolution vessel (half scale). Screwhead joint marketed by V. A. Howe, U.K.

taminated with mixed beta gamma activity, but it can be obtained within a few hours of receipt of the
tungsten target, and will indicate whether alpha and/or spontaneous fission activities are present. A
sequence of acid and alkaline traps were used to collect any volatile material. These were later com-
bined with the solution from the reaction vessel. Some comments on the many variables involved in
such an electro-dissolution/electro-deposition system are given below:

(i) The rate of dissolution of tungsten was found to be about 1 -0 g of tungsten per amp hour. This
is in agreement with calculation based on the anodic reaction:

W + 2H2O + 2NaOH - Na!WO< + H, f.

(ii) In early experiments a platinum cathode was used, but during the procedure involving reverse
electrolysis in concentrated HC1 (see below), it was found that up to 100 mg of platinum
could be taken into solution, thus making it impossible to prepare a thin source of the platinur
fraction. Molybdenum is a very satisfactory substitute, and any molybdenum dissolved can
be separated easily from the elements of interest. One difference, important in trial experi-
ments, is that molybdenum becomes ineffective when removed from the electrolyte and then
replaced. This is presumably due to surface oxidation.

(iii) The distribution of the elements of interest during the dissolution of tungsten was measured
using tracers. In general the behaviour of molybdenum and platinum as cathodes was very
similar. Table 1 shows a typical variation in percentage deposition due to change in alkalinity.
A maximum for alt elements was found at pH » 7, and therefore the tungsten was dissolved
in a stoichiometric amount of sodium hydroxide solution, when a major fraction of the ele-
ments osmium to lead appeared on the cathode. The platinum metals, lanthanides (and pre-

i-*-
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Table 1. Distribution of the elements Os to Pb, and La, on W dissolution

Distribution of activity (%)

Pt cathode • Mo cathode*
Tracer Carrier Cathode Electrolyte Traps Cathode Electrolyte and traps

Os-193
Ir-192
Pt-197
Au-199

Hg-203

Tl-204
Pb-212

La-140

100
50

150
c.M
50
10
50
50

eft
50
50

68-5
20-7
29-7
75-8
SO
687
70
95-5
96
95
46-5

29-5
78-1
690
15-7
15
23-5
21-5
2-0
2
3

53

2 0
1-2
0-3
8-5
5
7-8
8-5
2-5
2
2
0-5

94
85
86
95
95
93-5
94-5
95-5
94-5
95
46-5

Not measured

"In excess NaOH
tin stoiehiometric NaOH
•Carrier-free

sumably actinides) were the most difficult to electro deposit, and high yields were obtained
subsequently by co-precipitation.

(iv) The density of the solution was important, with the more dilute solutions being favourable.
The volume of solution was adjusted so that the final concentration of sodium tungstate did
not exceed 10-20%.

(v) The deposition rate decreased significantly with increasing electrolyte volume and decreasing
surface area of the cathode. These diffusion effects were overcome by using a relatively
large area, dip-type cathode.

(vi) The control of current was critically important If the current exceeded 1 A, appreciable
quantities of tungsten lines (anodic sludge) were formed. Moreover, with high currents as
much as 50 per cent of the platinum-metal tracers remained in the reaction vessel, mainly on
the walls. The addition of NH4NO3 (to react with the hydrogen evolved), reduced the amount
of deposition on the walls, but also decreased the deposition rates of Os, Ir and Pt on the
cathode. The best solution to these problems is to keep the current at less than 0-7 A.

(vii) As can be seen from Table 1, the amount of carrier present is not very important, at least
within the range studied.

Co-precipitation
The cathode yields shown in Table 1 are not 100 per cent, and are somewhat difficult to reproduce

reliably, particularly for indium and platinum. Accordingly, any residue of the elements of interest
were removed by co-precipitation. Early work [7] relied on manganese dioxide as a co-precipitating
agent from alkaline solution, but the yields were found to be critically dependent on the detailed
formation conditions of the precipitate. Nickel sulphide has been found to be somewhat better, at
least for the elements Os to Pb, giving yields of 50-100 per cent in neutral solution containing ammon-
ium acetate and about 30 jig.Ni.cm"3. Lanthanides and actinides are not removed by nickel sulphide
but are readily brought down in a second co-precipitation when ferric hydroxide was used.

Reverse electrolysis
The elements osmium to lead, and the lanthanides and actinides can be removed quantitatively

( > 98%) from either Pt or Mo cathodes by reverse electrolysis. The cathode head of Fig. 1 is removed
and screwed into a similar cell of smaller volume, where it is immersed in concentrated hydrochloric
acid and wired as the anode (see Fig. 2.).
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"^^S^^TSI !- j Traps -

Fig. 2. Reversed electrolysis vessel (half scale).

Dissolution of the electrode material is minimised by using low currents and short times of elec-
trolysis; a current of 1 A is passed for about 3 min. In the case of molybdenum, this results in about
35 mg of Mo coming down as fines, but this is readily dissolved with 1 ml of 20 vol. H2O2. The excess
peroxide must be removed carefully under an infra red lamp, to avoid loss of osmium.

Chemical separations
The flow diagram of Fig. 3 indicates the solvent extraction and ion exchange techniques adopted

in the subsequent chemical separation, together with the overall percentage yields at each stage.
A further comment on decontamination can be made. If superheavy elements are produced in

secondary or two stage reactions [6-10] then the total activity in the target will be about 10" times
greater than that due to superheavy elements. It is obvious that high decontamination factors are
required, which implies the use of several steps some of which are necessarily rather specific. A case
in point is the separation of mercury using dithizone in the presence of E.D.T.A. (this is used at the
source preparation stage); such a method is quite specific for mercury, and unfortunately it is only by
experiment that its suitability for the mercury homologue, element 112, will be determined. However,
most of the stages outlined in the flow diagram are relatively non-specific. Decontamination factors for
the separated fractions, before any final source preparation, were found to be of the order of 10*.

The individual lanthanides and actinides have been separated by reverse phase partition chroma-
tography using hydrophobized Celite as supporting material, and HDEHP as the stationary phase [18].
The elution diagram is shown as Fig. 4, and good resolution was readily obtained as conditions
could be optimized by reference to the thorough development work carried out by Horwitz[18] and
Siekierski[l9]. Lanthanide and actinide yields from the 24GeV proton irradiation of tungsten have
been measured, and these results will be presented at a later date.

18. E. P. Horwitz. C. A. A. Bloomquist and D. J. Henderson, J. inorg. nucl. Chem.3l, 1149 (1969).
19. R.J.SochackaandS.Sierkierski.y.C/iromor. 16,376(1964).
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Anodic dissolution of
tungsten in stsicniomerric

omount of NoOH

pH 7 0
Electrolyse 6hr

O* Ir Pr Äu Hg Tl Pb
IX deposited on the cothode)

94 85 86 95 93 95 95

Reverse electrolysis. 3 min
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Oí Ir PI Au Hg Tl Pb Mo

94 68 86 95 93 95 95 35mg
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Fig. 3(a)
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Fig. 3. Flow diagram of separation procedure. The numbers given refer to the percentage
yield at each stage.
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20 40 60 O 20 40 60 80 0 20 20 40 SO BO 0 ZO 40 SO 90

Drop number of eluate

Fig. 4. Separation of lanthanides. Supporting material; 240-300 Mesh (B.S.) hydro-
phobized Celite. Stationary phase: HOEHP (84-0mgHDEHP/g of dry bed). Column
bed size: 0-0557cm-X 10cm. Bed density: 425mg/ml. Elutriant: HNOb (various con-
centrations). Flow Rate: 1 ml cm'"- min"'. Temperature: Room temp. HETP: 0-30 mm
(typical value). The elution diagram was measured with the radioactive lanthantdes

produced in the tungsten target.

Sources for counting were prepared from the isolated fractions of Fig. 3 by ion exchange and
eiectrodeposition, and the techniques used will be described elsewhere.
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